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Paradise Betrayed
Mayor David Dinkins' apJX>intment of Woodrow A, Myers,

]r, as New York's new health commissioner is a betrayal of the
highest order, With this action, Mayor Dinkins has declared war
on the entire gay and lesbian community of New York, a com-
munity which had supJX>rted him overwhelmingly in the last
election, We find this action both incomprehensible and unfor-
givable, a huge political error and a nightmare for our
beleagured community, which is weary of attacks from its own
city's health department.

When Out Week endorsed Mr, Dinkins during both the prima-
ry and the general election, it was with the explicit understanding
that he would apJX>int a health commissioner who agreed with
his basic philosophy on AIDS, It was also clearly understood that
the new commissioner would be someone sympathetic to gays
and lesbians, and someone who could build bridges between the
various groups most affected by the AIDS disaster,

Woody Myers is none of these things, He is, in fact, just the
opJX>site, By his words and deeds he has proven himself inept,
uncaring, callous to the civil liberties of people with AIDS, and
an unrepentant homophobe, He is absolutely unacceptable as
our next health commissioner,

It need hardly be said that gays have been terribly let down
by those gay leaders we entrusted to represent our interests in
this matter, The chief culprit is Tim Sweeney, the depUty director
of the Gay Men's Health Crisis, An openly gay man who sat on
Dinkins' search committee, he supported Myers even after
Sweeney learned about Myers' nightmarish record on AIDS,

It was Sweeney's job to research Myers' record on gay
and AIDS issues before Myers became a candidate, He never
did, It was also his job to represent. us and to fight for us
once that record became known, and to spare the mayor the
embarrassment of having to learn about gay opposition to
Myers in the streets,

Sweeney's admitted desire to place his vision of "compro-
mise" above our civil liberties disqualifies him from any further
involvement as a representative of our community, For this rea-
son we call upon Tim Sweeney to resign immediately from his
position at GMHC, If he refuses to do so, we call upon the
GMHC board to' fire him,

Additional blame must be accepted by Tom Stoddard and
Marie Wilson, the gay members of the transition committee, who
were also charged with looking out for our interests, They have
let us down terribly,

But in the final analysis, the decision was Dinkins' and his'
alone, No matter what he now says, he can never repair the
damage this betrayal has done to his reputation, As the gay and
lesbian community now moves to repudiate the mayor, he will

.pay a heavy price for this betrayal. We all will, ....
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LETTERS
OutWeek Heal Thyself
Had Wil Garcia not

passed on when he did, just
how much longer would it
hove taken OutWeek to fea-
ture the concepts of self-

us locked in repression,
Reading the majority of your
articles one thinks gays and
lesbians are the first group
ever to realize we've
allowed ourselves to be

ed by Gabriel's questions,
Niro's responses were great
to read, I feel a lot of the
misunderstandings folks use
to keep themselves out of
the self discovery movement
were addressed by both
Gabriel and Niro, I also
appreciated the length of
the published interview,

Frankly, I'd enjoy seeing
the healing circles and med-
itation gatherings and meto-
physical lectures livened up
by the kick-ass contributions
and. questions of OutWeek
staff and its readers in possi-
ble attendance, I'd also
enjoy seeing the pain so
many gay people are in
being cooled and healed by
the extra-human amounts of
love generated weekly at
the above mentioned funci-
tons,

I hope and visualize
(since prayer comes from
that organization so media
saturated I can't use their

healing as your cover story?
("The Healer Within: Out,
weekno,29, Jan 14)

All over this country
there are people, primarily
gay men, exercising their
American rights of freedom
by exploring their abilities to
heal themselves from AIDS,
We're all healing ourselves
from the fear of AIDS; the
fear of dying from AIDS; the
fear of dying at all,

I was originally very
excited at the prospect of
the first magazine attempt-
ing to give equal attention
to lesbian and gay issues,
'Thisquickly dissipated when
the uniting factors showed
themselves to be the anger,
attack and self-righteousness
of our community that keeps

oppressed-like we've got
some special right to be
angry,

Niro's discussion of ACT
UP is especially terrific to
read, In the preview of his
article, Gabriel Rotello states
that Niro is a therapist of
·uncommon insight." I hope
he considers applying his
experience with Niro to his
own life, which will be an
even more positive contribu-
tion than getting this inter-
view on the OutWeek cover,

In typical OutWeek
fashion, Gabriel's questions
were abrasive, direct and to
the point. Though not a point
that I share, I think a great
many people I'd like to see
involved in the self heal
movement were represent-

name again) that this new
decade brings Niro and her
counterparts to the cover
and inside pages of Out-
Week much more frequently,
I'd be happy to support your
publication in every way,
Create a space that sincere-
ly supports people's recover-
ies from AIDSand that space
fillsten times over,

Send your writers over
to the Healing Circle where
people are always standing
up discussing their diagnosis
reversals, in many cases, and
how life continues in other
forms after the body dies,
You'd be amazed at how
people are having experi-
ences with the spiritsof those
who've passed on through
AIDS, So many experiences
so rivetingly honest-this is
the wave after people
accept the fact that we are
each in control of our own
health,

And for God's sake give

~'i1@~ llC:9A1~o. ~O(?fil$ ~r ANOREA NATALI!

REALLY.' Sf R,.f/, 117,' WELL .I VANT r",,'"
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HEAL a weekly column in
your magazine to spread the
myriad avenues of healing
and the battalion of heal-
from-AIDS experts now avail-
able,

OufWeek is not serving
the lesbian and gay commu-
nity thoroughly by reporting
only the acts of rage, These
acts masquerade the hope-
lessnessmost AIDS situations
have at their root-and
these events have got to
stop being considered
media-worthy over and over
again,

I have a public question
for the brave and action-ori-
ented men and women of
ACT UP,Because of anything
this organization has acted
up about, demonstrated,
zapped or petitioned-
exactly how many have
healed their bodies from
AIDS?

Yes, Wil Garcia has
passed on-in one sense he
and his lover George are

beyond AIDS,To dwell on this
one situation would be a ter-
rible limit, Wil has served
many purposes, as Niro and
OufWeek are, Now that
attention has been raised,
please folks, dive in and get
those presses running, There
are messages of healing that
must be helped to spread,
Do you really want to sell
papers? There is no message
more newsworthy, no mes-
sage that people are most
starved to hear than the
ones of people rising up out
of a system that has been
trampling gays, lesbians,
Blacks, Jews and so on, The
self heal movement is the
root of this,

MarkVenglia
Manhattan

Different Drummer?
On Martin Luther King

Day, I read Larry Kramer's
first auf Week column
(Kramer vS.. ,l/21/90), As
always, Kramer is thought

current membership on the
board of the People with
AIDS Coalition, I don't want
to be a "gay leader: If I did,
I'd take up the proverbial
drums,

I propose a recognition
of Larry as a candidate for

I"'·
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"gay leader,' He just has to
pick up the drumsticks and
continue the roll he is so
capably on, Watch out
world, Larry Kramer may be
a drummer boy!

Larry Gutentz
Manhattan
P,S, Despite Kramer's

strength, he probably
couldn't be a model in
Drummer Magazine,

Leam and Live
Last night. Thursday,

January 18 at 18:30 hours, I
attended the NYU HIV Dis-
cussion Forum concerning
Prognostic Markers of HIV
Infection with the partici-
pation of Drs, Friedman-
Kien, Grossman, Farthing
and Valantine which took
place at the Tishman Audi-
torium of the NYU Law
School free of charge, The
speakers lead a learned
discussion about the signifi-
cance of T4 cell counts,
P24 antigens, Beta-2
microglobulin and
addressed in a knowledge-
able way every question
posed by the audience on
a number of HIV-related
topics, The audience con-
sisted on ONLY 30 people,
In my estimation the Tish-
man Auditorium can easily
and comfortably seat at
least 500 people, The
above speakers are at the
forefront of the battle
against HIV disease and
thoroughly prepared for
the meeting and even
went to the trouble of illus-
trating the topics of discus-
sion with the"help of slides,

I strongly believe that
the exchange of information
regarding the different
aspects of this disease will
better prepare the members
of our community affected
by it to remain alive, We
must encourage and sup-
port the NYUMedical Center
in their efforts to reach out to
our community by sharing
with us the knowledge of the
outmost experts in the field,
They are receptive and wel-

come our feedback as to
medical topics that our
community will like to see
discussed,

The NYU HIV Discussion
Forum takes place the sec-
ond Thursday of every
month, I hope to" see more
of us at the next forum on
February 8, Until there is a
cure we should arm our-
selves with the knowledge
of the options available to
us, I urge the community to
take advantage of this
opportunity,

Edgar H, Garza-
Morales
Manhattan

Terms of Abusement
In hisGlAAD Tidingscol-

umn (OutWeek Jan, 14,
1990), Henry Yeager makes
the same mistake he
charges Father Andrew
Greeley made; the writer
"fumbles badly ..,in his state-
ment about the sexual
abuse of children," While
accusing the priest of label-
ing most abusers as goy,
Yeager uses "pedophiles'
and ."child molesters' as syn-

onyms, They are not,
Most pedophiles are not

child molesters, Neither are
most child molesters
pedophiles, any more than
men who rape other men in
prison are homosexuals, Sex
between adults and children
isnot inherently abusive, and
consensual sex isnot rape:

It's difficult to say
whether Yeager's confusion
is a sign of prejudice, igno-
rance or just sloppy writing, In
a column designed to ana-
lyze bias towards lesbians
ana gays, any of those Is a
serious failure, Hiswork repro-
duces the error GlAAD finds
so often in the straight press,
government and corporate
culture: negative judge-
ments result from obsessive
focus on a single characteris-
tic of a relationShip, Homo-
phobes make gender the'
determining factor, Yeager
relieson age,

What's the remedy for
such errors? Examine the
quality of the relationship,
rather than some scrap of
demographic data about
the people in it, Let's hope

GLAAD adopts this rule in
Mure analysis,

BillAndriette
Boston

MAAD at NAMBLA
A friend of mine recent-

ly introduced me to Out-
Week and 'I purchased the
January 7, 1990 issue, I was
very'distressed to see in your
Community Directory an ad
from the North American
Man/Boy Love Association,

NAMBLA promotes
every negative and distort-
ed view of the gay and les-
bian community that serious
organizations, such as the
Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation are
fighting against, (For the
record, I'm not a member of
GlAAD, the views in this let-
ter are strictly personal.)

I'm aware that selling
ad space is important, but
to sell it to an organization
that in my opinion maligns
the gay and lesbian com-
munity is shameful. When
the "main-stream" press
prints a homophobic ad,
they say "We're hare to
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make money: and don't
think about the fact that
such ads are offensive,

I hope OufWeek isn't

Scalped
I have many times in

the last few months thought
to write to you and some-
how put it off each time, You
hove shocked me out of my

. procrastination,
Having gone back

through the last December
1989 issue, I can find no
warning for what took place
this Monday, I got only a
nickel back from my two dol-
lars tendered for OufWeek!
Thank God I live in NYC and
not Canada, however, or
they'd have been scraping
me off the sidewalk, A gen-
tle note of explanation
would have been the polite
thing to do, We are your
·paylng" friends, after all,
and deserve at least that
courtesy, As well as more
thorough editing,

I am deeply disturbed
by the practice OufWeek

employs of using nonsense
words as if they seriously
existed. I am a woman, in a
world of women. We are not
wimmin or womyn or any of
the very cutesy and annoy-
ing nonsense words your
magazine insists on using,
Fooling around with the lan-
guage only tends to belittle
us and our seriousnessabout
improving our status in life,

Thisgame you play with
the words woman and
women is a detraction from
the things that really do
need to be changed. As les-
bians we are a double
minority and the distractions
of reworking the language
are completely counter-pro-
ductive to the tasks we must
undertake, We need to be
visible and we need to be
equal.

Our community has
enough to deal with in the

going so use the same
excuse,

Noah Niller
Manhattan

Dykes to Watch Out For
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way of words as it is, Such as
why it's bad among gays
and lesbians to call some-
one a fag but okay to call
someone a dyke, It too is
derogatory in origin, but les-
bian women are supposed
to be good sports and apply
it to themselves (which it
seems many do) and let oth-
ers apply it as well. I think it is

. in poor taste,
Thank you for your mag-

azine and the time and taste
that you put into it, My lover
and I enjoy and look forward
to every issue and are inch-
ing our lazy selves toward
writing a cheque for a sub-
scription,

Georgia Griffin
Manhattan

Act What?
I enjoy reading your

magazine and think you are
off to a generally great start,
One thing I admire is that,
although your reporters
cover events from a gay
perspective (as they should),
they make the effort to be
objective and thorough, a
welcome relief from other
gay newspapers,

The only time you seem
to falter in this is when ACT
UP is in the news, Then the
writing sometimes borders on
the sychophantic, For
instance, you write (issue no.

information,
Best of luck in

1990,
P.F,G
Manhattan
P,S, Is it my

imagination or is
Michelangelo Sig-
norile's column
basically the same
thing each week
with a different
lead?

(It is your
imagination -Ed.)

SAGE + Advice.
It's never

easy, but coping
with aging and
HIV positivity can

Photo:RexWockner loom like an
26) that they raised $335,00) unclimable mountain, One
at an auction, There's no way to help overcome the
paid staff, they're not pro- hurdles of such a predica-
ducing any tangible product ment is the support '-and
or service (unless you count company of your peers,
posters), What are they SAGE + is a support
doing spending $30,000 a group for people who are
month on office space and both HIV positive and 50 or
utilities? If we're asked to over, Sponsored by the main
donate to the auction or SAGE organization, it meets
buy a ticket for a Halloween every Tuesday at 6 pm in the
benefit. don't we have the Gay and Lesbian Center at
right to know where the 208 W. 13th st. stress reduc-
money goes, and who's tion, medical and insurance
accountable for it? discussions. guest lecturers,

Your coverage of the St. crisis intervention, conscious-
Patrick's demonstration was ness-raising and simple
certainly extensive, but very shmoozing and dishing are
biased in favor of the hand- the order of the evening
ful of protesters who chose (and sometimes a cookie),
to go inside the cathedral all under the direction of a
and disrupt the mass, If the
action was so popular, why
did so few go inside of the
thousands on the street?
Your editorial (issue no, 27)
was offensive, turgid and
irresponsible,

I know from your public
statements where your sym-
pathies lie, I also applaud
what ACT UP has accom-
plished and support the
group's goals, But that
doesn't mean they can do
no wrong, or that they
COUldn't stand a little scruti-
ny, Please remember that
the entire gay community,
not just ACT UP,is looking to
your magazine for news and

SAGE facilitator who occa-
sionally leads the group in
meditative visualizations,

Don't sit home contem-
plating your T-cells! Studies
have shown that the pro-
gression of HIV can be sub-
stantially slowed by a little
appropriate company, And
we won't return a blank
stare when you mention
things like Victor Mature's
muscles, my friend Irma and
the Penn Post Hotel. Drop by
some Tuesday, or call Arlene
Kochman at 741-2247 for
more information on SAGE+,

Art
Manhattan

Space Waster?
Cover-up House?

Cover Story?!
It's 1990 and I have no

'respect for peopJe like Kevin
Kite or Father Bruce Ritter,A
great waste of EIGHTvalu-
able pages,

Michael Rodrigues
Manhattan

Spectator Sport?
I write in response to a

letter which appeared in
the January 21st issue con-
cerning the danger of
unsafe sex at The Saint, As I
am too young to. have been
around in The Saint's hey-
day, my knowledge of the
balcony's tawdry past isjust
heresay, I attended a party
in December, and then on

January 13th, thus
before and after the
balcony's "moral make-
over,'

Frankly, what I saw
in December was hard-
ly reminiscent of the 70s,
For every pair of sexuat
"partakers' there was
such a vast swarm of
"spectators' that one's
most intimate moments
were spent moving
through the crowd try-
ing to locate the attrac-
tion, A few scattered

, people went down on
others and I did see one
couple fuck; but they
were quite obviously
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lovers, who seemed to
groove on an audience,

Having come out into
the age of AIDS, I have seen
this issue exploited too fre-
quently as an excuse to
judge, if not legislate,
"moral" and "immoral"
behavior, I can expect little
more from heterosexuals; but
I demand more from gay
people, People do what
people do, Some will behave
very irresponsibly; most
nowadays will not, The very
small minority of irresponsible
people would have been
and will continue to be irre-
sponsible with or without the
facilities of The Saint, But to
take the attitude that the
presence of the balcony was
putting droves of people in
danger was extremely unre-
alistic, What Iwitnessed in the
balcony would surely have
been laughable by the stan-
dards of the 70s, My initial
thought when the balcony
was now illuminated and
staffed by flashlight-wielding
"Lips above Hips" squad, was
that some straight people
must have caught wind of
the goings-on and thought
they'd curb his evil. To find
out that this was possibly the
result of a threat made by a
gay person was quite sad.

Prevalent in today's
'War On .. ," mentality are
absurd beliefs, such as the
notion that eliminating drug
dealers will eventually frus-
trate crack addicts into the
straight and narrow, is the
belief that eliminating the
source will hinder the prob-
lem, I believe the balcony at
The Saint was neither the
source nor the problem, and
that we must remember that
these haphazard distractions
from actual solutions can be
very destructive; particularly
when they are coming 'from
other gays, Is this not one
step away form closing down
some of the seedier WestSide
bars and gay theaters? Bug-
ging SSO-TOOL?People, par-
ticularly gay people, are not
such impressionable idiots

that the presence or
absence of one particular
venue isgoing to make a dif-
ference, Those who prac-
ticed unsafe sex were there
(unwisely, but irrevocably) to
practice unsafe sex, and they
will go elsewhere, There will
always be an elsewhere, For
the spectators, the majority
who had little to gain or lose
in the first place, they are left
once again to retire to their
Catalina video collection,

Loren Lombard
Manhattan

Direct Line
On Christmas Day 1989,

I took every Holy Bible I
owned, and threw them in a
dumpster, I have never felt
better in my life, For the first
time ever; I am experiencing
unconditional. loving accep-
tance of myself,

I have opened to a
mystical. direct relationship

love and accept ourselves
completely and to love,
accept and nurture our sex-
uality as being the most
powerful and holy aspect of
ourselves,

God is guiding me
through a path of healing,
which is releasing all of my
guilt and self-denial. As a
gay man, there is no way I
could love and accept
myself and have any con-
nection with the Bible and
traditional Christianity; yet
my connection to God and
Christ has never been
deeper,

I am an ordained Spiri-
tualist Minister, The church I
work with is The First Univer-
sal Spiritual Church of New
York City located at 171 W.
85th St" NY, NY, Our ser-
vices are at 2:30 pm every
Sunday, Our doors are
open to all.

Since God has uncondi-

with God, The God I have
come to know is not the bib-
lical. Christian God, but a
God who is unconditional
loving acceptance,

The teachings I'm
receiving from God tell us to
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tional loving acceptance for
us,we must strive to free our-
.selves of all those things that
prevent us from realizing the
full value within ourselves,

Rev, Daniel B,Neusom
Brooklyn

Bad Tag Cafe
January 1, 19<;0is a new

beginning as was stated by
Mayor Dinkinsin his inaugural
speech, "Today we mark
more th01 a transfer of power;
today we travel another mile
on freedom's road," Yes, it is
true there is a transfer of
power but with that transfer
the racism, sexismand homo-
phobia (RSH)isinherited.

Mayor Dinkins stated
that, 'We must oppose dis-
crimination in any form
against anyone, Afro-
American, or Asian, Latino;
persons with disabilities
and veterans; lesbians and
gays," Those of us who are
gays and lesbians of color
must not only listen to
Mayor Dinkins' inspiring
words but challenge those
who project and overtly
display their regurgitating
RSH, It is something that
seethes from a composed
demure, but is boiling
ready to erupt like vol-
canic lava. hot and over-
whelming wanting to first
scorch and then burn,

On the evening of New
Year's Day, my lover and I
invited her sisterand her visit-
ing companion, a tourist
from Santo Domingo for
some cappuchino and can-
nolis at a Little Italy cafe,

What we encountered
was a sour taste of RSHform
Howard Beach, in that it was
subdued as no violence
erupted, But that 'You're NOT
welcome here" sign was dis-
played by the management
and most customers,

The coffee and pastries
were good, but not worth
the price of giving business
to an establishment that
perpetuates RSH, It's there
and very much alive and
we as gays and lesbians of
color cannot be distracted
or blinded of its existence,

We must challenge any-
one, and private of public
enterprises that demonstrate
it, We can make it 'stop,
When encountering it
remind them that they are



•
being racist, sexist and
homophobic, For the first
time in the history of New
York City we have a mayor
who has openly expressed
sincere concerns regarding
our persecution, Take him up
on his support, he is
accountable to us, But we
must remind those that dis-
criminate us that they too
are accountable, Until we
do ,we will never travel
another mile on freedom's
road, ,

Ronnie BiUini
Manhattan

Racism Redux
I write in response to

the letter to the editor enti-
tled ~Unbiased Bias" written
by Ms, Pamela Sneed and
which appeared in your
January 14, 1990 issue, I am
a woman of color who
joined the legal staff of the
AIDS division on October 13,
1987, I worked in the AIDS
division up until December,
1989, when I requested a
reassignment because I felt
my staying in the division
would be a condonation of
the harassment and retalia-
tion waged against those
who dared to speak out
against the incidents of
racism that have taken
place in the AIDSDivision,

During the two years I
worked with the division, I do
not recall Ms, Sneed being
an intern, This leads me to
surmise that Ms, Sneed's
brief tenure with the AIDS
Division occurred prior to
October, 1987,thereby mak-
ing her experiences quite
dated,

But even if Ms,
Sneed's tenure with the
division was not dated her
supposition that there can
pe no racism in the AIDS
Division because three
people of color she
"knows" work with the divi-
sion is faulty, There are
numerous organizations
who have been charged
with racism who have
been the employers of

'4, ..

~prominent people of
color."

Also, for an allegation of
racism to be credible does
not require that it come from
a person of color, There are
white individuals who can
recognize incidents of racism
in the varied forms it takes, I
find Ms, Katherine Franke to
be one of these individuals,
However, Ms, Sneed, I will
add my voice to that of Ms,
Franke's and state for the
record that I have observed
and experienced incidents
of racism and retaliation
within the AIDSDivision, If you
want to speak with me fur-
ther about this, feel free to
call me at the commission,

Nitza Milagros Escalera
Brooklyn



News
Dinkins Appoints Myers
Amidst Angry Protests
Mayor Ignores Gay Objections On Top Health Post

knew that if elected I would need to close the
breach that had opened over a number of years
between the city--especially it's health depart-
ment-and the community of persons with AIDS,

"[But) it is inaccurate to suggest that the views
of some who happen to be gays and lesbians consti-
tute the views of the gay and lesbian community,·
the mayor continued.

When asked by OutWeek if he had gone back
on his campaign promise to aPJX>inta commis-
sioner sympathetic to the gay community, Dinkins
said, "I don't accept your premise, You say it's
very clear what he's done in Indiana, and I don't
accept that."

Dinkins also said he believed that Myers
had not been in favor of mandatory contact trac-
ing and name reJX>rtingin Indiana, contradicting
widespread reJX>rtsin the press,

And when asked after the press conference
whether he planned to meet with the gay and

,Photo:TomMcKitterick/IMPACTVISUALS lesbian community to heal the apparent rift,
Dinkins angrily responded, "You mean, meet
some more?"

He continued, "r am, maybe the best friend the gay
community has."

Gay and AIDS activists reacted qUickly to the
announcement. A demonstration at city hall which took
place as the announcement was made drew an estimated
300 people,

As OutWeek went to press, demonstrations were
planned for midnight Friday night, and in Times Square
the following night.

Gay groups issued unusually strong statements, Craig
Davidson, the executive director of the Gay and Lesbian
Alliance Against Defamation, said, "We are angered by the
mayor's preemptory action in light of the many expres-
sions of concern and requests for meetings by the gay
community."

Pleading for an end to "this period of divisiveness," Jef-
frey Braff, head of the Gay Men's Health Crisis, said his
group "did not sUpJX>rtthe apJX>intmentof Dr, Myers, But
the mayor has made his decision and we must move on,"
The statement concluded, "Our hope is that any damage to
the AIDScommunity in the last two weeks will be repaire~,"

AGf UP accused Dinkins of "betray[ing) the trust and
hopes of the diverse communities which elected him," and

See HEALTH COMMISSIONER on page 54

PULL THIS.
ACT UP Bt city hBII. AgBin.

by Gabriel Rotello
NEW YORK-Mayor David Dinkins appointed Indiana

Health Commissioner Woodrow August Myers, Jr, health
commissioner of the City of New York on Friday, Jan, 19,
amidst a storm of controversy about Myers' AIDS record in
Indiana, A protest by gay and AIDS activists engulfed city
hall just hours before the announcement was made,

By choosing Myers, Dinkins overruled the opJX>sition
of Virtually every gay and AIDS group in the city, He also
ignored the pleas of some of his closest political sUpJX>rt-
ers, including Manhattan Borough President Ruth
MeSSinger,to bypass Myers and find someone else,

Controversy over the appointment placed Dinkins in
the unenviable JX>sitionof appearing to choose between his
Black and gay supJX>rters,Black JX>liticaland AIDS groups
generally supJX>rtedMyers, who is Black, while gay groups
universally opJX>sedhim,

At a press conference announcing the appointment,
Dinkins called the 35-year-old Myers a "rising star" in public
health, and "a person of great conviction and great courage,"

Acknowledging the widespread opposition to Myers in
the AIDSand gay communities, Djnkins said, "I cannot make
this announcement without referring to the debate and
doubts that have been reJX>rtedin the press in recent days, I
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An Interview with TimSweeney
The Gay Man Who First
Backed Myers

NEW YORK-Throughout the tumultuous week leading to the Myers
apJX>intment,attention focused on the process by which Myers' name passed the
review process, Many members of our community assumed that gays had been
shut out of a process which so totally ignored our interests, Others assumed that

the search committee hadn't uncovered
the frightening facts about Myers,

They were wrong on both counts,
There had indeed been an openly

gay member of the search committee, who had presumably been apJX>inted to
safeguard the interests of the community, That member, Deputy Executive
Director Tim Sweeney of GMHC, has been involved in gay and AIDS issues for
many years,

And, as Out Week learned in an interview last week before the Myers
apJX>intment became official, Sweeney had indeed discovered the damaging.
facts about Myers' record during the search process,

Far from being unknowledgeable about Myers' record, Sweeney seemed
fully informed about, and strangely sympathetic to, Myers' history of name
recording and quarantining, Sweeney's reasons for failing to strenuously oppose
Myers make for riveting reading, --G. R.

Gabriel Rotello: Were you aware of
Myers' JX>sitions on name reportiog,
contact tracing and quarantining of
people with AIDS?
Tim Sweeney: I wasn't so much
aware of his particular position as I
was the status of name reJX>rtingand
contact tracing and quarantine in
Indiana, I knew he was involved in
it. I knew he was carrying out the
law as health commissioner. I also
knew it was in the context of a con-
servative legislature and a legislative
battle, It's my understanding that he
was progre·ssive in moving that from
what the, legislature had originally
intended, My assessment was that
Indiana AIDS policy was better off
over all for Myers' participation, He
was very active in getting anonymous
testing in place, Our feeling was he
played a constructive, progressive
role in that debate, Obviously he had
to compromise, He kept it from being
as punitive as it would have been,
GR: We have evid.ence that Dr.
Myers actually wrote the legisl<l:tion
that was presented to the general
assembly and actually initiated whole

areas of debate himself, So what evi-
dence do you have that he watered
down worse legislation?
TS: Frankly, more than anything else
I have his word on that. I believe I
was told there were worse bills in the
legislature by the ACLU;but essential-
ly I am taking his word for this,
GR: Do you think that taking some-
one's word for something that crucial
is adequate?
TS: Well, I guess that given the
scrutiny that anybody who was going
to be health commissioner of New
York City was going to be under, I
can't imagine he thought he was
going to get away with lying about it.
That would surprise me a great deal.
GR: What did he telf you about
·quarantine?
TS: That was one of the biggest con-
cerns we had, There was a feeling at .
the ACLU that he was not sensitive·
enough to civil liberties concerns and
really had to be pushed, They ended
up in Indiana with a more progres-
sive quarantine law, That was thanks
to the work of the ACLU and I
assume the gay community there, in

M A MORE PROGRESSIVE QUARANTINE
LAWw

- GMHC's Tim Sweeney
Photo: Lee Snider/Photo Images

making sure the first intervention
with someone is counselling,

That makes complete sense,
Before you do' the most. intrusive
step you have to go through a num-
ber of different procedures, I don't
see that there's been misuse in Indi-
ana, I understand why public health
people think they have to have the
authority to quarantine, I'm not sure
that I argue with whether they have
to have the authority, I would cer-
tainly want to argue with the appli-
cation and use of such a statute, but
I think he has done an incredibly
reasonable job, You try to do the
least restrictive intervention first,
and I think it's reflected in that Indi-
ana statute,

I know some people simply do
not believe this is a proper approach,
But because of my lobbying activity I
can understand the compromises that
one has to make in regards to some
of these public health measures, And
I think it's difficult to judge a person's
record on that.
GR: .Were you aware when you rec-
ommended him that Dr. Myers was
the one who had actually written the
quarantine provisions in Indiana?

See TIM SWEENEY on page 54
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News

U.S. Pols Eye Warning
Labels for Music Biz
IISodomy" Among Activities Targeted by
State Lawmakers

by Cliff O'Neill
WASHINGTON-What began last

fall with an obscure bill in the Penn-
sylvania Legislature mandating the
labeling of records deemed objection-
able by the state has, in the opening
weeks of the new year, grown into a
national trend, with similar bills being
considered by legislators in as many
as 17 states,

The bills, which differ slightly
from state to state, would order
r~cord companies to attach "parental
warning" labels on all records, tapes
and compact discs judged to contain
lyrics which "advocate or encourage
suicide, sodomy, incest, bestiality,
sadomasochism, adultery, rape or sex-
ual activity in a violent context: invol-
untary deviate sexual intercourse;
murder; ethnic intimidation; the use
of illegal drugs; or the excessive or
illegal use of alcohol." At present,
such bills have been filed, or will be
filed, in the Pennsylvania, Missouri
and Florida Legislatures,

The first such bill was sJX>nsOred
in the 1988 Missouri House by state
Rep, Jean Dixon, who this past fall
gained notoriety by state Rep, Jean
Dixon, who this past fall gained noto-
riety for her campaign to ban the
Larry Kramer play The Normal Heart
from being performed at a state col-
lege on grounds that it promoted
homosexuality,

Although her 1988 bill died in
committee, she recently introduced
the bill to the 1990 legislative session,

In Pennsylvania, a stringent label-
ing bill sJX>nsored by state Rep, Ron
Gamble, mandating everything from

the color to the size of the stickers,
passed the state House as an amend-
ment to a JX>pulardrug bill in Decem-
ber, The Pennsylvania bill includes
the "sodomy" provision, although
Pennsylvania does not itself have a
sodomy law, It is now awaiting action
in the state Senate,

In Florida, Jacksonville Republi-
can Rep, Joseph Arnall has expressed
his intent to introduce an even fur-
ther-reaching bill into'the state's 1990
legislature when it convenes in April.
If passed, it would hold retailers crim-
inally liable for selling "objectionable"
recordings to anyone under 18. Those
selling such recordings without the
mandatory labels could also have
their product confiscated by law
enforcement officials,

Experts are giving the Florida
proposal little chance of passage, But
state legislators in Kansas, Delaware
and Maryland are also reJX>rtedto be
ready to file similar bills, Maryland's
proJX>sal, sJX>nsored by liberal Mont-
gomery County Democrat Judith Toth,
is reported to focus on the defama-
tion issues addressed by the bill
rather than its sexual aspects, Bill-
board magaZine reJX>rtsthat with that
strategy, Toth has secured an
endorsement from the B'nai B'rith
Anti-Defamation League for her bill.

"This spate of bills is very trou-
bling," stated Anne Neal, Senior Vice
President for CorJX>rate Legal Affairs
for the Recording Industry Association
of America, ''The association is strong-
ly opJX>sed to these legislative efforts,
The recording industry has already
been voluntarily labeling products

which might be deemed objectionable
by parents of younger children, And
we feel that that and ongoing parental
input are the appropriate approach-
es,"

Also, according to Billboard, Mis-
souri's Dixon has been in contact
with legislators in Washington,
Nebraska, OhiO, Hawaii, North Caroli-
na, Iowa, New Mexico, IllinOiS, Ari-
zona, Michigan and Oklahoma who
have expressed an interest in filing
such bills,

The American Civil Liberties
Union, longtime opJX>nents of both
government and industry mandated
stickering, has already begun lobby-
ing against the proposals and is
poised to file a constitutional chal-
lenge against the Pennsylvania bill in
the event that it passes there,

"They're all, in our judgement,
unconstitutional," stated Barry Lynn, a
Washington ACLU lobbyiSt. "They
essentially reqUire record companies
to speak some ways they would not
choose to, This kind of forced speech
is almost uniformly held to be uncon-
stitutional. Moreover, they're ludi-
crously broad, They reqUire a sticker
to say a record may contain one or
more of the follOWing[list], suggesting
that it probably has all of them,"

Lynn suggested that, under the
Pennsylvania bill at least, over half of
the recorded music available would
fall under the bill's mandates, "Any
human activity that has ever disturbed
anyone is covered by this bill, Under
it, no Scottish ballad would go without
a sticker, because they nearly all deal
with suicide, if not murder, or both,"
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To the surprise -.
of some, the Par-
ents Music Resource
Center, the leading
organization speak-
ing out about sexu-
ally explicit and
bigoted lyrics in
rock and rap
records, has not
endorsed the bills,
stating that it would
rather see such
measures imposed
voluntarily by the
recording industry,

Among gay
and lesbian activists
there appears to be
mixed feelings
about the bills, with
unanimous con-
demnation of the
bills' "sodomy" pro-
JX>sals,but conflict-
ing opinions on the
bills' bias-related
JX>rtions,

The Gay and
Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation
(GLAAD), which
has' on several
occasions lambast-
ed record labels for
releaSing and pro- •
moting recordings
with anti-gay lyrics,
opposes govern-
ment regulation,
but favors a volun-

. tary industry
approach towards
"hate" lyrics,

GLAADExecu- I
tive Director Craig ._._
Davidson sto,pped SO DO MY REC()RD ALBUMS Photo: Desi Del ValieIBili J3ytsura
slhbort

l
,of call1n~ a Romanovsky and Phillips, Phranc, Holly Near and other potential sticker discs at A Different light Booksstor.

a e 109 require-
ment censorship, but expressed con- . of racism, anti-Semitism and other cate this issue for civil rights advo-
cerns about the proposed laws' forms of bigotry," . cates," stated Sue Hyde, Privacy Pro-
impact on the community, "There's In other sectors, though, gay and. ject director for the National Gay and
going' to be a double standard to the lesbian activists expressed fears that Lesbian Task Force, "However, for
detriment of gays and lesbians, Any- the support of anti-defamation groups persons who dream of the day when
thing that's the least bit 'homoerotic' like the B'nai B'rith in Maryland, hate-motivated speech·is no longer
is going to be interpreted as promot- might serve to cloud the First Amend- heard in this coµntry, the only logical
ing sodomy, and that's deplorable," ment issue at hand, . means of eradicating racism and sex-
he predicted, adding, "Homophobia "The addition of hate-motivated ism and homophobia is through more
will not be treated as the equivalent speech may at first appear to compli- speech, not less speech," ...

1

I
\.
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News

Martin Luther King Institute
VisitsMACf
by Mark Chesnut

NEW YORK-Fundamental prin-
ciples of nonviolence met the realities
of present-day gay activism last week,
when the executive director of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Institute for
nonviolence paid a visit to a meeting I---------------~~-------------___i
of the group Men of All Colors Ga 711 Gb ~11~ ...
Together (~,ACf) on Frida~, Ja?uary r.'1' .1J'J.en u.ttellOe
12, The VISItmarked the fIrst tIme a "J', ~ ,
~;;~:~~~~~ea ~~h;r:~~~ institution '1Y~L»H~ ~~I,.rn

The institute, which was created W..." ,...::;;.,~ JJ ~~
by the New York State Legislature in
1988, is the only government-spon-
sored entity whose purpose is to
teach and further the principles of
nonviolence, The institute is affiliated
with the Martin Luther King, Jr, Center
for Nonviolent Social Change in
Atlanta, which is run by Coretta Scott
King,

Executive director Thomas H,
Cooper spoke to an audience of
about 50 people at the Lesbian and
Gay Community Services Center on
West 13th Street, where after a, brief
introduction the floor was opened
and discussion centered on how the
nonviolent principles espoused by Dr,
Martin Luther King, Jr, could apply to
the gay rights movement and AIDS
activism,

Cooper found that many in the
audience were not willing to accept
nonviolence unconditionally, and he
disagreed with some of the tactics
that have recently been used by gay
and AIDS activists, most notably the
demonstration which took place
inside St. Patrick's Cathedral on
December 10,

"Doesn't the cardinal have peo-
ple who are going to take his side?"
he asked, "When you single out indi-
viduals or personalities as your target,
you bring that baggage with you, You
cause a schism, And it becomes a
battle of personalities, And since he's

got the big place on Fifth Avenue and
the Vatican, and all those staunchly
loyal Roman Catholics, I don't really
think you can win that battle, II

Cooper stated that an action like
the one at St. Patrick's did not adhere

to a tenet held by Dr. King, who
believed the focus of any movement
should be on conditions, not individ-
uals, ''Throughout history in instances
where aggression was directed against
individuals, the result was violence,"

The Boston controversy comes on
the heels of a similar dispute in Chica-
go, where Mountain Moving Coffee-
house refused in October to allow gay
reporter Rex Wockner to cover a
forum on racism,

Wockner wrote an opinion col-
umn in the December issue of Chica-
go Outlines charging that the
Mountain Moving door JX>licyis iIIe-
ga\. He also said that discrimination is
wrong no matter who does it to whom
and argued that "two wrongs don't
make a right."

"Any minority group does itself a
disservice when it locks itself in a ghet-
to and licks its wounds rather than
infiltrating the mainstream and busting
ass," Wockner wrote, "Rather than
regurgitating politically pure rhetoric
when a male reJX>rterasks to cover a
news event at their coffeehouse, Moun-
tain Moving should be working to get
its concerts scheduled on the Taste of
Chicago [concert) stages."

The January issue of Outlinescon-
tained seven letters denouncing Wockner
as an "ignorant slut" and an "oppressive
prick" who "writes from a JX>Sitionthat is
anti-lesbian and anti-women,"

''The consciousness of the dick is
based on getting what it wants when-
ever it wants," wrote L.M, Conforti.

See WOMEN ONLY on page 67

A Boston gay man, Bob Kavin, has
filed a city Human Rights Commission
complaint against Crone's Harvest, a les-
bian retail store, because the owners
sJX>nsorevents that are closed to men,

Laws in both Boston and Mas-
sachusetts prohibit discrimination in public
accomodations 'on the basis of gender,

"It really, frankly, pissed me off,"
Kavin told Boston's Gay Community
News, "It's the 90s, We don't do things
like that anymore .... Who should the
burden be on-women who feel
uncomfortable with men around, or me?
I don't think it should be on me,"

Cone's owner Mary Stockton, who
says she is a separatist, told GCN she is
"reluctant to bow down to this stuff
[Kavin's complaint) but I don't know if I
can fight it I hope there will be a commu-
nity response," she said, "To gather as
oppressed beings to address issues of what
it is to be a woman in America, we don't
need the oppressor in our midst,"

Boston gay activist Gary Daffin is
supJX>rtingKavin in his fight, saying "we
should not subvert a good law in any
way, even for us, or especially for us,"

Judy Norris of the Cambridge
Women's Center is supporting Stockton,
"It's very important that women ..,have
their own spaces, It seems so sad that a
gay man-of all people-wouldn't under-
stand this," she said,
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Cooper continued,
"And I'm trying to get
you to think nonvio-
lently, Throughout
the entire civil rights
movement, Martin
Luther King, Jr, never
called one governor
or one state trooper a
name, The cardinal
is not the problem,
The mayor is not the
problem, How do
you get them to work
with you?"

A member of
ACf UP in the audi-
ence listed the unsuc-
cessful efforts that
had been made to
educate opponents
like the cardinal.
Some in the group
doubted the effective-
ness of nonviolence
as a movement by
itself. "Martin Luther
King didn't operate in
a vacuum," said one
member of the audi- . I I

ence, pointing out that there were
many others involved in the ,civil
rights movement who helped to fur-
ther the cause but were not students
of nonviolence,

It was also pointed out that in
South Africa, years of unsuccessful
nonviolent protest had led the anti-
apartheid movement ,to embrace
armed warfare as a possible means of
achieving equality,

. Cooper presented six steps for
non-violent social change: informa-
tion gathering, education, purification
and personal commitment, negotia-
tion, confrontation and direct action,
and reconciliation,

He stressed that education could
be used to increase understanding of
AIDS issues, by relating the epidemic
not only to the hearts of the public,
but a.lso to the pocketbook: "What
impact is AIDS having on the econo-
my of this country? What impact is
AIDS having on insurance rates and
medical coverage?"

"You're going on the assumption
that people want to do right and peo-
ple want to understand, H commented

MACTcelebrated MLK'sbirthday with a forum on
nonviolent social change.

one member of the audience, "and I
think history has proven that people
sometimes don't want to understand,
It has a certain smack of self-righ-
teousness to it to say 'I know I am
correct, therefore the force of my
moral argument will prevail.' People
do not want to give up what they
have as a privelege,"

But by the end of the meeting,
which lasted nearly three hours, no
one appeared to have been convert-
ed,

"There's always a difference
between theorists and activists, H com-
mented Tony Glover, a member of
MACf and an organizer of the event,
after the meeting, He said he was not
surprised that there was a disagree-

. ment during the meeting, "[Theorists]
come from a perspective of analyzing
the principles, and activists are a little .
more knowledgeable when it comes
to applying principles to day-to day
activities, "

Still, Glover felt that it was a pro-
ductive meeting, "I think Mr, Cooper
learned as much as we did, It was a
good chance to dialogue," ~

New York
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News

udge Acquits Manwho
Gives Needles to Drog Users
Preventing AIDS Deemed More Crucial Than Syringe Law
by Nina Reyes

BOSTON-AIDS activist Jon C,
Parker, who has received national
attention for his clean-needle distribu-
tion campaign, was acquitted here last
week of illegally JX>ssessinghypoder-
mic needles, despite the fact that he

also stated that he hopes "if people
are aware there is a needle exchange .
going on, it will take some of the
shock value away,·

The defendant, a former intra-
venous drug user who fights HIV
transmission by distributing clean
works to intravenous drug users in

MORE WORKS IN THE WORKS-Jon Parker
did not dispute the charges brought
against him, Although some city and
:;tate officials have declared their sup-
port for a clean-needle program,
Parker's acqUittal marks the first time
such an effort has been given legal
sanction in Boston,

Boston Municipal Court Judge
Sally A, Kelly, noting that Parker gave
needles only "to those who already
had the means to use drugs," found
that Parker acted "solely for the pur-
JX>seof limiting the spiead of AIDS,"

"I don't wan't to flaunt the law,"
Parker said after the trial on January
9, expressing gratitude for the vindi-
cation of his effort, "Let me just say
that ~he work will continue," Parker

Photo: David Binder
exchange for their used needles, was
arrested in Boston in August of 1988
and charged with JX>ssessionof hyJX>-
dermic needles without a prescrip-
tion, Had he been convicted of the
misdemeanor, the defendant would
have faced up to a year in jail and
$1,000 fine,

Court-apJX>inted defense attorney
Arnold I. Abelow delivered a defense
of competing harms, or a necessity
defense, in which he argued that the
harm' resulting from the violation of
the law was less egregious than the
harm that would have resulted had
the defendant complied with the law,
To support his case, Abelow called
expert witnesses to establish that

clean-needle distribution is an effec-
tive means of preventing transmission
of HIV in a JX>pulation that is experi-
encing 'sky-rocketing rates of HIV-
infection,

Abelow also called on State Rep,
Byron Rushing CD-Boston) to show
that because legislative efforts to pass
clean-needle bills have been stymied
repeatedly, "there is no legal alterna-
tive which will be effective in evading
the danger [of HIV transmission),·

Additionally, Abelow argued that
Parker's "pufJX>se in going to Mission
Hill [a Boston neighborhood) and dis-
tributing needles was to stop the
spread of AIDS, not to promote the
use of drugs, •

The prosecution called only the
two arresting officers to witness, thus
failing to rebut the defense's expert
testimony, In delivering her decision,
the judge implied that the prosecu-
tion's failure to produce experts con-
tradicting the defense witnesses
indicated that the prosecution did not
dispute that the defendant's actions
were justified,

While OutWeek was unable to
reach the prosecution for comment
after the trial, Assistant District Attor-
ney Mary Orfanello told The Boston
Globe, ''The law is pretty specific, and
'her verdict was contrary to the fa~,·

However, a friend of the court
brief filed by the AIDS Action Com-
mittee, Massachusetts' largest AIDS
service organization, cited a similar
decison in which a defendant was
found not guilty, even though he
had technically broken the law,
because the intent with which he
broke. the law was not the intent
which the law was created to pro-
hibit. The case cited in the brief
involved distribution of condoms,
which was illegal at the time, and
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of a larger needle-
exchange program,

In Boston, the
ity council passed a

pilot needle ex-
change program in
1988, with the sup-
port of the mayor,!
but the measure

f required that the leg-
islature grant the city

""~ a home-rule petition
'c to implement the

program, The legis-
lature denied the
petition, ,and subse-
quent bills filed in
1989, both to
change the law on
distribution of hypo-
dermic needles, and11to create a legal

, ~ means for needle ex-
change, languished
in legislative commit- NEEDLENIXER Photo: Richard Sobol
tees and died with . M· h I k'
h d f h I Governor Ie ae Dub IS

teen 0 t e eg-
islative year, dIes available to intravenous drug

The fate of a similar campaign users, although a task force convened
in New York is currently up in' the last year by a commissioner of public
air. The small program, whose health developed a two-part plan
design was compromised by politi- which called for increased .access to
cal wrangling, leading many advo- treatment as well as a clean-needle
cates to pronounce it deSigned to distribution program,
fail, was supported by outgoing health Although state officials estimate
commissioner Dr. Stephen Joseph; that Massachusetts has approximately
but newly-elected Mayor David N, 40,000 intravenous drug users, the
Dinkins has gone on record in state currently offers only about
opposition to the concept of needle 12,000 slots in treatment programs,
exchange, Representatives of the Black and

The issue has also provided pol it- Latino communities, too, have record-
ical fodder for Massachusetts politi- ed their opposition to making clean
cians, who have bitterly divided over needles available to intravenous drug
whether to support a combined clean users, arguing that needles only
needles and treatment program, or superficially make the habit safer
whether to advocate a treatment-only while drug treatment, which they
solution, Boston Mayor Ray Flynn advocate, addresses the underlying
strongly supportes needle-exchnage, addiction, The fact that the, AIDS
while Governor Michael Dukakis and Action Committee, which serves a
the Department of Public Health have constituency of people with AIDS that
opposed legalization of hypodermic is largely gay white men, and Boston
needles, despite studies which have Mayor Ray Flynn have been at the
shown that making clean n~edles' . forefront of the call for increased
available cuts down on rates of HIV access to clean needles has only exac-
transmission without resulting in erbated opposition to clean needles
increased intravenous drug use, - from Black and Hispanic 'AIDS advo-

Instead, the governor has called cates, who see ~em as fighting for a
for drug treatment on demand devoid short term pallIative rather than a
of a provision for making clean nee- long-term solution, ...

HYPING HYPOS Photo: Masha Gessen
Mayor Ray Flynn at AIDS rally last spring
the defendant distributed condoms
not to prevent conception .but to
prevent the spread of disease,

"I find it more likely than not that
one man was saved from HIV infec-
tion by a needle given to him by' Mr,
Parker," said the judge in her verdict,
referring to the statements of a wit-
ness for the defense who testified that
Parker gave him clean needles and
warned him about the danger of HIV
transmission through dirty needles at
a time when he "thought {AIDS}was a
homosexual disease,"

"I think everybody would agree
that possession of a needle, unlike
murder, is not in and of itself evil," the
judge concluded after almost four
hours of testimony, "I find that the
defendant, Jon c. Parker, has not com-
mitted the crime with which he was
charged, and I find him not guilty,"
The courtroom erupted in applause
and the defendant quickly exited to
face a crowd of television cameras
and news reporters,

Parker's trial is only the latest in a
long series of battles over clean nee-
dles in Boston, and while vindication
of his work marks a major victory for
advocates of needle-exchange, It does
not pave the way for implementation
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U.S. Eases AIDS Border
Constraints
by Rex Wockner

Embarrassed that numerous
European AIDS organizations had
called a boycott of June's Sixth Inter-
national Conference on AIDS in San
Francisco, the V,S, Immigration and
Naturalization Service Jan, 16 eased its
restriction on the entrance of HIV-
JX>sitiveforeigners into tqe country,

But as of deadline, AIDS commu-
nity spokespersons were indicating
that the INS had not gone far enough,
and they were predicting that the
boycott will move forward,

"This is not enough,» stated Dr.
Robert Wachter, program director for
the San Francisco conference, "As
physicians and researchers, we see no
public health justification in restricting
travel by HIV-infected people, We
think the law as it presently stands is
discriminatory, »

Since last May, HIV-positives
have been allowed into the V,~, for
30 days to visit family, conduct busi-

ness or receive medical treatment, if
they applied for and received a spe-
cial INS waiver,

AIDS activists opposed that sys-
tem, arguing:

• that applying for the waiver
could lead to an HIV-JX>sitive'sloss 'Of
confidentiality at home,

• that the V,S, waiver 'stamp in
passports could lead to discrimination
or quarantine,

• that international health authori-
ties 0pJX>seall restrictions on the free
movement of HIV-JX>sitives,

• that viral transmission can just
as easily happen on a 30-day business
trip as a 31-day pleasure trip and

• that it is silly for the nation with
the most AIDS cases to try and stop
the virus at its borders,

In its Jan, 16 moves, the govern-
ment resJX>nded to two of the objec-
tions, agreeing to route waiver
requests through high-up American
officials rather than embassy employ-

ees who are foreign nationals, and
opting to place the waiver stamp on a
separate piece of paper, rather than in
passports,

According to The New York
Times, officials said their moves were
a direct resJX>nse to protests by the
World Health Organization, the Red
Cross, the National Association of
People With AIDS [NAPWA]and oth-
ers,

AIDS activists resJX>nded to the
changes by JX>intingout that HIV-JX>s-
itives will still have to tell somebody
at an American embassy of their
health status, And they say that is
unacceptable,

"If you go the embassy and ask
specifically to see an American offi-
cial, the people in the office are going
to know why you're circumventing
them and that's just as good as telling
them,» said NAPWAsecretary Ron Jer-
rell, speaking from his home in Ken-
tucky,

"The groups who ahve
called the boycott-and I met
with them in Madrid in
November-are simply going
to say that this is not good
enough," Jerrell said, "There
are South American countrie's
who jail people that they find
out are HIV-JX>sitive, If these
people need to come to the
V,S" they are putting their
whole lives in jeopardy,

Jean McGuire, executive
director of the V,S, AIDS
Action Council predicted that
the INS's "path of least resis-
tance by not going farther .. ,
may just excite a louder call
for change,» She joined
Wachter in calling the partial
moves "disaPJX>inting,"

Only Congress can
remove HIV from the U.S, list

See INS on page 67
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Buddies 'n' Pals 'n'Partners
The #1 Gay Dating Service for the 90's

Whoarewe~
Formed in 1986 Buddies 'n' Pals 'n' Partners is a
computer dating service, Our goal is to help you meet
someone compatible, both socially and sexually, as a
friend or a lover,

How does your service work~
When your application is received it isentered into our
computer system, the computer assigns you a client
number, It then compares each of your attributes to
those of all the other clients currently in our database,
eliminating those members having too many traits you
have classed as undesirable and retaining those that
meet your requirements.
The report you receive will contain the following
information about your matches: A client identity
number, a mini-profile listing all the attributes the client
used to describe himself, as well as the authorized
contact information provided by the client. Our double
screening process ensures that you meet the other
clients'requirements.
Your client number is used to allow us to verify your
identity when you call our office, you are the only one
who should know this code,

How much does it cosH
Our service iscurrently $35,which includes aone-time
processing charge and your print-out of the top 15
matches from our current data base, As well, you
automatically receive asix month membership during
which other members may be matched with you; they
will receive the authorized contact information you
have provided, You can know of these matches only
when they contact you,
You may also order our MatchPlus service for $55,00.
This fee includes 30 client matches and a 6 month
membership for MatchPlus service customers,You may
update your contact at any time without charge,

What else do I need to know~
Members agree that the information they provide is
complete and accurate, As well, that any information
they receive from us is confidential, for their personal
use only, in accordance with the objectives of the
service,
We reserve the right to decline applications for any
reason, if an application is declined a full refund will

P.O.Box 13326
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

Fax-1-800-444-PALS
80o-344-PALS

be issued, We also reserve the right to terminate any
membership without refund if the information provided
is found to be deliberately incomplete, untrue or
deceptive,

, How do I fill out the Application FOrm~
We know you have reading instructions, but in order for
us to provide you with the best possible service, ple.ase
read these instructions carefully before filling out your
Buddies 'n' Pals 'n' Partners Application Form,
At first 191questions may seem a bit overwhelming, but,
in fact, fi IIing out the Appl ication Form is really not that
difficult if you follow these four steps:

STEP 1:
FiII in the section entitled Membership Information (For
office useon Iy), Enteryour name, fu II mailing address, ,
zip code, phone number. (We will contact you by phone
only if you include a phone number here), A mailing
address is required for sending match lists,

STEP 2:
Complete the Contact Information section and sign the
disclaimer. The contact information you provide here
will be given to members who match with you, The
contact information should include yourfi rstname and
phone number or acontact address. Use this section to
tell members something about yourself, information
that would not normally be included in the mini-profile,
The use ofthis section is entirely upto you, However,
giving out work phone numbers or home address is
strongly discouragedl

STEP3:
The Boxeson the left hand side of each column areused
when the indicated attribute applies to you. Check at
least one box per section, only one box in sections
which are mutually exclusive (i.e" Age, Height" Hair,
Location),

STEP 4:
The words YES, OK and NO to the left of the attribute
name describe the type of person you would like to
meet. Circle YESwhen the attribute isstrongly desired
in a match. Indicating a YES will never disqualify a
potential match, Circle OK if it doesn't matter one way
of the other. Circle NO if you would not like this
attribute in a match, A NO acts as a vote against the
person, it does not automatically disqualify them,



Buddies 'n' Pals 'n' Partners ~n
Computerized Application Form ~---

Oftr Buddy: Please read the instructions carefully so that your match list is not delayed due Contact Information
to errors on your application. Your application must be complete or it will be returned to 0 Option 1:(ontad information written below will be given out to members matching up
you for corrections. For best results, please indicate at least one of your own traits in each with your profile. Contact information should include your first name and a phone number
01 the main sections of the application form (i.e. Age, Build, Race!. or some contact address. Work numbers and home address are discouragedl

Membership Information
Please provide the following confidential information to help us service your membership.
(All correspondence to members is mailed in plain envelopes.)
Name _

(please print! _

Address ___

CitylState/Zip __

Phone .,.

Fill out the fonn completely ~nd mail, along with a check or money order for $35 payable
to Buddies 'n' Pals 'n' Partners, P,O, Box 13326 Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Note: Mailing address required (or sending match lists. Please allCM' one to two weeks for
us to process your application.

Disclaimer
By signing I agree that neither the computer dating service nor its agents has any liability
and cannot be held responsible for any actions of its members as a result of the release of
the authorized contact information indicated above. I also state that I am of legal age.

Signature Date

New York City

0 YES OK NO Manhattan
0 YES OK NO Brooklyn
0 YES OK NO Queens
0 YES OK NO Bronx
0 YES OK NO Staten Island
0 YES OK NO Long Island
0 YE5 OK NO Westchester/Fairfield City
0 YES OK NO N. New Je.rsey 'burbs

0 YES OK NO Arts events
0 YE5 OK NO Dining out
0 YES OK NO Parties
0 YES OK NO Bars dancing
0 YE5 OK NO Cooking
0 YES OK NO Travel
0 YES OK NO Camping hiking
0 YE5 OK NO Sailing surfing
0 YES OK NO Skiing
0 YES OK NO Tennis racquetball
0 YES OK NO Swimming
0 YE5 OK NO Cycling
0 YE5 OK NO Music
0 YE5 OK NO Photographer
0 YE5 OK NO Painting art

Beliefs
0 YE5 OK NO Catholic
0 YES OK NO Protestant
0 YES OK NO Jewish
0 YES OK NO New age
0 YES OK NO MCC
0 YES OK NO Very religious
0 YES OK NO Somewhat religious
0 YE5 OK NO Not relinious
0 YE5 OK NO Political y liberal
0 YE5 OK NO Conservative
0 YES OK NO Social democrat

Sexual Preferences
0 YE5 OK NO Kissing
0 YE5 OK NO Cuddling
0 YES OK NO JO
0 YE5 OK NO French active
0 YE5 OK NO French passive
0 YE5 OK NO Greek active
0 YE5 OK NO Greek passive
0 YES OK NO SAFE SEX
0 YES OK NO Toys
0 YES OK NO leather
0 YE5 OK NO SMtop
0 YE5 OK NO SM bottom
0 YE5 OK NO Heavy S M
0 YES OK NO Experimental
0 YE5 OK NO Three-ways
0 YE5 OK NO Group sex
0 YES OK NO Very experienced
0 YES OK NO Average experience
0 YES OK NO Inexperienced
0 YES OK NO Virginal
0 YES OK NO 5mall to average

endowment
0 YES OK NO Average to la~e
0 YES OK NO Very large en owment
0 YES OK NO Cut
0 YES OK NO Uncut

~Ial Consideration
YES OK NO Sensory speech handicap

0 YES OK NO Movement handicap
0 YES OK NO Have no privacy
0 YES OK NO Have no transportation
0 YES OK NO HIV ne~atlve
0 YES OK NO Blsexua
0 YES OK NO Transsexual

New England/Upstate New York

o YES OK NO Buffalo area
o YES OK NO Rochester area
o YES OK NO 5yracuse/Central NY
o YES OK NO Poughkeepsie/5E NY
o YES OK NO Albany/Schenectady/E.NY
o YE5 OK NO Boston/E. MassIRl
o YE5 OK NO Connecticu!iW. Mass
o YE5 OK NO VermontiNH/Maine

TRAITSB'~~~Relag~nshi~o General Appearance
lover (monogamous) 0 YE5 OK NO Very goodlooking

0 YE5 OK NO lover (non monogamous) 0 YES OK NO Attractive
0 YE5 OK NO Buddy (sexual) 0 YE5 OK NO Average
0 YE5 OK NO Buddy (platonic) 0 YE5 OK NO Below average
0 YE5 OK NO One night stand 0 YE5 OK NO Yuppie preppie
0 YES OK NO Romantic fling 0 YES OK NO Young executive
0 YES OK NO Affair 0 YES OK NO Mature executive
0 YES OK NO Pen-pal 0 YES OK NO Trendy

0 YES OK NO Collegiate jockAge Ranse
0 YE5 OK NO 18-21 Dress
0 YE5 OK NO 21-25 0 YE5 OK NO Casual (t,shirt, jeans)
0 YE5 OK NO 25-30 0 YES OK NO Sometimes sloppy
0 YE5 OK NO 30-35 0 YES OK NO High fashion
0 YE5 OK NO 35-40 0 YES OK NO 5emi,formal
0 YE5 OK NO 40-50 0 YES OK NO Drag
0 YE5 OK NO 50+

Occupation
Build 0 YES OK NO Financially independent
0 YE5 OK NO Bodybuilder 0 YES OK NO 5elf-suFtporting
0 YE5 OK NO Muscular 0 YES OK NO Nonse f-supporting
0 YES OK NO Average 0 YE5 OK NO Unemployed
0 YES OK NO 51im 0 YE5 OK NO 5tudent
0 YE5 OK NO 5tocky 0 YE5 OK NO Office clerical
0 YES OK NO Heavy 0 YE5 OK NO Service hospitality
0 YES OK NO Very Heavy 0 YE5 OK NO 5ales

0 YE5 OK NO Construction
Height 0 YE5 OK NO Technicalo YE5 OK NO 5'6" or less 0 YE5 OK NO Self-emplored entrepreneur0 YE5 OK NO 5'6"'5'9" 0 YE5 OK NO Manageria0 YES OK NO 5'9",6" 0 YE5 OK NO Professional0 YE5 OK NO 6'-6'3" 0 YE5 OK NO Health Care0 YE5 OK NO 6'3" or taller 0 YE5 OK NO Entertainment arts
Hair Substance Use0 YES OK NO Black 0 YES OK NO Smoker0 YE5 OK NO Dark Brown 0 YES OK NO Non-smoker0 YES OK NO Light Brown 0 YES OK NO ~~~r3~~:::0 YES OK NO Auburn 0 YES OK NO0 YES OK NO Red 0 YES OK NO Non~rinker0 YE5 OK NO Strawberry Blond 0 YES OK NO Non~rug user0 YES OK NO Blond 0 YES OK NO Light drug user0 YES OK NO White gray
0 YES OK NO Bald Personality

0 YES OK NO Assertive
gesYE5 OK NO Blue 0 YES OK NO Easy-going

0 YES OK NO
?uu~~~:n~ffectionate0 YE5 OK NO Green 0 YES OK NO0 YES OK NO Gray 0 YES OK NO Not publicly affectionate0 YES OK NO Hazel 0 YE5 OK NO Shy reserved0 YE5 OK NO Brown 0 YES OK NO ve~ masculine0 YE5 OK NO Black 0 YE5 OK NO Fair y masculine

Facial/Body Hair 0 YE5 OK NO Somewhat feminine
0 YE5 OK NO 5mooth 0 YE5 OK NO Very feminine
0 YE5 OK NO Clean 5haven 0 YE5 OK NO Closeted
o YES OK NO Mustache 0 YES· OK NO Doorway
0 YES OK NO Beard 0 YES OK NO Openly gay
0 YES OK NO No body hair Social ActlYltles0 YES OK NO Smooth chest 0 YES OK NO Spectator sports0 YES OK NO Hairy chest 0 YES OK NO Workln8out0 YES OK NO Very Hairy 0 YES OK NO Movies
lIace 0 YES OK NO Live theatre
0 YES OK NO Caucasian 0 YES OK NO TV video
0 YES OK NO Aslin oriental 0 yES OK NO Concerts
0 YES OK NO Bilek
0 YES OK NO Latin
0 YES OK NO Eist Indian
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Where were
you on the
afternoon
of Wed. Jan
10th?

NEW YORK-Around 4 pm that
day, Will Morales, a person with
AIDS, was apparently beaten and
arrested by officers from the New
York-New Jersey JX>licedepartment in
the Port Authority bus terminal at
42nd Street and Eighth Avenue,

Morales had gone to the terminal
to buy Chapstick and a magazine, but
once inside, he said, he became tired
and sat down on a staircase to rest.
The excursion was his first after four
weeks in bed due to illness,

When an officer told him to get
up, Morales said, he showed his MTA
handicap card and said he was tem-
porarily too weak to walk, Morales
alleges that the officer then threw ,the
card in his face, hit him several times
on the head with his nightstick,
pulled him up, turned him around,
pushed him down into a crouch on
the ground, handcuffed him and final-
ly arrested him,

On Thursday, January 18, more
than a dozen volunteers from ACf UP

. helped the New York Lesbian and
Gay Anti-Violence Project distribute
5,000 flyers in the station asking for
witnesses.to the incident. The Anti-
Violence Project also offered a $1,000
reward for information leading to a
successful prosecution of the officers
involved,

Henry DeGeneste, superinten-
dent of Port Authority police and
director of public safety, told Out-
Week the incident was being looked
into by the PA's internal affairs unit.
He noted that as of last Friday, how-
ever, investigators had twice request-
ed interviews with Morales, who was
unable to comply because of illness,

"We want to get to the bottom of

this as much as anyone else," DeGen-
este said, estimating that the results of
the investigation could be made avail-
able to Morales within 30 days after
he is ,interviewed,

According to Matt Foreman, the
new head of the project, the Port
Authority police have a particularly
bad record of violence and bias
toward persons of color and those
people they perceive as indigent or
homeless, He called the station a "fas-
cist state," and notec\ that the Partner-
ship for the Homeless is pursuing
several similar complaints,

The Port Authority is particularly
frustrating, Foreman said, because of
claims that its bi-state charter removes
it from the jurisdiction of any of the
three state or local agencies that deal
with bias-related violence, Those are
the New York City Commission on.
Human Rights, the New York State
Division of Human Rights and the
New Jersey Department of Law's Divi-
sion of Public Accommodations .and
Human Rights,

Anyone with information can call
the Anti-Violence Project at (212) 807-
6761. -John Voelcker

Skinhead
sentenced
in anti-gay
attack

WASHINGTON-Superior Court
Judge Robert M, Scott on January 12
sentenced "skinhead" gang member
David McCall of Dale City, Va" to 15
to 45 years in prison for the brutal
assault and armed robbery of gay
waiter Rodney Johnson,

Fearing life imprisonment, the
19-year-old defendant interrupted his
attorney's attempt to re-argue his
innocence before sentencing and
admitted he accepted responsibility
and was sorry for his crime,

Judge Scott replied there was no

RODNEY JOHNSON
Photo: Patsy Lynch
excuse for yielding to the gang men-
tality and attacking the victim because
of his assumed homosexuality, He
rebutted all the defense's arguments,

'The judge went right to McCall's
hate motivation and anti-gay passion,"
said Johnson's counsel, Linda
Delaney, "He used a Simplistic, com-
mon sense approach to explain that
social order could not tolerate the
crime and that. he could not so
severely beat another human being
without expecting to pay for his crime
with a substantial sentence,"

Delaney, who represents Johnson
in a unique $20 million civil suit
against McCall and other skinheads, is
no stranger to such cases, She was
also counsel to relatives of five civil
rights activis,ts kiIled in 1979 by Ku
Klux Klan and American Nazi Party
members in Greensboro, N,C.

She said she was "satisfied" with
the sentence in this case, but added "I
wouldn't have been upset if it had
been longer," ,

Judge Scott sentenced McCall to
ten to 30 years for assault with intent
to kill while armed, and a consecutive
five to ten years for robbery, He will
be eligible for parole in 15 years,

A jury unanimously convicted
McCall and Mark Hyder, 18, of
Southerland, Va, November 17, after a
spree of bea~ings and robberies of
gay men in the DUJX>ntCirc\e/Rock
Creek Park area,
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The judge delayed Hyder's sen-

tencing until March 12 after he gets a
u.s, Youth Act review which allows
juveniles special consideration, "I can
wait," said Delaney, "I don't want the
case overturned on appeal."

A third gang member, Richard
"Craig" Grimes, 18, of Ridge, Md" is
sought as a fugitive,

Activists from the gay and lesbian
rights, anti-violence and civil rights
communities also praised the sen-
tence, "The length sends a strong 1\
message to would-be hate mongers ,
that their contemptuous attitudes and .
actions will not be tolerated," said
Paula L. Ettelbrick, legal director of
Lambda Legal Defense and Education
Fund in New York City,

The civil lawsuit is believed to be
the first against members of the skin-
head movement, who are identified
generally by shaved heads, heavy
boots, suspenders, bomber jackets
and neo-Nazi or other white
supremacist rhetoric, It marks the first
time a victim of anti-gay violence has
sued members of an organized hate
group for civil damages, according to
Lambda,

-JohnZeh

New editor
forPWAC
Newsline

NEW YORK-Writer and ,film-
maker Phil Zwickler has been named
the new editor of the People With
AIDS Coalition's monthly magaZine,
Newsline, following in the footsteps of
past editors Max Navarre and Michael
Callen, He comes to the JX>sitionwith
a distinguished record in film and
print journalism,

"We are extremely pleased to
have him on staff," director of publi-
cations Chris Babick told Out Week,
"Phil is a colorful person with a
strong personality who will lend a
very fair and honest perspective to

PHIL ZWlCKLER Photo: Bill Bytsura
our readership, He knows the most
imJX>rtant thing that PWAs can do is
think for themselves,"

"I want my work to be impor-
tant," Zwickler told OutWeek "I want
it to have an impact. I will follow in
the tradition of empowering PWAs."
He will begin work next month,

Zwickler, who has also contribut-
ed to OutWeek, said that when his
lover passed away in 1985, "I was
radicalized into doing something
else."

"I was determined not to go into
anything that didn't relate to lesbian
;md gay rights," he continued, Zwick-
ler received a New York state grant
and produced the film "Rights and
Reactions," which examines the pro-
cess that lead to the passage of the
New York gay and lesbian rights bill.
The film won awards at film festivals
in Houston, San Francisco and the
distinguished Gold Plaque at the 1987
Chicago Film Festival.

As a reJX>rter for the New York
Native, his outspoken style earned
him the nickname of "HIV Hardliner."
After a year' and a half with the paper,
he left to work on two films with
West German filmmaker Rosa von
Praunheim: Positive, which examines
AIDS activism in New York and fea-
tures AIDS notables Larry Kramer and
Michael Callen, and Silence = Deatb,

a film about the reactions of artists to
the AIDS crisis, with artist David Woj-
narowicz, Zwickler has also worked
in tandem with Creative Time, Art
Matters, Gay Men's Health Crisis and
the Gay Cable Network,

Newsline is a monthly magaZine
published by the People With AIDS
Coalition and functions as a resource
directory for people dealing with
diagnosis, who want updates on
drugs and therapies, who want to
gain information and take control of
their lives, It began as a 250-copy,
seven page xeroxed newsletter and
has since grown into a distribution of
13,000 and is available in both English
and Spanish, For more information
about Newsline or The People With
AIDS Coalition, call (212) 523-0290,

-Keith Miller

Marchi
lIlalarkey
for gay
tenants

ALBANY-State Senator John
Marchi (R-Staten Island) has intro-
duced three bills in the New York
State Senate in an attempt to overrule
a recent New York Court of Appeals
decision which holds that two gay
men can be considered "family mem-
bers." That decision, in Brascbi vs.
Stabl Associates, amends state rent
control regulations which bar evic-
tions of family members of, a
deceased tenant to include the surviv-
ing partners of gay relationships,

Marchi's first bill, s,6564, propos-
es amending the state constitution to
require that the term "family," when-
ever used in New York law, be limit-
ed to traditional family definitions
spelled out in the bill, Constitutional
amendments must be passed by two
successive legislatures and a statewide
referendum of voters to be adopted,

The second bill, S,6565, would
amend the General Construction Law,
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which governs the interpretation of
statutes and regulations by state
courts and agencies, to require a tra-
ditional definition of "family,"

The third bill, S, 6566, would
amend the rent control law to require
that eviction rules regarding families
be interpreted to protect only tradi-
tional family members, as defined in
the bill. This third bill is specifically
aimed at precluding protective regula- I. 1
tions proposed by the Division of ! i i j

Housing and Community Renewal in
November, which would extend the
Brascbi principle to all rent-regulated
housing in New York, The division is
holding public hearings on the pro-
JX>sedamendments on the. afternoon
of January 22 at 1 Police Plaza, A law-
suit by landlord groups challenging
the amendments is pending in
Supreme Court, New York County,
before Justice Irma Vidal Santaella,

Marchi's traditional definitions
would restrict family relationship!> to
legally married spouses, children or
their descendants, step-children, sib-
lings, parents or ancestors, aunts or
uncles, immediate in-laws and
adoptees or foster children placed
through authorized agencies, '

The first two bills have been
referred to the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee for conSideration, the third to
the Committee on Housing and Com-
munity Development.

-A,rt Leonard

Florida bill
for HIV+
list stalled

TALAHASSEE, Florida-A state
proJX>sal to require the disclosure of
the names of all persons who test
JX>sitivefor HIV, the virus thought to
cause AIDS, was stalled in early com-
mittee meetings of the 1990 Florida
House of Representatives,

The chairman of the House Task

may impair its ability to enforce the
proposed law,

Jeff Peters, president of the Flori-
da AIDS Legal Defense and Education
Fund in Tallahassee, which represents
people with AIDS" called the delay
wise, but warned that "this fight is not
over yet."

Testifying Jan, 8 at the Task
Force's request, AIDS Fund attorney

Force on AIDS, Rep, David Flagg (D-
Gainesville), said in a hearing January
8 that he would delay action on the
proposal until evidence on the effec-
tiveness of disclosure laws in other
states is available,

Moreover, the Florida Depart-
ment of Health and Rehabilitation Ser-
vices (HRS), which proJX>sed the law,
conceded that recent funding cuts

METAMORPHOSIS
a slice of black gay life

An original play by ERIC BOOTH
Directed by KAREN SMITH

Michael Thomas-Newton (Stage Mgr.)
PERFORMING AT:

THE PRODUCERS CLUB
358 W. 44th StreEt • New York (Bet. 8th & 9th Ave.)

*
*

*
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JANUARY 2611& 27th, 8:00 pm

SUNDAY, JANUARY 28th, 2:00 pm & 8:00 pm
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1,2, & 10,8:00 pm

*
* TICKETS $10.00 *($12.00 at the door) *

For more information and reservations-(212)893-9852
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Brent Taylor said the number of peo-
ple who volunteer to be tested for the
presence of HIV antibodies has
decreased dramatically in states that
require disclosure, In South Carolina,
for example, that number dropped 40
percent after the state implemented a
law similar to the Florida proJX>sal.

That proJX>sal requires disclosure
so the health department can try to
trace former sexual and needle-shar-
ing partners of HIV-JX>sitivepersons,
But AIDS Fund attorney Robert
Waters noted in a letter to the Task
Force that contact tracing is unlikely
to prevent the spread of AIDS, since
similar programs have not worked
against the spread of sexually trans-
mitted diseases like syphilis,

Current Florida law requires
physicians to disclose the names of
persons with AIDS, Persons who test
JX>sitivefor the presence of HIV must
currently give permission for such dis-
closure, The state also operates sever-
al anonymous HIV testing sites,
where names are not recorded in the
first place, -John Voelcker

Greensboro
axes gay
job rights

GREENSBORO, North Carolina-
In an unscheduled vote three days
after Christmas, the Greensboro City
Council reversed its decision last Octo-
ber to protect gay and lesbian city
employees from job discrimination,

Leaders of the Guilford Alliance
for Gay and Lesbian Equality, which
waged a two-year fight to get the
words "sexual preference" included in
city personnel policy, say the group
will mount an intensive campaign to
reverse the reversal.

'The outrage about this is massive,"
says alliance spokeswoman Mamie
Thompson, "It isn't just the usual gay
people who are mad about it."

The surprise move was made
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Dec, 28 after City Manager William
Carstarphen and City Attorney Jesse
"Skip" Warren, who opJX>sed inclu-
sion of sexual preference in city per-
sonnel policy, told the council it
could face "frivolous" lawsuits if it
extended protection to a group of
people not recognized by Congress or
state legislature as needing protection,

In a five to four vote, the council
dropped sexual preference from the
policy, and substituted broader lan-
guage benning discrimination on race,
sex, religion, national origin, disabilityor
"any other non-job-related condition,"

Council member William Burck-
ley, who introduced the motion to
drop sexual preference from the poli-
cy, later told a reporter for the
Greensboro News and Record that the
October policy change used "danger-
ous wording."

"I thought it was a mistake
because sexual preference can mean
just gay and lesbian versus straight,
but it can also mean someone who is
a pedophile," Burckley told the paper,

That language, new in Greens-
boro's public debate about gay and
lesbian rights, angered Gary Farlow,
chairman of the city's Human Rela-
tions Commission,

"Pedophiles and homosexuality
are two different things," Farlow said
a week after the vote,

"We'd put in two years of hard

work on the this issue,· Farlow said,
"The approach they took is a slap in
the face to the commission,"

The commission recommended
inclusion of sexual preference in city
personnel JX>licyafter months of pub-
lic and private hearings in which gay
people described harassment, vio-
lence and discrimination they face in
Greensboro,

Alliance leaders say councilmem-
bers will now be lobbied for a return
to the October language and for new
protection to employees of firms and
agencies that receive city money, The
Alliance expects to appear before
council in early February, within days
of the 30th anniversary of the Greens-
boro sit-ins that launched the Black
civil rights movement. -Kathy Hoke

Bon Jovi
rues "fag-
got" relllark

DUBLIN-The lead Singer of the
U,S, heavy metal group Bon Jovi
aJX>logized to Ireland's National Gay
Federation [NGF) Jan, 9 after activists
threatened legal action over his use of
the word "faggot" on a concert stage,

"After reading the articles written



Out Takes
about this unfortunate situation I feel
lowe the National Gay Federation an
aJX>logy,·Jon Bon Jovi said in a writ-
ten statement "I at no time meant to
cause any hatred or had any intent to
cause any animosity towards the gay
community,·

Activists with NGF and GLEN, the
Gay and Lesbian Equality Network,
threatened Bon Jovi under Ireland's
new Incitement to Hatred Act, which
bans public comments that abuse,
insult or incite hatred of certain
groups, including gays and lesbians,

The act passed Parliament in
November without any lobbying by
gay and lesbian campaigners,

Bon Jovi's remarkS came during a
concert at Dublin's Point Depot
before a crowd of 8,000. According to
NGF, the singer was expressing his e

distress that the Los Angeles Rams
had defeated the New York Giants in
a football game and, at one point,
referred to the Rams as "a bunch of
fucking faggots,"

In his apology, Bon Jovi
explained: ·Please understand that my
reaction was not at all geared towards
gays, but simply was a reaction to a
losing football score:

Bon Jovi's aJX>logy was "accept-
ed" by NGF which further scolded
that the singer "should choose his lan-
guage more carefully especially when
speaking to an excited crowd of
impressionable young minds,"

•As we near the end of the 20th

century,· said NGF sJX>kesman John
Bergin, "hopefully no one would tol-
erate abusive or threatening remarks
about Blacks, Jews or other nationali-
ties, Neither should they be tolerated
when they incite hatred of gays or
lesbi:ans,·

Bergin also took advantage of the
media attention to again call "for the
repeal of the Victorian [Irish] laws
which still criminalize sex between
men,"

In October 1988, the European

Obituary
John-Michael Williams, play-

wright, poet and performing artist,
died on December 27th, 1989, He is
survived by his lOVingcompanion Tim
Belden, John-Michael's qUick wit,
sharp tongue and off-beat sense of
humor hid a profound sensitivity and
compassionate understanding of other
people, Throughout his long illness,
he never lost that innocent, child-like
soul that was the wellspring of his tal-
ent. In lieu of flowers, contributions
should be sent to his executor; Tim

Court of Human Rights ordered Ire-
land to repeal its sodomy law, one of
the last in Europe, but Parliament has
yet to do so, The law contravenes the
European Convention on Human
Rights, to which Ireland is a signatory,

-Rex wockner

Teachers
get gay
education

CINCINNATI-When city school
teachers here got together one

See OUTTAKES on page 55

Belden, 117 Christopher Street, #22,
New York, NY 10014, They will be
distributed according to the exact
specifications of his Last Will and Tes-
tament. A memorial service will be
held on February 7th, 1990, at the
Friends Meeting House, 15 Rutherford
Place at 7:30 pm,
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News
AIDS and the Elderly
SAGE Reaches Out to the
Invisible Epidemic
by John Voelcker

NEW YORK-Quick quiz, There
are more people with AIDS who are:

(a) under 24;
(b) 50 and over,
Wrong, It's (b),
Ten percent of the AIDS cases

reported by the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta occur in people
aged 50 or older: more than 10,000 at

"IV-DRUG USERS OVER 50"
Arlene Kochman photo: Ben Thornberry

the end of 1989, In New York City
alone, according to estimates by the
Department of Health , there will be
6,000 seniors diagnosed with AIDS by
1992, Many in the AIDS community
feel the estimate is low, -

Yet virtually all AIDS service pro-
grams, treatments and drug therapies
assume a target audience in their 20s
to 40s,

So where the outrage? Where's the
uproar? \X/here's the press coverage?

NEWS FOCUS

"It's always difficult to get cover-
age on issues that affect the elderly,"
says Michael Rohrer, development
coordinator for Senior Action in a Gay
Environment (SAGE), a 13-year-old
social service agency that serves 1,000
gay and lesbian seniors each month,
170 of them homebound,

"When you add
heterosexism to

ageism-and then
add AIDS phobia
on top of that,"
Rohrer said, "you end up with lots
of attention and government
money for babies with AIDS, and
very little for our clients,"

of training for hospitals and social ser-
vice agencies on the special needs of
older PWAs,

SAGE offers a level of cultural
sensitivity that is absent in other AIDS
services, most of which are targeted
to clients in their 20s, 30s or 40s,
"AIDS is perceived as a young per-

son's disease,"
Rohrer said, "But
it's a very differ-
ent experience
for a PWA who's

60 than for someone who's 30,"
Many SAGE clients have been

extremely closeted for their whole
lives, he explained, and hence are
reluctant to seek help or even consider
being tested .for HIV antibodies, They
may be uncomfortable discussing sex,
and feel removed from the concerns of
younger, more openly gay people,

"Imagine a person who's never
told his doctor he was gay," Rohrer
said, "If he's put into a support
group with people in their 20s and
30s, all that internalized oppression
comes out. He may question whether
his life is less valuable than theirs,
because they're being 'cut down in.
their prime' while he's already lived
a full life,"

"It's our job to validate their heal-
ing process, and help them come to
terms with what they are," he sa!d,
"Everybody has the right to live and
survive, no matter what their age,"

That message hasn't yet arrived
in New York, The U,S, newspaper
that has covered the SAGE program
most exhaustively is Florida's St,
Petersburg Times, which takes the
concerns of its many older reade'rs
seriously,

A Family that Takes Care of its Elders
Rohrer stressed that SAGE is an

First in the Country
Last July, SAGEannounced the

country's first program providing
care and support specifically to
older people with AIDS (PWAs),
Still in its initial stages, the pro-
gram's specially trained volunteers
serve 20 homebound seniors with
AIDS, Another 20 or so attend spe-
cial SAGEsupport groups,

Rohrer said the services were
provided out of necessity before
they were formalized, as more and
more SAGE clients were diagnosed
with HIV-related health problems,
The group hopes that its programs
can serve as a model for other agen-
cies outside of New York, where

SAGEcannot directly provide services,
Clients are referred from Gay

Men's Health Crisis, as well as hospi-
tals with major AIDS centers, SAGE
offers needs assessments for new
referrals; friendly visitors ("buddies")
for homebound c1ient~; weekly sup-
JX>rtgroups for older PWAs and HIV-
positive seniors; support and
bere_avement groups for surviving
partners of older PWAs and a variety
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itltergenerational group, :'Think of us
~ a family of gay people of all ages,
taking care of our elders;" he said,
Because many clients have led such
closeted lives, he said SAGE often
bas trouble finding sJX>kespeople to
do outreach to other seniors, But he
stressed that the group intends to
promote the needs of its clients
throughout the AIDS community, '

Virtually no scientific studies of
the effects of HIV illness in older
people have been released, Rohrer
said, Yet the disease may interact in
unknown ways with more typical
geriatric health 'concerns: high blood
pressure, heart disease and Parkin-
son's Disease, for instance,

The pext steps for the SAGE
project are to develop materials that
specify the different needs of older
PWAs and to work with other
groups-including AIDS activists-to
ensure that their agendas and pro-
grams include the concerns of
seniors with AIDS or HIV infection,

Safer sex education is one such
area,., "When was the last time you
saw anyone other than 25-year-olds in
safe sex literature or videos?" Rohrer
demanded, "We have anecdotal evi-
dence that older people are not prac-
ticing safe sex, -because no one
reaches out, especially to. older -gay
men and says, this problem can affect
you too,"

"I'd love to see a poster at a
demonstration that said 'Teach safe
sex to older gay men too!'"

Later: AIDS Education for all Seniors
In the longer term, said Arlene

Kochman, acting executive director
of SAGE, the group hopes to seek
funding for AIDS education for
senior centers all over New York,
"Many older people at senior cen-
ters are terrified of AIDS, because
they don't know the facts," she said,
"but the medical establishment
doesn't perceive AIDS to be a prob-
lem for them, People just, assume
that older people don't have sex,"

Kochman JX>intedout that many
Dlder people are in fact sexually
active, but they are also even less
:omfortable discussing sexlUl prac-
:ices than the young, Older people
receive blood transfusions more fre-

"HETEROSEXISM AND AGEISM"
Michael Rohrer Photo: Ben Thornberry

quently than others, and there do
exist intravenous-drug users over 50,
"No one has addressed their fears,"
she said, "or told them that you can't
get AIDS from flu shots,"

But these kinds of education are
still just "our little dream," Kochman
said Wistfully, SAGE is presently
applying for grants and working to
raise funds just to expand its services
to clients in its own AIDS pro-
gram-who are presently all older
gay men,

And funding is always a major
concern, "Aging is not a popular
topic," said Rohrer, "particularly in the
gay community," He admitted the
group is particularly concerned about
how it will meet the needs of its
growing client population of older
PWAs,

Toward that 'end, SAGE is mount-
ing its Second Annual Dance
Marathon as a benefit for seniors with
AIDS, To be held at The Columns,
584 Broadway, on Saturday, January
27, from 7 pm to 1 am, the event will
feature entertainers George Hearn and
Lillian Monevecchi and the gay and
lesbian swing music group Hot Laven-
der, Tickets are $20 in advance, $25 at
the door, For details, contact SAGE,
208 West 13th Street, New York; NY
10011, or call (212) 741-2247, Y

"FASTEN YOUR SEAT
BELTS. IT'S GOING TO BE

A BUMPY NIGHT."
Bette Davis said it best-protect yourself in
advance_And though she was talking about
a rough ride on the social scene, it's good
advice for auto owners too, ThalS why the
safety SiNV'f always buckle up--and make
sure they haVe Greystone's comprehensive
insurance protection to help smooth Oller
any bumps in the rcacl.
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Atlanta Journal Reporter's Notebook

Atlanta, Sodomy; Sodomites & Such

Icame to Georgia for the sodomy,
Well, for the sodomy

demonstration at least, Sodomy
in Georgia, for some cosmic reason,
remains for me but a fabled concept.
Let's just say this gay newshound did
not "get lucky" in the Peach State,

But, after a week of looking at the
flyer announcing the Jan, 8 lesbian/gay
gathering on the Georgia Capitol steps
to protest that state's sodomy law, my
task to cover it for the country's queer

newspapers began to stare me down
like one of the gargoyles on the
church outside my window,

So, reluctantly, I packed up my
car with enough cassettes to get to
Tierra Del Fuego and drove south,

After making the II-hour jaunt,
much of it through a Georgia down-
JX>ur,I arrived in Atlanta groggy and
wet. And like any thinking person
needing to recover from the long drive
to prepare for the next day's demon-
stration I did the sensible thing,

I went dancing,
Now, I had heard that the homo-

sexual rabble-rousers would be hold-

ing a fundraiser at one local disco that
night, so I headed for the action, I was
still wondering just how much supJX>n
the next day's demo was going to get
in a city where many in the gay and
lesbian community had voiced their
displeasure with the idea of a bunch of
"outsiders" coming in to yell at their
state legislators about sex,

Pulling into the bar's parking lot, I
had a sneaking suspicion that perhaps
I wasn't where I thought I was, There
in front of me, cruising up to the lot at-
tendant, was a caramel-<:olored 78 Im-
pala with a bumper sticker that read,
"More Nukes, Less Kooks,· Not exactly

·SIT ON MY FACE-
Sodomy at the state house
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the sort of sentiment you imagine in-
habitating the same room with 100
some-odd Greenwich Village types
whose favorite phrase-of-the-moment
is "Suck my dick, lick my clit, sodomy
laws,are full of shit."

Maybe I was in some other bar's
parking lot, I thought. For a second,

But when two dapper gay males in
oh-so-tasteful sweaters emerged from
the car, I remembered that, as in my
hometown of Miami, conservative
homos abound here, It was, in fact, in
this same parking lot during the 1988
Democratic Party National Convention
that a well-to-do gay Atlantan told me
that for the first time he might give the
Democratic presidential candidate a sec-
ond thought before voting Republican,

I followed the sweater men in,
Scanning the barren room, my

fears were momentarily confirmed, Oh,
goddess, I thought, they're boycotting
the fundraiser! Things must be' worse
than I thought. '

But I quickly found out otherwise,
Turning the corner, I discovered The
Mob,

On the stage was a band ca!1ed
the Opal Fox, While a man looking
like a young Mick Jagger in a chic
black dress and matching Cher wig
belted out a minimalist chant, a portly,
bearded man, looking like something
out of The Dukes of Hazzard, but
wearing a bra and a beanie, pounded
out the beat on some sort of archaic
household appliance,

The crowd wasn't quite the but-
toned-down type, either, If the sweater
men had an allergy to "kooks," as they
put it, they would have needed a case
of antihistamines to get to the fire'
exits,

During a heartfelt discussion with
a fellow

Now, fundraisers and dancing are
one thing, but sodomy laws are a seri-
ous matter, But if one was to make a
list of adjectives describing the next
day's protest, "serious" wouldn't be
one of them,

Protesters chantil1g, "We like girls
See ATLANTA on page 67
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GLAAD
TIDINGS

Jewish Weeki
Shenandoah
Evening Herald

How did The Jewish Week, a
prominent New York-based Jewish
newspaper, choose to headline its cov-
erage of World AIDS Day? This is how:
"Fear and Loathing at an AIDS memori-
al." And the article got worse from
there,

The article, by Jonathan Mark,
centered on the New York City's Jew-
ish Museum's observance of the day,
The museum presented all evening
of music, poetry and speakers, Ap-
parently, some of the speakers criti- .
cized the government's slow re-
sJX>nseto AIDS, And a number of the
speakers addressed the topic of how
prejudice in the Jewish community
has made their personal struggle with
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AIDS, or those of
their friends, more
difficult, Neither
type of criticism sat
very well with Mr,
Mark,

In the article he
complained about
having to hear testi-
mony on how some
Jews have not
shown compassion
to people with AIDS
because of homo-
phobia, He charac-
terized many of the
speakers as pushing
hardline gay propa-
ganda, And he
repeatedly asserted
that gays and drug
users have only
themselves to blame
for AIDS, nonsensi-
cally arguing that
since the disease is
not casually trans-
mitted, transmission
must be intentional.
To cap' this idea, in
the last paragraph
he made a reference to the innocence
of a child infected with AIDS, presum-
ably because of an infected mother or
a blood transfusion,

Mr, Mark was obviously too
threatened by the memorial to be able
to reJX>rton it. So instead he used the
space available to him to blindly lash
out at those criticizing an institution he
hoids dear, That's not journalism, It is
propaganda,

To complain, write to Mr, Phillip
Ritzenbert, Editor and Publisher, The
JeWish Week, 1457 Broadway, New

York, NY 10036,

* * * * *
Mr. Mark's column is almost

friendly compared to a piece of undis-
guised hatred that comes to us from a
Shenandoah, Pennsylvania newspaper.

In an early December edition, the
Shenandoah Evening Herald ran a
commentary piece by Christine Gold-
beck, a regular writer for the paper, Ti-
tled "Angered by AIDS Care," the piece
is an extraordinarily hateful diatribe



against gay people and all those who
are HIV-JX>sitive,

It begins:. "If you are a druggie, or
a fag, chances are that you are going
to contract AIDS.. ," It continues, •if
you do, chances are that you will re-
ceive better medical care and more fi-
nancial help than if you were 'a nor-
mal, drug-free heterosexual person
who has a disease which normal peo-
ple acquire."

The column offers cancer as an
example of a disease that affiicts nor-
mal people, stating that it doesn't ef-
fect "wusses who cannot deal with
normal life."

It blames gay rights groups for di-
verting government funds to AIDS,
claiming that "[qlueers inside the big
beltway are pulling strings to help their
homo brothers and sisters, n _

You get the idea,
Thi~ column is not only oozing

hatred and bigotry, It is also laced with
a heavy dose of hypocrisy,

This is conservative, straight
America once again complaining that
tax dollars are being spent on pro-
grams for gays and lesbians, without
once, for a moment, considering that
we generate at least ten 'percent of tax
revenues,

Put another way, at GLAAD we
see many columnists who jump at
every opportunity to editorialize
against using tax money to subsidize
programs that appear to serve pri-
marily gays and lesbians, But you'll
never see these columnists editorial-
izing on the ways in which the gay
community bears a disproportionate
share of society's costs, Consider, for
example, the American government's
policy of taxing married couples at a
lower rate; at the same time that it
doesn't permit same-sex couples to
marry,

To complain about the columnist,
Christine Golbeck, and about the
paper's editorial policy in general,
write to Mr, Edward Schreppel, Edi-
tor, The Evening Herald, Ringtown
Boulevard, Shenandoah, PA, 17976,
Demand that, as a minimum, they
edit pejorative terms when describing
gays and lesbians, as they should for
any other minority,

-by Karin Schwartz
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CONr11ROt
=o

by Susie Day

Hi, I'm a reporter for a major
metroJX>litannewspaper, See
how objective I am? I got this

job because of: (a) my objectivity; (b) my
keen, analyti-
cal mind; and
(c) my ability
to work long
hours-not
because I am
a woman, Af-
firmative Ac-
tion had noth-
ing to do with
it. And now,
the news:

In a bru-
tal display of
gunfire, 14
women stu-
dents at the
University of
Montreal were .'
shot dead to-
day, when a
man burst into
a classroom at
the Engineer-
ing School, brandishing a rifle, After 0Trier-
ing the male stut:J,entsfrom the room, he

fved repeatedly into the group if remain-
ing women, shouting at them, , "You're ali
feminists, N The aUeged assailant, identified
as Marc Lepine, W::lS later found dead with
a tbree-page suicide note that blamed femi-
nistsfor "ruining his life,N Funeral services
for the deceased students will be held this
Friday,

You see? Thanks to total journal-

istic objectivity, you'd never guess
that item was written by a real human
being, I just hope that the word "femi-
nism" didn't stridently detract from the
very real suffering of this tragic event.
Later, I made sure to ask a lot of men
what they thought about the mas-
sacre, so they wouldn't think it was

park?.., No Matter, You see, underlying
my cool impartiality is a folksy sort of
wisdom that says, "Let's ftnd out what
makes those deranged killers tick" And
now to you, Bob,

Hello, I'm Bob, the thoughtful
media psychiatrist who was asked to
give his professional opinion about
these shocking murders, Of course, I
haven't had time to ftnd out much about
this particular case, but offhand I would
say that the homicidally obsessed young
man-about whom I know next to
nothing of a personal nature, you un-
derstand-this deeply troubled malcon-
tent who shot those 12-ten?-no,
18-those women .., Anyhow, this fasci-
nating psychotic-probabry came from a
dysfunctional family, where there was a
substantial amount of emotional repres-
sion, alienation and occasional bouts of
domestic violence, He likely became

confused as to
sex roles; didn't
know who he
was supposed to
be as a man in
today's society,
And, in order to
survive in this
oppressive envi-
ronment, he
learned to hate
his mother,

Naturally, his
hatred carried 0-

ver to feminists,
because, as wo-
men, they re-
minded him of
his mother when
she was being as-
sertive, The re-
sults were tragic,
What a pity he
couldn't 'have
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another one of those women's issues, been normal,

Which brings up a fine, journalistic
JX>int:were these unfortunate women in-
deed feminists?Did they hate men? Hard
to know, No time to care, I've got to re-
port Qn a ·story in Rochester, where 12
prostitutes have been found mysteriously
murdered, Or was that two little Omaha
girls dug up in a ravine? Maybe it was
one Black attorney snuffed out by a let-
terbOmb?A gay man beaten to death in a

Boy, you said it, pal, That Canadian
dude was totally sick, As a straight, white
man, I completely reject the actions of
this fruitcake, who is embarrassing to the
Men's liberation Front, of which I am a
charter member, Like I said in my 1V in-
terview about this mess, militant' femi-
nists may be taking away men's hard-
earned rights, but that's no reason to go



around shooting them, It's reverse re-
verse discrimination, and is JUS( not civi-
lized, If this guy could have assimilated,
as they say, into his culture, he might
have gone on to fight feminism from a
sane, nonviolent perspective,

He could have become a judge,
maybe, and ruled against those. sexist
women who claim they're harassment
and discrimination victims, He could
have gotten himself on the board of di-
rectors of that Montreal University, for
Christ's sake, and cut the funding for
their women's studies program, so hor-
rible things like this wouldn't have to
happen, Or maybe he could have been
a men's rights activist and spearheaded
a campaign for a Straight White Men's
History month, He didn't have to take
the law into his own hands, Maniacs
like him do the work of a dozen leg-
islative assemblies, and must be
stopped, If this madness is allowed to
continue, we'll all be out of jobs,

Hi. Hello, Yoo Hoo, Hi. We're
John and Jane Q, Public, Yes, we are,
aren't we dear? That's right. And we
think it was just terrible what hap-
pened to those poor girls at that engi-
neering school up in Canada, don't
we John? That's right,Jane, If those
girls had enrolled in home economics,
none of this would have happened,
John! That's a terrible thing to say,
Don't mind him, folks, He just makes
these horrible jokes, Well, Jane honey,
with the world in the shape it's in,
you gotta k~ep smiling, Floods,
Famine, Drug Wars, Crime in the
streets, I feel it is my duty as a loyal
American to keep up with the latest
mass murders, at home and abroad,
Ahh, shut up, John, Being a mother, I
can only hope that I am not raising
our little Billy to be one of those de-
mented monsters of depravity when
he grows up, I pray.to God, You
know, Jane, I read somewhere that
feminism causes cancer, Or' was that
oil slicks? But it is too bad about
those poor girlsl I guess" Had their
whole lives before 'em, Terrible, Terri-
ble thing, Finally, John, You're show-
ing some compassion, It is terrible,
Still, you've gotta wonder, How come
those women wanted to be engineers
in the first place? ...

Dr. Charles Franchino
30 Fifth Avenue

.New York, New York 10011
212.673.4331

office hours by appointment

OPEN HOUSE
SUN.JAN.28 3-5p.m.

212- 777-1800--~--...--....~------......._ ..- ........
648 'Broadway

Suite 505
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Both groups wiH meet in The Lesbian & Gay Community
Services Center, 208 West 13th Street in Manhattan,

If interested, please contact
, the Anti-Violence Project at

212-807-0197
to set uo an initial orivate consultation,
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OutLaw

1"More on Naming Names in Print
•

~ Arthur S.Leonard

Inmy last column, I introduced
some basic principles of libel law
that could apply to a lawsuit

.gainst a newspaper which published
information about the sexual orienta-
ion of a news subject, After I submit-

~

ted my column for publication, the
ew York Court of Appeals issued two

'mportant decisions on libel that are
\vorth discussing in this context: Im-

Il

lmuno, A,G, v, Moor-Jankowski, and
Weiner. v, Doubleday & Company, Inc"
lboth decided on December 14, 1989,
Both decisions appear to expand pro-
tection for publishers,
I Immuno concerned a letter to the
editor pul;>lishedin the December 1983
lissue of the journal of M"edical Prima-
'Ifology, a scientific journal concerned
rith medical experimentation on pri-

tates, The author of the letter, the
ead of an association dedicated to the

L elfare of primates, asserted that a
rew facility in Africa planned by the
plaintiff would be detrimental to the
lweIfare of African primates in a variety
p'f ways, Before publishing the letter,
f..hejournal submitted it to the plaintiff
for comment, and prefaced its appear-
knce in print with the information that
he plaintiff's lawyers had character-

Ized it as "inaccurate, unfair and reck-
less." The plaintiff sued the writer of

e letter, the journal and its editor for
ibel. All of the defendants except the
ditor settled the case by paying "sub-
,tantial" damages,

The editor, being a bolder sort, re-
sed to settle and asked the court to
ismiss the plaintiff's case against him"

being without legal basis, The trial

~

'dge refused to dismiss the case, but
he Appellate Division reversed and
he Court of Appeals upheld the dis-

issal. The decision by Judge Judith
aye sets out sweeping protection
'ased on the First Amendment of the
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Constitution as well as the New York
State Constitution for publications of
letters to the editor,

The basis of the court's ruling is
the long established distinction be-
tween "opinion" and "fact" in libel law,
A published expression of opinion
may not be held defamatory, because
of the special role of the press in pub-
lishing letters to the editor as part of
the public debate on ideas of public
interest. Wi~hin the context of libel
law, "opinion" has a broader meaning
than its everyday use, including materi-
al that in other contexts might be con-
sidered factual assertions, Judge Kaye
notes that letters to the editor, despite
their phrasing, are normally under-
stood by the reader to be expressions
of opinion "by the letter writer, and are
not generally understood to have the
agreement or endorsement of the edi-
tor or publisher, This is especially so
when the journal indicates in print that
the content of letters it publishes are
the views of the writer and should not
be attributed to the journal, but even
the absence of such a disclaimer is not
fatal to the defense,

There might be circumstances
where assertions in a letter to the edi-
tor are so outrageous and malicious
that they would give rise to liability on
the part of the publisher, but the court
felt that this was not such an occasion,
Judge Kaye cited leading U,S, Supreme
Court and other federal appellate rul-
ings holding that competing ideas in
print are what the First Amendment is
supJX>sed to protect, and commented
that the subject matter of the letter
challenged jn this case was a matter of
public controversy as to which readers
of this journal had a particular interest
in being informed,

The Weiner case concern.ed the
book Nutcracker by Shana Alexander,
In Nutcracker, Alexander explored the
circumstances of the murder of multi-
millionaire Franklin Bradshaw at the
direction of his daughter, Frances

Schreuder, In the course of her re-
search, Alexander and her research as-
sociate interviewed everybody who
was part of Frances' circle of acquain-
tances, including her friend and confi-
dant Richard Behrens, Frances had
been a patient of Dr, Herman Weiner,
a psychiatrist. In a part of the book
where Alexander describes Frances' re-
lationship with Dr, Weiner and his tes-
timony at her divorce trial, she reJX>rts
that Behrens claimed that "Frances al-
ways slept with her shrinks."

Dr, Weiner sued the publisher of
Nutcracker, Doubleday & Company, as
well as Alexander, claiming that he had
been falsely accused in print of having
sexual relations with a patient, a serious
breach of medical ethics, The defen-
dants moved to have the case dismissed
on several theories, They claimed that
the challenged sentence was too vague
to have damaged Weiner's reputation,
that it was a protected expression of
opinion, and that Alexander had merely
reported Behrens' statement without
necessarily endorSing it. Furthermore,
Doubleday insisted that it could reason-
ably rely uJX>nAlexander's reputation
as a reJX>rterwithout any need to verify
independently the truth or falsity of the
statement.

The trial judge refused to dismiss
the case, but the Appellate Division re-
versed and the Court of Appeals up-
held the dismissal, in another opinion
by Judge Kaye, This time, the court
based its decision on the last defense
asserted by Doubleday: that the pub-
lisher had a right to rely on the reputa-
tion of an established reJX>rter,Shana
Alexander, who had used a' research
assistant and interviewed all available
sources for her book,

Judge Kaye did not agree with the
other defenses, She asserted that the
sentence, read in context, clearly re-
ferred to Dr. Weiner and could be
judged defamatory, Furthermore, she
indicated that the Court of Appeals has
in the past rejected the defense that a



newspaper or book publisher is auto-
matically free from legal resJX>nsibility
when it "neutrally" prints the defama-
tory comments of an interview subject.

Referring to her Immuno opinion,
Judge Kaye reiterated that the charac-
terization of ·opinion" should be broad
where matters of public interest are
concerned, but that the court was not
ready to expand that characterization
to include all reJX>rtingwhich accurate-
ly transmits the remarks ,of interview
subjects, "Defendants have merely in-
sisted that the challenged statements
must be deemed opinion as a matter of
settled law," she said, "and we con-
clude that t\:lis argument should be re-
jected." The reJX>rted statement must
be examined to determine whether it
was a statement of fact or opinion, in
this case it was a statement of fact.

To the court, the imJX>rtant thing
was that the challenged sentence re-
ferred to an important aspect of a
newsworthy subject, it was a reason-
able editorial judgment to include the
statement, and there was no assertion
by the plaintiff that either the author or
the publisher had acted in a "grossly ir-
resJX>nsiblemanner," which is the gen-
eral standard for judging such situa-

tions when news reporting is chal-
lenged in a libel suit. The statement
was consistent with other evidence ob-
tained by the author, and the publisher
had acted appropriatc\y in relying on
an established author's reputation for
careful research,

A few further words about these
two opinions: While the Court of Ap-
peals is the highest court in New York,
its interpretations of the First Amend-
ment protections enjoyed by writers
and publishers are not the last word,
since they are not binding on federal
courts or the courts of other states,
Since New York is a major publishing
center, its courts have been especially
protective of the interests of the pub-
lishing industry, but courts in some
other states are not so protective,

In both of these cases the trial
. judge refused to dismiss the case and

intended to hold a trial. The defen-
dants were able to escape the vast ex-
pense of trial because New York law
allows an appeal of a refusal to award
summary judgment (i.e" judgment
without a trial), but not all jurisdictions
allow such "interlocutory· appeals,
Judge Kaye had a few choice words on
this subject, which echo the cautions I

t

t
1

Photo: Rick Reinhard/IMPACT VISUALS

voiced in my previous column, She
urged the trial courts not to hesitate to
dismiss libel cases against publishers of
journals, newspapers and books, stat-
ing in the Immuno opinion~

..,This case-having already en-
gendered thousands of pages of
a litigation record and "substan-
tial" settlements from all' other
defendants-exemplifies that the
"threat of being put to the de-
fense of a lawsuit .. ,may be as
chilling to the exercise of First
Amendme.nt freedoms as fear of
the outcome of the lawsuit it-
self" .. , We have therefore
stressed the particular role and
importance of summary judg-
ment, where appropriate, in libel
cases ..,

Judge Kaye concluded that judges
should not engage in a "hypertechnical
parsing of a possible 'fact' from its
plain context of 'opinion'" because to
do so "loses sight of the objective of
the. entire exercise, whi~h is to 'assure
that-with due regard for the protec-
tion of individual reputation-the cher-
ished constitutional guaranty of free
speech is preserved." T
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Political Science

The Fallacy of the Public
Health Control Model
by Mark Harrington

Meet the new boss-
Same as the old boss,"

-The Who, Won't
Get Fooled Again

Why do health commissioners get
unhappy when they can't keep lists of
people with communicable diseases?
Before answering this question, let's g<?
back 200 years,

Syphilis was the diagnosis of 103
of the 472 patients admitted to New
York Hospital in 1978, This made it
New York's most common
infectious disease, The
city's Common Council had
created the post of health
commissioner in 1797, So
pressing were the city's
health problems that they
named three health com-
missioners, We should be
grateful to' have just one,

Things haven't changed much in
192 years, Syphilis is still the city's
most common infectious disease, ac-
cording to the New York City Depart-
ment of Health, The city's health prob-
lems are just as pressing as ever. Yet
we now have treatments for syphilis,
Why is the disease still epidemic?

Over the years, health officials have
placed too much faith in coercive mea-
sures to control public health-mea-
sures like mandatory name reporting
and contact tracing, Just try to find a
health official who doesn't believe that
these JX>licieshave "worked,"

Keeping lists is an instinct deeply
embedded in their training, It provides
the illusion, in the absence of a decent
and equitable health care system, that
such diseases are "under control." Yet
it has failed to control treatable dis-
eases; how can it work in a disease
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that is not curable, like HIV infection,
How would you notify the "partners"
of a person who had sex, or shared
needles, with 20 or 200 people over
the ten year period when HIV may re-
main asymptomatic?

Back in November when David
Dinkins was elected to replace Ed
Koch as Mayor of New York, I thought
we'd left that question behind us for-
ever, Now it has come back to haunt
us because the transition search com-
mittee, named by Dinkins and includ-
ing officials from Gay Men's Health
Crisis, Lambda Legal Defense, the
Black Leadership Commission on AIDS

and the American Foundation for AIDS
Research (AmFAR), selected, as its first
choice for New York City Health Com-
missioner, a man whose record shows
his enthusiastic support for policies of
mandatory name reporting, contact
tracing, partner notification and-in
certain circumstances--sequestration of
people with communicable diseases,
i.e, quarantine,

Even by its own standards, the
public health control model has failed
to prevent epidemic rates of treatable,
curable diseases in America in the
1980s, Syphilis and tuberculosis have
been treatable since the 1940s; this his-
tory is taught to aspiring public health
professionals as the heroic past which
they can replicate today: Yet America
under Reagan and Bush has allowed
these treatable diseases to rage
unchecked in communities of color,

Until free, eqUitable quality medi-

cal care is available for all HIV infected
persons in this country (or this city), it
is delusional to maintain that mandato-
ry reporting and contact tracing will
help anyone, Coercive measures like
these tend to drive people away from
seeking health care, rather than bring-
ing them closer to treatments and med-
ical care,

The public health control model
criminalizes disease, It transforms in-
fected persons into miscreants whose
freedom threatens the health of all
right-living persons, It renders infected
persons vulnerable to penalties of law
and restrictions of freedom in return

for the "benefit" of manda-
tory (yet still inadequate)
treatment. Rather than rely-
ing on persuasion and
public education to en-
courage people to mini-
mize risk behavior and
seek out treatment, the
public health control

model treats adults as children, wards
of the state, errant and dangerous be-
ings whose disease has removed their
rights as citizens,

In this way disease is transformed
simultaneously into a sin and a crime,
This philosophy reaches its logical
conclusion in quarantine-the policy
implemented in Cuba by Fidel Castro
in his "idyllic" camp for seropositive
Cubans, and in Indiana by Woodrow
Myers, Jr" MD, in his letters threaten-
ing "noncompliant" HIV JX>sitiveIndi-
anans with forced hospitalization or
jail. This is America, not Cuba, Only
two Indianans have been detained
under the despicable Hoosier law, Yet
what kind of legacy is this to bring to a
city which has abandoned most of its
23,000 people with AIDS, at the start of
a new administration which we hoped
would make a clean break with the
grim legacy of Koch and Joseph? ...
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It seems like just a minute ago she was performing at community benefits and
trying out her unique, crazy, urban angst humor in front of small, loud crowds at
King Tuts Wah-Wah Hut and the Gay and Lesbian Community Center, But this year
has been a turning JX>intfor Reno, And after three years on stage she seems to be
standing on the ledge of crossover dreams, Her show, Reno in Rage and Rehab,
played to sell-out crowds at Actors Playhouse last year, HBO then filmed it in front
of a live audience at PS 122 and broadcast it last fall.

It seems that everyone has said everything about Reno: the Puerto Rican girl"
adopted by a white family on Long Island; the years of random wandering and drug
abuse; the energetic and off-the-wall way she plays to an audience, Her press packet
bulges with information, But no one speaks as well about Reno as the woman her-
self, Her show is based on her life-part street, part angry, young woman, part com-
pletely charming and vulnerable Cassandra of late 1980s New York.

When we meet at her favorite restaurant (Aggie's at Houston and Sullivan), she is
windblown, excitable and full of ideas, She leans toward me and I am struck by her
intensity, honesty and piercing, intelligent eyes, This is a woman who has been there
and back-and now seems to be moving forward with incredible velOCity,Seeing her
on stag~lectric, funny, unrelenting- and talking with her in person-down-to-
earth, original, principled-I am reminded that in a world where we are mostly invisi-
ble, distorted or despised, to have one of us be seen, on her own terms, opens a door
that is never again easily closed, For all of us who are weary of the crass conspicuous
consumption of the 1980s, the Donald Trumps and Jesse Helmses and John Frohn-
meyers, the fag-bashing comedians and woman-hating talk show hosts, Reno stands
by herself at the crossroads of what seems like a very different future,
Maria Maggenti: You have an off-Broadway show behind you, an HBO special, a
manager, an agent, meetings and meetings, Things seem to have changed dramatical-
ly in your life, right? It sees like you are at a very different place emotionally, intel-
lectually, profeSSionally,
Reno: Yes, definitely, I know so, because I spend at least half of the time that I have
talking to those adults, those business people and most of them I can get through to,
I don't know why they even' want to deal with me and the obvious answer is
whether they can make money off me, but that's not necessarily true; definitely not a
foregone conclusion, See, there are doomsayers who thought that you can't say real
things, substantive things to a public that isn't really on your wavelength, whereas,
God knows how, but MinneaJX>lis·and Atlanta and other places and this place [New
York) are no hotbeds of radicalism, People in flowered dresses were getting behind
what I was saying, particularly the women, Before, I was just so uptight about failing
or not coming off cool. But I'm getting so un-uptight about that, I have more clarity
as time progresses therefore I will be a better purveyor of information and I'm very
lucky that I'm silly at the same time because if I weren't so I wouldn't be able to say
the things I say, I just hope it does'n't le<).ve,and if it leaves and if I take myself too
seriously or something, then I won't work anyway,
M: Well what about the stuff you did at 122 with Pat Place? I went on a Saturday
night and it was a different audience, I've seen you now almost exclusively in down-
town venues, in gay and lesbian things, ACT UP benefits ..,so there's an intimacy and
familiarity of you being part of a particular community of people, right? And your
humor is very much based on-I mean I know what you're talking about so I go that
night and there were a lot of well-dressed male and female couples who are proba-
bly my age but seem thousands of years away from me, right?
R: Well, you don~t know who they are,
M: Well, you're right but anyway you were talking about dental dams and my whole
row was bent over laughing. and this woman in front of me with a perfect bobbed
haircut and these shoulder pads turns to her boyfriend with a look on her face that
said: what is she talking about? What is 117
R: I should make more explanation of it.
M: Well, we lean forward to tell her wnat it is and you can use it to go down on a
woman-
R: And what did she say?
M: She was horrified,
R: Shit, really?
M: Yeah, she was not grooving on it.
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R: How long had I been on? Oh god, like maybe 20 minutes?
M: Reno, listen, it was one woman, don't take it personaIly-
R: Yeah, yeah, I know I'm trying-
M: Look, the JX>intI'm trying to make is: what does it mean for you that a lot of
these people came because they had simply heard of this person caIled Reno and
then they get there and have to deal with somebody who is more confrontational
than they had anticipated? Also that you are going to be talking abo~t some ideas
which I don't think most people anticipate when they go to see a comedienne or a

IIperformance artist or monologuist.. .
R: WeIl, I think that, ahh ..,too bad, [Laughter) You know that I think that if people go
to the neighborhood and they take the trouble to go someplace to see something just
because they're not ostensibly resJX>ndingit means they want something else, other-
wise they wouldn't go to that neighborhood or they wouldn't see someone they never
heard of, And definitely not everybody who comes to see me likes me and that's per-
fectly fine, I mean it has tQ be that way or I probably wouldn't have any edge at all-
M: You would be jeIlo,
R: Yeah,
M: But as you anticipate being able to do more stuff, reach more people either
through film or video or more live performance, is there a tension now with other
people wanting to be around you who are executives--
R:No,
M: There's no tension at all, about your material?
R: Well, not so far, I mean I've been having meetings With, like, 1V and film ~ecu-
tives alright? I mean they're all preliminary meetings and they are already very
respectful. I mean so far the ones I've met-I haven't met any obvious slimeballs yet.

,I mean the thing is you are weIl aware that even if the first people you meet, even
the 15th level are nice to you on a one-to-one basis, I mean you can be nice to some-
one-a 'poor person on the street-and is it ever going to translate to the law? No, not

I Inecessarily, maybe, So these people who I'm talking to, these executives, you get the
impression that you can say practicaIly anything to these people and they'll glad hand
you, You know what I'm saying? They think that they might have something there, So
you know it's almost like I'm giving a speech but you know we'I1 see what they offer
back, The HBO experience was so JX>sitivethat although I'm not pleased about them

:1 producing Andrew Dice Clay and I told them that, it probably didn't matter to thein,
II But maybe it did, I said I thought it was a shitty idea that they produced him, But I
'mean they're in the business to make money and you know, anytime you start mak-
ing a living yottre in it. I mean nobody changed a word in my show-

IM: So they didn't-ask you to change any of the language?
, R: Oh no, absolutely not. I mean I wouldn't have gotten that show on network, it was
Ii cable, but oh no no no no no no not a word, Not a word, I mean I was lucky that
I time, I mean of course I've done a couple of years of stuff where I ,didn't make any
'I money and I was living off stamps and bullshit. So I feel fine about being given that
i opJX>rtunitybut on the other hand who knows what's gonna happen in the future,

I mean I think the only way you can remain totally completely pure with what
II you're doing is if you don't work in that, you do something else, I don't know how you
1 do it but you cannot expect to be paid by someone else and remain completely pure in

this capitalist culture, You cannot. It will not work You can fight, fight, fight. So you
I know, I mean; if they want you, you have to make another contract to say that you will
ilget what you want. ,NOWthere's ways of breaking every fucking single contract, Who
knows with these people, I don't know, They might offer me a development deal
where I get to make my own film. That's kind of what I'm after, you know, and if not in
the meantime I'm writing another show, You know I've got a whole month of work
planned, just fooling around around town at Knitting Factory in January and-

!IM: I was thinking about how your humor is that kind of humor where you, get that
I complete click of recognition, It's like that moment of consciousness, a click,

"

IR: I think humor, period, is about that, [that click], Some humor ends up' being really
bullshit and just a replication of something you already know, That's why I'm hard
pressed to caB myself a stand-up comedian, Because the stand-up comedians these
days just go up and give a line from a song, from a 1V show in the 60s and that's it,
man, Please! And not only that, they start with their fag bashing and tlley always
hate women, always always always always always always always, men hate women,
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women hate women, everybody hates women, but who hates men? WHO?
[A man looks up at us startled, Reno JX>intsher fork at him, "You,· she JX>kes,

"you just keep eating." He casts his eyes downwards,. astonished,]
You know, it pisses me the fuck off, It just drives me crazy, It's the most simple

basic fundamental thing but I can't get over it. You know that's the problem with
me, I don't get over these things,
M: So tell me, how is all this stuff about television and film and managers and exec-
utivesj how is that affected by you being out or do they know' you're out or how
does that play or is that an issue at all or what?

[Pause, Reno does not answer,]
M: I mean when I saw you at 122 you were totally open and talking about your girl-
friend and you were saying I'm in love ..,
R: It doesn't matter who I'm in love with [We are interrupted by friends who know
Reno] Hi Kathleen! You are literally a breath of fresh air,
R: No I mean half of them [the executives] are gay, you know,
M: Well, do you think they'd ever say to you, "Look Reno, whatever you do don't do
stuff about lesbianism?~ [I pause] Well, I guess not if HBO did your "Homo No· piece,
R: You know, people remember stuff in that show so well, it's really astonishing to
me, That's good, I mean, you know, it's groovy, [She leans forward and JX>intsher
fork at me] It doesn't have that much to do with me, I'mjust lucky Ijina//yam con-
tributing something to this community because jor years I was such a bum,
M: Yeah, you think so?
R: Oh yeah, I was just nothing, So unhappy and dissatisfied and bored, And this
deep existential blues and I'm much more released from all that.

I'm trying to work on this point of view of what made me a drunk, I mean in a
sort of "light" way,
M: Isn't that hard?
R: I already got two or three things that work perfect but it's kind of like this [she
motions up and down with her handsJ...I've never done this before, I've never, ,like,
planned a structure and then tried to fill it in, I've had the content [for In Rage and
Rehab), And then I tried to plan the structure, But this time I'm trying to force myself
because then it will help me learn how to write and to be read as well, And it's so
hard, My concentration is so shitty, That's why I booked so many little try out times
because that's really the only way I work, At home, it's just...I try and try.and try,

You know the night you saw me at PS lperforming with musician Pat Place), I mean
I was lucky I got some stuff out. I hadn't planned much and I thought it was gonna be a
friendly little crowd, And it tumed out to be---<iidI tell you that Dolly Parton was there?
M: No but I was at this lesbian party and that was the biggest topic of the' evening,
Dolly Parton at Reno's performance, Did Dolly come back stage and say hi to you?
R: Shit yeah! She was the first person back there, We were all hugging and ahh,
then ..,anyways, what the fuck was I saying?
M: You were all hugging ..,
R: Oh yeah, I turn around and she's kissing me like that and oh yeah, it was wild,
M: What, you turn around and she was just right there? .
R: She came right up to me, she hugged me so tight.
M: Did she have big hair and everything?
R: Well I guess it's a wig, That's what I heard, I don't really know, I didn't ask her or
anything, I said, "Pat [Place), this is Dolly," I was so nervous, I started introducing
her to everybody, Dolly, Pat, Eunice, it was hysterical. And then Fran Leibowitz is
standing there, I have alway& thought of her as very inSightful and brilliant. Mean-

while she's totally the opposite from me because she's very negative and completely,
cynical. And that part of her has always scared me, you know, and I kind of always
wished-and I know it's sorta an act-but, you know, I always sorta wished that she
was a little more-
M: Hopeful?
R: Hopeful, exactly, So I was apprehensive to meet her and see her standing there, to say
the least. But obViouslyif you come backstage you musta liked it otherwise you wouldn'ta
bothered to come back stage obViously,And so she was actually extremely generous to
me and open, And, you know, approaching loving, I meari I swear to Christ I couldn't
believe it. She had this great smile on her face, I was dropping dead, you know: Dolly Par-
ton is one thing but FRANLEIBOWITZ,I mean she's brilliant. So that's the thing, Dolly Par-
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ton, I don't have many impressfons of her but apparently she's a hero on the Lower East
Side, I keep meaning to write her and tell her that. She was lovely,
M: Are there any people you would like to work with?
R: Oh yeah, I'd like to work with Spike Lee,
M: That would be great. You could have a long talk with him about women though,
He's got a little ways to go don't you think? " .
R: Well, that's exactly why I'd like .to work with him, I think he's big, Thank the lord
for him, I hope his position spawns ,other people like him, I think it wi11,You know
he teaches classes up in Harlem and shit you know,
M: Well the two of you would be ..,combustible,

Does your life exist now as though anything could happen at any moment?
Your manager, the press clippings, the formality of trying to get in touch with you
now, It's all part of the sense that you are really on the cusp of some major break-
through fame,
R: Oh I don't worry about that. That's bullshit. I don't know, I don't worry about
that. I mean I worry because I'm a worrier but, I mean, I just wanna make sure I can
stay clear,

I mean, my whole life I've never had any discipline, I sti11do not know how to
take one step and another step, I'm very unorganized and fuleacht. That's why when
you see me talk off the top of my head everything it's everywhere, you know, But
that's okay and I really am really worried about that.

You know, I think the fact that I didn't start working until I was over 30 indi-
cates to me, that I'm not a flash in the pan, In terms of the commercial entertainment
world, from their point of view, perhaps I will be, And if I don't do their imprecision
of what's next or what's right for somebody of my stature to do, then maybe they'll
think of that as something of a failure, But for me I did everything I'd needed to do
pretty much for my own comfort, I mean I put a carpet in my house, I got a washer,
I did a lot of material things, You know, I'm set. Unless I lose my apartment of
course, which can happen in New York. But that is shit. I feel like I finally have a
home and at 35 it's not so bad to finally have a home, You know what I'm saying? I
mean a lot of people don't and I'm very, very grateful for it.

So now, [know [ can fucking make a living, Marla, [know [ can do it myself and
[ don't need all those motherfuckers, And they're not all motherfuckers, Some of them
are really wonderful. See but I found out. I went to goddamn Atlanta and those people
dug what I was saying, Every single thing I said went over like gangbusters better than
the Lower East Side, I swear to Christ, they were so fucking enthusiastic, They were out
of their seats and this wasn't even real Atlanta, this was suburban Atlanta,

I walk out on stage and there are these guys with ten gallon hats on their knees
and smoking and I went there with [a friendl and she was like checking out the
exits, thinking well, we're gonna have to run, But until I got to that thing about the
GHET-TO-"people in the ghetto have heard no all their lives, got any opJX>rtunity?
NO'''-that thing, it quieted down because I think these were working class people
and I think they feel that they don't get an opJX>rtunity in life themselves and ..,so
that chilled the room, But not horribly, and the feminist version of cunt thing, I
mean who knows how people get it, in a prurient way or, I don't know, but I think
a lot of people get what I'm saying,

So...1 know now, I have a tape, man, [the HBO speciall A beautiful fucking tape,
that says this is what I do, And I can make a living on that. I don't need to make huge
fucking buckets of money, I gotta tell you that half of my time is spent explaining to
these people wpo work for me, what I want. Because·they're not like you, You know
they're not people that I would normally choose to be friends with, Definitely not
man, You don't know who. the fuck they are, It's weird, I mean, it's the communica-
tions business and I gotta tell you miscommunication is rampant. And it's very gnarly,
M: Before you started performing did you do political work too?
R: I was interested always but I couldn't ever stick with anything, I just sat around
and drank and got high, I was despondent half the time about all the shit that was
happening, Tonight I was writing and it was hard, I want to do stuff more about
AIDS and I was working on something for the Day Without Art and I mean I was
crying working on it. Of course it was me talking, But I was remembering the man I
was talking about.

I've thou'ght often of these men who are dying, and women, Particularly artists
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who are gay who are dying and leaving a hole and particularly in the commercial
end, And those holes are gonna get filled up real quick with, I just can't imagine,
those real straight boys and drek, those totally-dense-no-fucking-premise-for-talking-
type, .

Not to mention it's the people [dying] who are at the vanguard of the culture, I
mean not all of them certainly, But in terms of stretching the boundaries, That's what
arti.$ts do and when that fuckin' Prohnmeyer started talking about artists and' JX>1i-
tics-excuse me, I mean, artists have been always the phalange of NEW ideas, I
mean always always always always,

I love that they [Prohnmeyer, Helms, et, all think that w~'re so fucking important
because you know what?, we are, They've always been after us, They're always
watching us"l mean come on, the fucking HoIlywood blacklist and everything,
M: WeIl, that's the other thing that's so interesting about this HBO thing and you
having a manager and an agent and people want to see you and want to make
money off you- '
R: Well it's accidental, whatever it is--
M: Well it's got to be something-
R: I mean there haven't been that many people in the 80s who can' be silly and
mean something at the same time--
M: So there must be a hunger for it is what you're saying-
R: OH, there's.a HUGE hunger for it. People would much rather· be in harmony than
sit there and hear "Ahh, that nigger's got a big dick,· and whatever the fuck those
assholes say, and, "That chick with the big tits,· and, "Chinese people have piss-col-
ored skin" and people don't want it!

Even though it's,like sucking a so.re tooth, you know, they can get a hard-on
over it but they really don't want it. It makes them feel dirty, I know that, I know
that-and if they could get back to the innocence they had as children and I'm not
saying I'm doing this-I'm just saying generally everybody in the culture, I know
they'd rather just feel good, Everybody wants to feel good, It's just we can't see our
way to feel good, that's all, I mean that's why HBO gave me that show, Because
they said, "nobody's doin' what your doin" and I take that to mean that [my work] is
not insulting, Unless you're rich, [laughter]
M~Well I think that one thing we will be able to say about the 80s is that it was the
decade of selling out-
R: Oh absolutely-
M: And that's the essential tension that everybody lives with and the thing that's so
exciting is that you're in a JX>Sitionwhere you have kept on being who you are, not
trying to be somebody else-
R: Right right-
M: And you keep on saying what's true for you and what you see in the world
around you-
R: That's all that can come out of me,
M: Well, that's pretty inspirational, considering how many people who have a public.
voice have no self and are created by someone else, People who say yes all the time
and especially for gays and lesbians, I mean think about-
R: f think we sJX>kebefore about how it took me this long and that's why I don't
have any qualms, you see, I really wanna give it the best shot and everything, I
wanna try real hard to get to a broad audience because .... [pause].. .. because I just
want to do my service arid get it out there and get off and if I start wanting a swim-
ming pool and amenities only, then I won't have that voice and no one will listen to
me anyway, I'm very, very happy and very luck I think, The only thing that's hard is
that I still have a difficult time concentrating and that's from being a drug addict you
know,
M: But you haven't done drugs for awhile? .
R: Three years, Everyday is Iike..,a struggle, But that's when I started performing,
M: Three years? That's not much time at all.
R: Yeah, it's been good, My life has turned around, I'm much, m\.lch happier, Mostly,
I stopped t\1inking that it was all my fault. That immobilizes a person and it immobi-
lized me, Or I got in fights, daily, so I was waylayed by each little fact. But now its-
M: Well; that's your show [Rage and Rehab],
R: Well, I have more JX>wernow, It seems, [Laughter] We'll see, •
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Robert La Fosse:

A
World
Apart
Ballet's Wonder

Boy Thrills to
the Twirl

by Bruce C. Steele

Robert La Fosse has always been willing to struggle to
further his career as a dancer-he worked a year as a busboy
in his native Beaumont, Texas, in order to pay for a summer at
ballet school-but since arriving in New York in 1977, he
hasn't bad to suffer the indignities of the starving artist. Not
yet 18-years-old, La Fosse almost immediately landed a place
in the corps de ballet of American Ballet Theater (ABT), Since
then, sharp talent, a notable adaptability and a bit of good for-
tune have consistently brought him success: He was named an
ABT soloist in 1981, a principal in 1983 and he joined New
York City BalIet as a principal in 1986, On Broadway, he has
danced leading roles in Bob Fosse's Dancin' and, for six
months last year, in Jerome Robbins' Broadway.

With his fresh, startling-blond good looks, La Fosse
arrived in New York welI before AIDS brought down a black
gauze curtain on the uninhibited nightlife of the 70s and he

. soon immersed himself in the wild partying of the disco era,
"It was very tempting, and it was very much part of the homo-
sexual life,· he now says, "It was a feeling like you wanted to
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get out of something: You know, I finally got out of Texas,
and now I was here and everything was accessible to me," In
his 1987 autobiography, the disingenuously titled Notbing to
Hide, La Fosse neglects to mention his sexual adventures, but
he briefly describes his regular forays into Studio 54 and his
period of attachment to the drugs that made all-night partying
possible, which he says he stopped forever after a friend
almost died in 1979,

Maybe La Fosse and his friends modified their personal
lives at just the right moment; maybe it's just another way in
which he's been fortunate, But by 1985, when the New York
dance community joined together for its first AIDS benefit
(which featured the first public performance of La Fosse chore-
ography), his life remained largely untouched by the crisis, His
first close ,friend to die, dancer Peter Fonseca, didn't succumb
until late '86, Indeed, even now La Fosse feels the dance world
has been spared the worst of the epidemic, Friends have
died-including Fonseca and fellow ABT dancer David
Cuevas-but, he says, "of the people that I know in the dance



munity, AIDS has not taken as many as it has in, say the art
munity." He speculates, perhaps naively, "just the sheer
that dancers are primarily physical beings and generally in

health means they have better immune systems to begin
I don't know, But the majority of the people that I know

,I have gotten sick and died were not dancers,"
Whether or not being a dancer has protected La Fosse

m AIDS, the largely self-contained ballet work has definitely
ielded him from much of the prejudice and oppression suf-
d by gay men and women in less ethereal pursuits, !'I'm

lucky and very fortunate because I live in a world that is
mfortable with gay people," Although La Fosse says he
,ws.of no gay women in the company, he estimates that
f the UJaledancers at City Ballet are gay, "I mean, you bring

iUf boYfriends to performances--homosexuality is treated as
ual as it could ever be, II

Since he already had the acceptance of his peers and the
rons and functionaries of the dance community, La Fosse

free to be open about his sexual orientation in his book,
at was always one of the things that I knew I was going to
ite about," he says, "because of what happened to my
nd Stephen." Stephen is the only sexual relationship La

describes in his autobiography~including their separa-
a after some years together. "He went home to tell his
er that he was gay and his father essentially said, 'I don't
at to know you, you're not my son.' It was the first time I'd
r seen that happen to somebody,. He knew what the out-
e would be, but he told me, 'I don't want to have a rela-

nship with my father that's not based on something' true, I'd
er; have my parents know me and hate me for it than not

lOW me and pretend like we love each other.'
"You have to be that way," La Fosse says, "You can't live

this world hiding things about yourself unless you're a total-
private person, But I'm a public pe~son, and I feel like I can
a little something by saying, 'Look, it's OK to be gay.' It's

,to our generation to educate [people),"
But except for its passing openness about his sexuality,

Fosse's book is a traditional, upbeat narrative which, as he
it, "tells the story of an American boy wanting to take bal-

• It has none of the kiss-and-tell revelations and scandalous
fessions that made ballerina Gelsey Kirkland's Dancing on
Grave a bestseller in 1986, Perhaps, La Fosse suggests, he
-simply led a less melodramatic life-he intended the title

a joke, meaning in part that he had nothing to say that was
'rth hiding, "They [the publishers) really thought I was going
expose Mikhail Barishnikov [ABT's artistic director during La
Ese's tenure] the way Gelsey did, Well, I wish I had ther7' but I don't. I mean, God knows I wish I had gone to
id with him, but he's not gay, so I couldn't."

In his writing, La Fosse detaches his sexuality from what
sees as his primary identity as a dancer, and that self-isola-

Inhas now extended to his role as a choreographer, Work-
~primarily in the "classical" mode, he is unable to imagine
~t· orking the traditionally heterosexual idiom to express him-
f as a gay man, "I don't see where I ever would connect
loreography and homosexuality]," he says, He "wouldn't be
f about making a dance with two men together or two
~men together, "if I needed that, but I never want to wave a
g, I'm not one of those people who isolates myself because
I gay, I just think that when you get into groups [on the
sis of race or sexual orientation], there's something-I don't

want to say incestuous, but something unevolved, in a way, It
doesn't open yourself up to many other things, II

BalIet, for example, "appeals to everyone, Sexual
orientation shouldn't be an issue, It doesn't appeal more to
gay people or lesbian people than it does to straight people, II

The tyranny of gender roles in classical ballet, he insists, is
simply a reflection of the times in which the music and much
of the dance was created, "You don't challenge the period,·
Classical ballet should be enjoyed for its beauty, he argues, not
taken to task, for such modern sentiments are modern dance,
For example, he recalls a piece done for Dancing for Life, the
dance community's 1987 AlPS benefit. "Lar Lubovitch had
choreographed this pas de deux for two men that was one of
the most beautiful things I've ever seen that was about two
men, and that was one of the most effective things that I've
seen done in this era of the AIDS crisis, II

La Fosse's only AIDS-tinged choreography to date was i ':,

created for Lisa Edelstein's Positive Me, An educational musical
about safe se~, sexual prejudice and AIDS first staged in Octo-
ber at La Mama and intended for the entertainment and
enlightenment of mostly straight teenagers, For the most part,'
however, his conventional thinking about ballet seems to have
limited La Fosse's ability to incorJX>ratehis life into his art, He
eschews the idea of working on anything that more directly
expresses the turmoil of emotions that have accompanied the
AIDS crisis, "I have not been compelled to want to do any-
thing theatrically about AIDS I thInk for anyone who has lived
this disease, it's very hard to see a theater piece about AIDS,
It's been very difficl.dt for me, because I've lived all the things
they're trying to say-why go to the theater [to see it]? It's not
a revelation to me, The choreography that I want to do-I just

.want to bring as much beauty as I can into the world to make
these moments on earth that we have a little less painful. II

Currently, La Fosse is creating a ballet based on Puss in
Boots for the School of American Ballet, as well as working on
a ballet based on the legend of Osiris, the Egyptian god of the
underworld, He has also done two dances for City Ballet:
Woodland Sketches for 1988's American Music Festival and last
year's Haydn Trumpet Concerto,

La Fosse's efforts to help stem the AIDS epidemic have
recently been related not to dancing but to walking, He works
each year to raise money through the spring AIDS
Walk-including a 1989 appeal directly to City Ballet audiences,
"I suggested to Jock [Soto] and Heater [Watts, the company's
leading AIDS fundraisers] that we go out front before the perfor-
mance and just sell ourselves, So we did, and it was' really sur-
prising to me, you know, to see the people who've been
coming to the ballet for years on that level. They were really
excited to give $5 and $10 because they were giving it to the
dancers that they've been seeing, Also; it was very surprising to
see how many people didn't know about the AIDS Walk. .Of
course, when you're living in it, you learn that not everyone has
AIDS,.Nevertheless, it's shocking what's happening out there,'

La Fosse has ideas .for another dance benefit for AIDS,
one that would combine the talen!-Sof rock songwriters and
modern choreographers, 'but his several choreography projects
and principal dancing with City Ballet have kept him too busy
to take his plans past the idea stage, "I pray every night that
we won't have to do any more benefits,' he says with sincere
but untenable optimism, "I pray that [the cure] is going to hap-
pen faster than we can do another benefit.' ....
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Who ever said Madison Avenue doesn't target gays obviously hasn't been exposed to the Pick 'Em Ups
chicken and fish tenders' ad campaign.

-M.S.
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last week OutWeek ran a feature entitled HTheNative Masthead: Where are They How?" In which we p,olnted
out that most of the people listed on the paper's masthead haven't written for the paper In a hundred or sci years.
This week, however, the question seemsto be, HTheNative Masthead: Where Is It How?"

Yes, it seems that In the very week that we ran the piece, The Native mysteriously removed Its masthead from
the paper. Could It have been Spin copy editor Drew Hopkins who told Native editor Charles Ortleb about our
upcoming feature? (It was Hopkins, a current Native contributor, who stated to us for the article: "Chuck Is a
frlend •••er•••but don't write that.") But a better question Is: If we keep writing nasty things about different parts of
The Native will they simply disappear? Will the entire paper dlsappear?_WlIIChuck Ortleb disappear?

Ooohl This Is funl
-M.S.
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ize until I got back to the apartment
that I'd bought the Philadelphia
Inquirer instead and a pack C!f
Marlboros even though to the best of
my knowledge I don't smoke, The
strange man wasn't there anymore-
neither was my datebook. While I was
in the shower another deliveryperson
arrived with a sausage and mushroom
pizza, Later in the day when I went
out for more cigarettes it took me half
an hour to find my way back home,
There was a note on my doorknob
from the telephone company saying
that a repairman had come by to
check the problem I had supposedly
reported and to please caB to resched-
ule, I picked up the phone to see if
there really was some problem and
instead of a dial tone I heard Bobbie
Gentry singing "Let It Be Me," Just
then somebody got on the line and
informed me that I as confirmed on a
flight to Vancouver, She asked what
credit card I was using and I gave her
my American Express number, I didn't
even know I had an American Express
until that moment. The flight's sched-
uled to depart sometime next week
and the ticketing agent said no
changes or cancellations are permitted
on the fare without paying a substan-

BY BRADLEY BALL
Dear Brad:

I went out the other night to
meet one of my friends but I hadn't
gotten more than half a block and
couldn't remember where I was head-
ed or who I was supJX>sed to meet or
what we had planned to do, I kept
walking, hoping that something might
jog my memory but nothing did so I
went back home, There wasn't any-
thing written down in my datebook
but I thought maybe whoever I was
meeting would phone and ask where
I was so I'd know where I should be,
I waited for a couple of hours but the
only cal\ I got was from somebody
wanting to sel\ me a magaZine sub-
scription, Then a deliveryperson
showed up with some wonton soup
and coid sesame noodles, I couldn't
recal\ ordering any takeout or even
liking wonton soup for that matter but
I paid him anyway since by that time I
was getting hungry, I fel\ asleep on
the sofa and dreamed I was back in
college and had to write a chemistry
exam naked; When I woke up the
next day I was in bed and a strange
man was sleeping' next to me, I tried
to wake him but I couldn't so I went
to the newsstand around the corner to
buy the New York Times, I didn't real-
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tial penalty, I don't want to have to
pay a substantial penalty but the
way things have been going lately
I'm a little scared that if I leave the
apartment I might never return, At
this point I don't quite trust my
ability to make a decision so maybe
you could tell me what to do,

-Dazed

Dear Dazed:
If you're anything like me (and

who of us is not?) you've probably
been working much too hard lately
and could use a little vacation right
about now, Take advantage of this
splendid opportunity to travel and
don't worry: I, too, once feared that if
I went to Vancouver I might not
return to New York, It's a common
fear, That stunning and immaculate
world class city ringed by majestic
snow-capped peaks and the relaxed,
friendly manner of the citizens sing a
siren song to every traveler fortunate
enough to pass that way, Strolling
along the banks of glittering English
Bay or gazing rapt at the swirling
Emily Carr paintings in the Vancouver
Art Gallery, it's nearly imJX>ssible to
imagine a more serenely beautiful life
anywhere else on earth, But after a
while one begins to realize that the
World's Fair's not what it used to be
and that everything is terribly expen-
sive Oet me direct your attention, for
example, to the Canadian newsstand
price of this very magaZine and, now
that you've started smoking, let me
point out that a pack of cigarettes
runs at least $4,50 CDN) and one
begins to miss, in a peculiar way, the
vicious frenzy of Manhattan and one
does, in the end, come back east
where the work of Stephen Sondheim
is not only known but, rightly,
revered, So go enjoy yourself and
when you return you'll find every-
thing just the way you left it...more or
less, Bon Voyage!T



This is going to· be a different
kind of column, I need to vent.

But, before I get into what's really
eating at me, I'll tell you that if you
want something to do that deals with
the usual kind of stuff we do in this
c~lumn you can call the Mayflower
Madame, Sydney Biddle Barrows, at
home, She's listed, Tell Sydney she's a
homophobe and tell her you'd never,
ever have dinner with her, She wrote
an etiquette book which will be hit-
ting the stands soon, in which she
expresses the opinion that the proper
thing for a host to do when a person
with AIDS is being invited to
dinner is to notify all the
other guests,

Now, what's really bug-
ging me? Well, it's Friday at
noon, This column was due
three days agOj but three
days ago I was busy work-
ing in vain with many other people to
stop the apJX>intment of Woody Myers
as our health commissioner, Woody,
in case you haven't heard, like Sydney
Biddle Barrows, thinks we should
notify everyone and give out the
names of people with AIDS, Woody
likes keeping lists, He believes in
quarantine, He's tried to close down
gay bars in Indiana, his home state,
And there's a litany of other things
he's done which you can read all
about in the news section,

The JX>intis, I've spent all week
trying to stop this man, (Thank good-
ness' I have the kind of bosses who
understand this sort of thing,)

I can't write about anything else
right now-not gOSSip, not fluff, not
even Liz Smith (Daily News) with
whom I'm usually so obssessed, All I
can think about are the facts of the
past fews days and this horrible feel-

\

ing in my stomach, I know that some
time today, Dinkins is going to
apJX>inta Nazi as our health commis-
sioner, And I know I'll be down there
at city hall with a lot of my comrades
to scream and yell about it.

At this JX>intit's all we can do,
I'm angry, I'm angry at the fact

that I voted for David Dinkins think-
ing that he would never hire such a
monster for a JX>sitionthat affects my
community so much, I'm angry that he
lied, I'm angry that he sold us out.

But what I'm more angry about
are those people in our own 'commu-
nity who were given the resJX>nsibility
to make sure that we picked a sane,
compassionate, experienced health
commissioner who puts basic civil lib-
erties above all else, I can't under-
stand why the transition team which
was charged with choosing the best
candidate didn't check out Myers'
backgroud in Indiana, Why didn't the
only gay man on the search commit~
tee, Tim Sweeney of the Gay Men's
Health Crisis, look into these things
and then come out against this .man

lLL,J,<

once it was revealed that Myers was a
nightmarish homophobe? Why didn't
he come out against him when this
magazine finally published a thorough
investigation which proved Myers'
despicable JX>licies?Why, instead, did
he, and Mathilde Krim, head of the
American Foundation for AIDS
Research, not think in our best inter-
ests until it was much too late, It
miikes me think of so many things:
deals, pay-offs, careerism, shitty JX>1i-
tics, And it belches forth the kind of
hatred and resentment I'm embar-
rassed to admit I'm capable of,

Over two weeks ago-yes, two'
weeks--the horrors began to surface
about Myers, That's when Lambda
Legal Defense and Education- Fund
should have become vocal and
demanded an investigation, As an
organization established by gays for
the protection of gays, Lambda should

"'1have been the first organization to
become incredibly concerned, to
voice its opinion. against the apJX>int-,
ment and protect our basic civil Iiber"
ties, Instead, it languished because its
executive director, Tom Stoddard, was
caught in the middle of the entire cha-
rade and was much too afraid to extri-
cate himself, So, as of last Thursday,

, good old Uncle Tom was quoted in
The New York Times still favoring
Myers' apJX>intment-after countless
reJX>rtsand demonstrations by the gay
community had occured, "It's all very
sad,' was what Stoddard said,

Sad, indeed,
Sad, that we have such weak,

ineffective, egg-shell walkers who are
charged with duties such as being on
mayoral transition teams,

So, for most of the week, ACf UP
stood alone, with only the ACLU
doing what was morally right and
coming out with a. statement asking
for further investigation of Myers, (A
move which I commend Nan Hunter
and Bill Rubenstein for, though I think
they too could have done much

more,) Then came the Post's
front page story, which pro-
vided many of our so-called
leaders with what they might
call their "ticket out,'
Suddenly they began faxing
around their statements, con-
demning a man we all knew

was a monster for two weeks, But
ultimately it was all too late, They had
sold us down the river already, I sup-
JX>seI'm incredibly naive, but I can't
imagine my.personal career taking
precedence literally over the lives of
hundreds of thousands·of people-my
people,

All of the ass-kissingj the caving
in, For what? Even if I were to cast
aside the more sensible theories--as
well as the persistent rumor~and try
to imagine that Sweeney, Stoddard,
Marie Wilson and the rest of the gang
were operating in the best interests of
us all, trying to bridge the gap
between the gay and Black communi-
ties, I can't imagine that they'd forge
ahead with coalition-building at the
expense of our basic civil liberties,

But, then 'again, I'm not so sure
they do operate with the best interests
of us all, 'Y
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Out on the Town

Liz and Sydney: From celebudyka to celebutantes,
our favorite game to play In clubs Is Spot the Dyke. In a
mixed crowd, It Is sometlma hard to find the Sisters, so we
haveprepared a list of helpful hints.

1. Look at the shoa-dyka like to make fashion state-
ments With footwear. Lesbians are shoe size queens-the
bigger the better. Girls either totter on six-Inch heels or
clomp across the dance floor In kachunga battle wear. (vari-
ants: converse all-stars or Doc Marten shoa)

2. Look for women drinking beer from the bottle.
3. Lablans tend to travel In packs. If you spot a group

of four gorgeous women, walt for a few minutes. As men
approach, then leave, you'll know by their hasty retreat
where those glrls'lnterats lie.

4. Ask a girl to vogue-If she bends you over and
bumps you repeatedly, get her number. Unlas, of course,
you are a top.

5. Ask your good friend/club promoter to run Interfer-
ence for you. Our favorite line Is: "I've got a friend who IIka
you. But she's a girl." Measure response from across the
room, nervously clutching a drink (beer bottle).

Sydney: Playing Spot the Dyke In clubs Is confusing
but nothing In the world can equal the exhlllratJon of Gen-
der Roulette. Gender Roulette can only be played In a few
select locala. Our personal favorite Is the House Ball. Every
category adds a new slot on the wheel 0' fortune. Chicks
come In two varletla: with and without dlcks. Girls can look
like girls or boys. Women can be Real(straight) or gay.

Liz: At the last ball we went to, hosted by the House of
Africa, at Sound Factory, Sydney made me promise to walk
(compete In) the Butch Realness category. I'm waiting
because I could not have neared In butchness the three
women at!b.ll Ball. Essentlall~ the catagorles, developed by
the Housa of the Balls, divide Into:

MEN WOMEN
. \

WOMEN (REAL)

GAY MEN

/'\
FEMQUEENS BUTCHQUEENS

GAY WOMEN

BU~ "FEM

During this Ball, one contatant from a popular House
was disqualified, and read by MC Renee Africa when, during
Butch (Queen) Realnas, the boys came out with baseball
bats, and kissed a "Real Girl." Renee quipped, "It's so nice
to see such happy people In such gay surroundings." He .
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With Liz and Sydney

then spoke of the nud for positive gay role models, reem-
phasized by guat MC Grace, calling for unity among Hous-
a, Raca and the gender spectrum.

In the spirit of political awarenas, GMHCalso distribut-
ed condoms and HIV/AIDS Information kits. They also
screened their vogulng safe sex video starring Tracy Africa.
(My favorite line: "no matter what sex you have, use a con-
dom." Ok, but how do I fit It on my tongue? Question for
GMHC: "Ou est les Dams, Madames?") It was an evening
where the Queens were fierce and the Butcha were ruling.

Liz and Sydney: Another popular spot for Gender
Roulette Is a place we'll call "the Little Schoolhouse." Satur-
day nights are a drag queen extravaganza with the added
bonus of being able to sit on the dance floor during the
shows, have a perfonner bend over In your face and watch
the patrons tip the queens with dollar bills stuffed Indeli-
cately Into any available opening In those fierce gowns. A
sample game of Gender Roulette:

Sydney: Look at those 70s shoeboots on that guy.
Liz: Which guy?
S:The one tipping Perfldla right now.
I.: That's not a guy. Look at her chat.
S: Oh, and those are cowboy boots. My mistake, I didn't

look close enough.
Two women In matching polka dot shirts come up to

the stage.
L: Walt. Look at this couple. Where did they get those

matching outfits?
S: Strawberry. Look, one has palazzo pants and the

other has pleated pants. Does that mean something?
L: Narrow pants are for tops. nght shirts are for bot-

toms.
S: Her top Isn't tight, but the narrow pants girl has

slicked-back halr~o I guess she's a top.
Vanessa Xtravaganza walks onto the stage. She's a 6'

+ blonde wearing a sheer, black lace outfit. A shawl Is
draped across her chest. Yanessa drops the shawl-fhe
audience passes out.

L: Her chest Is bigger than some of the girls I know.
S: I wonder If she stili has It. Can you tell from what

she's wearing?
L: Haswhat?
S: IT.
L: Oh, no. There's nothing tucked there. (Liz points dis-

creetly to Yanessa'sgroin, only Inches away.)
S: I heard she stili does, but she doesn't have that

funny little DQ walk. I don't know.
L: Dairy Queen? .
S: DragQueen.



• • •
Sydney: Last Sunday at the On OUf Backs party at

Mars (which, I guess I should mention, Liz and Ihostessed),
Spot the Dyke had to be abandoned. There were just too
many of them. So we amended the rules and changed the
name of the game to Meet the Dyke or even Strip the Dyke.
A game which I am stili learning. In a club filled with 700
lesbians, I was the only dateless dyke, while Liz worked
those go-go girls.

Liz: If Sidney hadn't spent so much time on her past,
she might have a future. T
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HEALTH COMMISSIONER on page 12
added, "We condemn Mayor Dinkins
for failing to consider the concerns" of
diverse AIDSand gay groups,

Mathilde Krim of the American
Foundation for AIDS ResearCh issued a
statement that JX>intedlyignOred Myers
and focused instead on Dinkins' AIDS
JX>licy,which she termed ·sound and
wise," She continued, "The ma'yorhas my
full supJX>rtand cooperation ..,and I will
work with his Commissionerof Health:

The outrage over Myers stems
from charges, first re(5orted in
OutWeek, that he supJX>rledmandatory
hame reJX>rtingand contact" tracing of
HIV JX>Sitivepeople in Indi:iha, as well
as the quarantine of certain people
with AIDS,Myers is also accused of tar-
geting gay sex establishments for
harassment, and for attempting to close
all gay bars and bookstore in Indiana,

Other sources maintain that Myers
acquiesced in the virtual imJX>undment

. of federal funds for AIDS programs in
the state, and declined to ask the state
legislature for money to fight AIDS, He
is also said to have blocketl the con-
version of nursing homes td'AiDS hos-
pices and opposed the seati~g of
PWAson AIDS JX>licyboards,

The furor over the apJX>intment
has developed into the Dinkins admin-
istration's first major JX>licyfiasco, By
the time the charges appeared in the
media last, week, Myers' selection had
already been leaked to the press, setting
the stage for a diyisive public conflict.

At the unruly and combative press
conference, the mayor repeatedly
stressed that he has been soundly
behind Myers from the start, The delay
in the announcement was based solely
on whether Myers would be allowed
to supplement to his six figure income
as commissioner with 'a university pro-
fessorship, according to Dinkins,

The controversy also resulted in
the first demonstration against the
newly-inaugurated Dinkins adminis-
tration, when an estimated 300 ACf
UP members mounted a midnight
rally at Gracie Mansion on the Mon-
day night prior to Myers' appoint-
ment. Hundreds more massed at city
hall Tuesday morning,

The demos resulted in two meet-
ings between Deputy Mayor Bill Lynch
and members of ACf up, The second

meeting, on Wednesday, consisted of
members from ACf up and the transi-
tion team, who attempted to fmd com-
mon .ground on the nomination,

But on T!,lUrs~ay morning, the
process was complicated by a front-
page story in the NeW York Post by
AIDS reporter Joe Nicholson, in
which Myers confirmed that he would
not rule out an AIDS quarantine in
New York, According to the Post,
Myers contradicted reports that he
had ·promised" Dinkins he would not
push for a quarantine,

"I don't ever remember making
any promises," Myers told the Post,
"There are occasions when it is imJX>r-
tant to use isolation techniques."

The interview outraged many,
including some Myers,supJX>rters who
had based their sUpJX>rton the idea
that Myers would toe the Dinkins line
on AIDS,

From that JX>inton, the nomina-
tion seemed to unravel, as political
leaders, gay and lesbian grouf}s and
AIDS organizations rushed to disavow
the nominee, AmFAR's Mathilde Krim,
GMHC's Tim Sweeney and Tom Stod-
dard of the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, three members of
Dinkins' transition team, all reversed
previous endQrsements of Myers,

A statement against Myers was
also issued by the Minority Task Force
on AIDS, which was considered par-
ticularly significant because many had
feared' that JX>sitionson Myers would
divide strictly along racial lines,
Ronald Johnson, the Task Force's
executive director, later reversed him-
self and s\lpJX>rtedMyers' selection,

Many felt the nomination had
been dealt a fatal blow when Krim
withdrew her suPJX>rt,because Dinkins
had publicly stated that he would. not
apJX>intMyers over Krim's objectiOns,

But on Friday morning, rumors
swept the city that Dinkins would go '
ahead with the appointment. Myers
flew to New York to meet with Dink-
ins and search committee members,
and the announcement was finally
made late Friday night.

Reached for comment, ACf UP's
Mark Harrington summed up the two-
week long deoocle, "We were sold out by
all our leaders, most especially the man
we elected mayor," he told OutWooA!,...

TIM SWEENEY from paga 13
TS: I knew that he had instigated it.
GR: Did you have any information
that anybody else in J Indiana was
attempting to instigate something
worSe?
TS: No,
GR: Do you believe that quarantine
legislation for HIV JX>Sitivesis good?
TS: It's quite JX>ssiblethat the quar-
antine statutes could be used here in
New York, They are used right now
for some other diseases like tubercu-
losis, The quarantine issue is really
not an issue here in New York, The
power exists:, I doubt that it will
have to be used,
GR: It's up to the health commis-
sioner, It hasn't been used in New
York because David Axelrod has cho-
sen not to use it, yet it has been
enforced in Indiana by Woody Myers,
TS: Well, we asked him about 'the
use of the statute, We don't want
to ca\l it quarantine, It's isolation,
containment, there's lots of words
for it.. ,
GR: Why don't you want to use
quarantine?
TS: ..,and we specifically said that
they're using it. I can understand the
theoretical use for it. There always
could be a recalcitrant individual. I
have trouble SOrt of making that into
a reality, In Myers' mind he obviously
felt the need to utilize that particular
procedure, He makes real clear that
they try to do every step first, includ-
ing counselling ..,
GR: Although they refuse to pay for
or,provide any counselling,
TS: Well, they provide it with CDC
dollars, Isn't the charge that they
don't use state do\lars?
GR: No, not at a\l, The charge is that
they don't even spend CDC dollars,
The two main organizations that
Myers has sent people to for manda-
tory counseling haven't received a
dime to repay them for this coun-
se\ling, nor has Myers requested a
dime to repay them for it, from any
source,
TS: You said that there's a trend in
Indiana towards quarantining, Do
you consider two people to be a
major trend? Do you think that's
going to happen under David
Dinkins? ...
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OUT TAKES from pag. 27
evening late last year, they found
themselves subjected to the kind of
treatment they dish out routinely their
minions-a JX>pquiz and hard home-
work.

The "class" was a workshop,
run without official school sanction,
by peers who are lobbying Cincin-
nati Public Schools for in-service
sensitization on problems and
needs of students who are gay, 'les-
bian or confused about their seXual
identity,

Teacher and union steward Dan
Stephen assembled a panel of
informed and involved presenters-
two recent high school graduates, a
parent of three homosexuals, a youth
worker and a University of Cincinriati
researcher, Their raw data document-
ed what the "test" revealed,

"How many of you know what it
feels like to be attracted to some-
body?" quizzed Stephen, a special
education teacher at Rosenberg Ele-
mentary School. "Very good! Think
back to where you first were when
you saw that person, How old. were
you?" he challenged the 35 partici-
pants,

"When' you felt that attraction,
was it somethihg you consciously
decided to feel, or something that just
came to you? Did you decide to be
attracted to that person, or was it a
feeling that just came naturally?" ,

Nobody had to scratch their
heads during the exercise, and every-
one smiled when Stephen disclosed
his lesson plan, "All of you now
know what it feels like to be a les-
bian or a gay man and feel attraction
to the same gender. It's not 'some-
thing anyone makes a conscious
choice to do, It happens naturally,
That's why sexual orientation is a
better term than sexual preference,
Nobody chooses to be gay or les-
bian, It just happens,"

Facts of gay and lesbian life are
what Stephen'S group wanted Cincin-
nati Public Schools to include at its in-
service training day in December, but
School Superintendent Dr, Lee Etta
Powell vetoed the proJX>sal.

"We're here to ask you to break
the silence about gay and lesbian
youth, [whol have been neglected for

too long," Stephen said at his unsanc-
tioned event. "We want to stop chil-
dren from calling each other 'fags'
and 'dykes' for the same reason we
'don't let them use" racial and ethnic
slurs, "Don't let them do it in your
classes," he assigned the teachers,

-JohnZeh

Outreach
volunteers
wanted,

NEW YORK-On Sunday, Jan-
uary 28, the Hetrick-Martin Institute
will hold an open house for anyone
interested in volunteering at its Pro-
ject First Step storefront, located on
Horatio Street in the Village,

Project First Step reaches out to
homeless gay and lesbian adolescents,
particularly those in the West Street
and pier areas, Staff and volunteers
dispense hot meals, provide warm
clothing and distribute safer-sex litera-
ture and condoms, .

Helpers for these tasks are need-
ed, as are messengers and volunteers
for special projects, The open house
will be held from 2 to 5 pm at Project
First Step, 24 Horatio Street (just west
of Hudson Street), For more informa-
tion, call Francine Shifrin at the Het-
rick-Martin Institute, (212) 633-8920,

-J ohn Voelcker

Sp,ence
makes
news from.
,grave

WASHINGTON-Craig Spence,
the notorious D,C. scandal figure who'
committed suicide last fall after:'
months of published accounts of his
reputed sex and drug related activity,
is still making headlines, This time,
it's his will,

In the document, signed Nov, 3,

Spence created the Spence Trust, a
foundation intended for the defense
of people who perceive themselves to
be the victims of unfair media accusa-
tions-including Spence himself,

The amount earmarked for the
fund is still unknown, But Spence's
will also contains a provision for
excess funds to be donated to Mother
Theresa,

Spence ..was found dead in a
Boston hotel room Nov, 10, the victim
of an apparent suicide, fully dressed
in a tuxedo with a suicide note writ-
ten on the mirror,

In a videotaped "farewell" to his
close friends, Spence blamed his
troubles on "a local cult-owned
newspaper," apparently referring to
The Washington Times, his chief
accuser, and its' ties to the Unifica-
tion Church,

Spence, a former Republican
lobbyist, gained unwanted notoriety
last summer when the conservative
Washington Times printed reJX>rtsof
his spending thousands on a D,C,
male esco'rt service, giving unautho-,
rized midnight ~ours of the White
House and ac~epting a pilfered
piece of TrumaQ china, After being
in hiding for months, Spence was
arrested in New York, along with a
male prostitute, on drug and
weapons charges"

Spence, who at one time hosted
parties for Washington's conservative
JX>wer elite, was widely known for
his bizarre behavior and his stories of
bugging private c~nversations, Once,
when arrested on drunk driving
charges, he listed his occupation as
"millionaire," '

According t~ a lengthy jailhouse
interview with the Times shortly after
his arrest, Spence became increaSingly
obsessed with sex and suicide after
his being diagnosed with AIDS,

To date, no one has: been
charged in connection with the pros-
titution service, which has been
under investigation for credit card
fraud, In the wake of the stream of
Spence stories in th Times, a White
House security guard was dismissed
for allegedly accepting a Rolex
watch from Spence in return for the
piece of Truman china,

-Cliff O'Neill
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Film

A Downward Spiral
of 20 years ago a failure, The free-
dom of the 70s, they tell America,
did nothing more than sow the
seeds of epidemics, and in the, 80s
the choice was either cleaning up
your act or paying the price,

Of. course, decades are not as
tidy as the media would have us
believe, The U,S, release of Pedro
Almod6var's Labyrinth oj Passion
is a case in point. Made in 1982, it
feels like the last gasp ofthe pre-
vious decade, The film's many
characters pursue sex with a carer
free, "swinging" attitude, summon-
ing to mind the likes of Dh
Calcutta, the Broadway show of

by Karl Soehnlein

Inlooking back on the 80s, the
media has had the chance .to
rewrite the 70s, In the past two

weeks, Peter Jennings, Tom Brokaw

(Cecilia Roth), so named by her
father, a famous fertility specialist,
and Riza Niro (Imanol Arias), the
son of a fallen Arabian shah, who is
hiding fro!11both his family and ter-
rorists in Madrid's gay ghetto, In the
opening sequence Riza and Sexi
crotch-watch at the market, sepa-
rately seeking similar conquests,
She winds up taking home several
men. He picks up Fabio, a
glam/punk street queen who fronts
a band with another diva (played
by Almod6var himself in a fierce
cameo),

When Sexi and Riza meet midway
through the ftIm it's love at fIrst sight, a

surprising
twist which
turns the plot
around in a
most regres-
sive way,
Finding hap-
piness at last
with a wom-
an ("before I
met you I
preferred
men,· he
tells her),
Riza is also
the answer
to Sexi's
problems-it
turns out a
childhood
trauma left
her unable to
enjoy mono-
gamy, but
once that's
solved she
can devote
herself exclu-
sively to the
newly con-

verted Riza, The consummation of their
relationship is the film's fInal shot-an
orgasmic fuck aboard a plane ascend-
ing toward the heavens, Labyrinth
starts off trying to break taboos, but the

PLUS aUE ~A CHANGE - Sexilia (Cecilia Roth) and Hiza Niro (lmanol Arias)

and homophobe Andy Rooney (who
in his year-end TV analysis equated
"homosexual union" with drug
addiction and alcoholism) have offi-
cially declared the sexual explosion

the 70s which used the tension of
frank sexual situations to get easy
laughs,

. Labyrinth centers around the
"proud nymphomaniac· Sexilia
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shock comes when it abandons them,
In some ways the film is classic

Almod6var-an abundance of char-
acters whose lives criss-cross in
unexpected and cOincidental ways,
It's cluttered with over-the-top sight
gags, 'some of which work, (Fabio's
stint acting in a JX>rnlslasher film is
especially outrageous,) But for every
well-targeted comic moment there
are three or four of the lowest quali-
ty-most notably, when a woman's
laxative hits her before she gets to
the toilet. There's no evidence here
of the chic sophistication which char-
acterized later films like Women on
the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown,

The film has a disturbing
obsession with making light' of
incestj one character's father rapes
her every other day ("you get used
to it," she explains), The solution
to the situation, she is told, is to

. give him a chemical antidote, as if
his problem is merely a powerful
sex drive, Of course, political cor-
rectness is not what Almod6var is
about. He isn't interested in creat-
ing pro-gay or pro-woman images,
and rarely does in his films-Law
of Desire's queers were high
strung, even psychotic, and, Wo-
men on the Verge presented, fe-
males as an array of castrating
bitches and helpless hysterics, But
both of those films came off as
irreverent rather than offensive,
They displayed a certain sweetness
that's missing here, Almod6var
cared for his characters rather than
holding them in contempt.

Ultimately what undoes Laby-
rinth is not its lack of "correct" por-
trayals but its reactionary con
56 c1µsion, A film claiming to
be about passion but which paints
most desire as sick, and which re-
jects sexual exploration for happy
heterosexual monogamy, can hardly
be considered enlightening, much
less liberating, With the added hind-
sight of the past eight years, the
film' becomes a portrait of the pre-
AIDS era as a decadent time, the
resolution to which is the sublima-
tion, or at most homogenizing, of
desire, Though his style remains
uniquely his own, Almod6var's con-
clusions are regretfully familiar. T

Taboos are dissolved by laughter; childhood traumas that
fixed characters are cured and characters loosened by a sort
of dream-rerun of the traumatic scene, All society's fixating

dogmas are mocked by eros, which reshapes people like
Play-Doh,

From the Director of
"WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN"

"THE JOYFUL WORK OF A MASTER FILMMAKER!"
"LABYRINTHOF PASSION: A lively 1982 farce

by Pedro Almodovar, just released here, The plot is in-
describable, involving a smorgasbord of obsessed and out-

rageous folk dashing around Madrid in search of such things
as sperm from the imperiol family of Iran, A terrorist who

works by smell (Antonio Banderas); a desperate empress; a
nympho punk rockette; a healer laundress; an incestuous

. gynecologist - all collide crazily in the hunt for happiness,

Overcrowded and noisy as a rush-hour subway, the story car-
ries most of its passengers to their goals, Its main theme and
gimmick is metamorphosis, Anybody can change into any-
thing they want in this Ovidian comedy; a fon becomes her

idolized sto.r; a nympho goes monogamous and a gay
straight; impotence is cured by incest,

It's a mark of the earliness of the work that society, the polis,
offers too little resistance to the play of eros; "Women on the
Verge" is tougher in this regard, But "Labyrinth"is the joyful

work of a master filmmaker who's made the city of Madrid a :
new Forest of Arden" the playpen of the Western world," .L...J.~

- Donald Lyons, DETAILS"""'1 .1
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Television

Rock in a' Hard Place

FAUX ROCK~ctor Thomas Ian Griffith

by M,ark Gevisser

How gay men kiss on network TV: they l?egin open-
armed, with mouths honing in on each other in
perfect, conventional, time-tested heterosexual

fashion, only to be deflected into a buddy-style embrace by
the JX>werfulantimagnetic properties of society's homopho-
bia at the last possible moment Last week's ABCdocudrama,
Rock Hudson, set out to show the extent to which living the
lie of heterosexuality killed the star, and yet, because of net-
work censorship, it depicted Hudson mouth-to-mouth with
his for-display wife but not with any of his many boyfriends,

Rock Hudson's openly gay screenwriter, Dennis
Turner, has complained publicly about the network'scen-
sorship of the kissing scenes; ABC Vice President for
Policy and Standards Alfred Schneider explains the deci-
sion by saying' that "two men kissing would have been
inappropriate and would be found offensive by some of
the folks in their living rooms, n Inappropriate in a film
about the entertainment industry's homophobia and own
self-censorship? "We did feel," Schneider adds, "that we
gave an honest and fair JX>rtrayalof gay life,n

Have gay men come a long way now that we can be
portrayed on network TV as red-blooded American men
rather than as Iimp-wristed pansies or leather queens? Oh,
for a fingersnap or a bit of mascara round the eyes to liven

up this sanitized prime-time take on homosexuality! Rock
and his boypaIs cavort around a swimming-pool with crack-
ingly handsome square chins and Physique Magazine pees,
but, even by the standards of B-grade TV acting, their
wooden-ness makes being gay seem like nature's most
JX>werfultranquilizer. The failure behind this media repre-
sentation of Rock Hudson is, ironically, the very denial the
movie says drove the real man to drink and self-destruction:
Rock Hudson the Man had to play at being the all-American
boy next door while concealing a sexuality wildly at odds
with the values and judgements his own participation in
Hollywood helped perpetuate, To be aired on network TV,
Rock Hudson the Movie had to do exactly the same thing,

To be sure, the makers of the docudrama were faced
with a dilemma: to JX>rtrayhomosexuality as anything other
than airbrushed musculature would have run the risk of play-
ing into all the stereotypes with which their medium has
already abused gay people, And evidence does JX>inttowards
Rock being a kinda dumb, macho guy who liked making it
with other kinda dumb, macho guys--there were certainly no
mascara sticks left lying round his pool, and, as the movie
attests, the only times he snapped his fmgers was when he
wanted his latest twinkie to get him a drink, And maybe it did
open the eyes of those folks in their living rooms to see
straight-acting musclemen spouting declarations of love with
soap-operatic instensity, Perhaps we could dismiss Rock
Hudson as generic TV docudrama--badly written, appallingly
acted but well-intended-if it weren't for the dangerous meta-

phor it fashions from
he actor's death,

On network TV,
you see, gay men die

AIDS, with the fol-
owing extraordinary .
ast gasp: "1 spent my

hole life keeping
very thing inside,
enying everything,
nd now everybody

knows anyway, You
know what's so damn
funny, all the time 1,
kept pretending that 1
wasn't gay, 1 kept on
thinking 1was the per-
fect man, the perfect

star, if it ever came out that 1 was gay it would kill me, And
look, it has." And so ABC's Rock Hudson passed into dubious
immortality, sweeping America along with him in the belief
that homosexuality (or its more marketable derivative, gay self-
hate) and not a virus had killed him, Turner ends Hudson's life
and the film with these lines because, he says, "my premise
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was to show that secrets kill,"
and because he believes that
Rock's self-hate led to his ala:>-
holism and promiscuity which
led to his ..,well, you know
how the rest goes,

Even before AIDS, the
entertainment industry had a
pathological need to kill the «

gay characters it created: Vito
Russo catalogues this impulse
brilliantly in The Celluloid
Closet. Now the industry has it

:11 easier than ever before, for
I AIDScan be used to verify all

myths; it gives homosexuality
a primetime narrative with
teary-eyed death as its climax,
And Rock Hudson's story is
almost too good to be true--a ~ ~v ,Ii •
hunky all-American body, het ~~~: ,Il;' I
to the max, houses a tiny little
virus of destruction (call it
homosexuality, call it self-
hate, call it HIV) that eventu-·
ally causes the big, strong
body to disintegrate,

If Rock Hudson had lived
an openly gay, honest, ful-
filledlife, would he have lived
forever? The show's moral
message (this is television,
remember) is that if we are
true to ourselves, all else will
fall into place; if we are psy-
chologically healthy, we will
remain physically healthy, This
notion is strikingly similar to
one of the fundamental..~Z;~
premises of the AIDS activist ~ ,"'"
cl!\ture where, as in the "'
Hudson .mythology, silence A
also equals death, There is, it-•however, a critical distinction:
activiststake social reality into
account, affirming their lives
through the struggle against
political and cultural repres-
sion, A mm like Rock Hudson,
on the other hand, allows its
audience to float off on the
myth that aU it will take to
solve homophobia is self-
acceptance, It takes the
resJX>nsibilityoff the shoulders
of those "folks in their living
rooms" and places it squarely
Onthe shoulders of the victims
of homophobia, ... BEDROCK-The real Mr,Hudson
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Music
,

Choose to Choose
byjim Maylo

The complacency and apathy so prevalent in the
80s has afforded the Gores and Buckleys of this
country the opJX>rtunity to attempt molding our

society into homogenized, ice-cream culture where racism,
homophobia and censorship is the name of the game, We
need to turn the agenda around again, focusing on posi-
tive change through togetherness ideology rather than sep-
aratism and elitism, And we certainly don't need to be
treated as juveniles, having our art, music and literature
screened for us, like a mother might cut up a child's meat,
slicing away all the fat.

Censorship is becoming an alarming fad-one we
must halt. In a recent case sure to spark an alarming chain
reaction, the House of Representatives in Pennsylvania
passed legislation prohibiting the sale of music containing
explicit lyrics "unless the cover of such material contains a
parental warning that the lyrics contain violent messages,"
The warning shall serve to inform us the album may be
"advocating one or more of the following: suicide, sodomy,
incest, bestiality, sadomasochism, adultery, sexual activity in
a violent context, murder, morbid Violence, use of illegal
drugs or alcohol-PARENTAL ADVISORY,"There's a num-
ber of requirements for the stickers, including minimum

size for the typeface, but more alarming is the national
effect this may have if supJX>rtedby that state's Senate,

These moral-types realize the power of music as
medium, and want control. The 90s should become the I

decade of the people's choice, not of the select few who!
think they know what's best for us all, What follows is a
consumer guide of sorts, introducing you to some new
independent label releases worth checking out, Some of
the music may contain "questionable" content, so by alI
means run out and Bl)Y IT!

Like a Girl, I Want You to Keep Coming/
Various artists/Giorno Poetry Systems/Rough
Trade Records.

Creeping out of the vast library of tapes at Giorno
Poetry Systems emerges yet another terrific compilation,
Some rare moments, obscure dabblings and serious jams
make this a must for fans of any of the artists included,
Ardent fans of the comic-inspired art of Robert Williams will
want to pick up a copy simply for the cover art: a reproduc-
tion of his work "Enchiladas De Amora" (full-size prints
available at Psychedelic Solutions on West 8th St., NYC),

The LP opens with an exercise in voodoo-rhythmiCS,
as Debbie Harry (she calls herself "Debbie" now) injects
love JX>isoninto her vocal chords on "Invocation to Papa
Legba," backed by trance-like, incessant drumming, show-
ing she's made of more than just dance-wave bleach (but
we knew. that already), New Order does a tremendous"
cover of the Velvet Underground's "Sister Ray," while
David Byrne performs "Song for the Trees"-originally
used as part of a sculpture installation-using looping
snippets of frogs, crickets and birds to create a backing
rhythm for his fragile song of love,

There's also stuff from Henry Rol\ins Band, John
Giorno Band, PMS, New York City's Live Skull, mutterings-
of-worth from William S, Burroughs on the anti-drug scare
and a 7-11 countergirJ fuckscene-fantasy by none other
than Karen Finley,

i /A.R.Kane/Rough Trade Records (UK).
Each side of this double LP represents one of th~ four!

suits in a deck of cards, and the musical styles are as vari-
able as the shuffled deck itself, The second full LP from
this British ensemble (the mysteriously unnamed duo 0

A,R, Kane was also one half of the pseudo-anonymous
M>A>R>R>S, i creates an atmosphere of ecstatic, psycho-I'
sexual energy, So it's no surprise that "Pump up the
Volume" engineer Lincoln Fong, with a host of others,
moved his magic wand over the i project as well,

Everything from jazzy beats to rocking riffs is rep
resented here, The album plays as a surreal, cut-and-'
paste soundtrack, and it's sometimes as if a few songs!
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~
requires a few listens to appreciate, Layers of guitars echo,
creating a beautiful webbing which surrounds purposely
off-key vocals, often dealing with gay subject matter Oove, '
lust and relationships usually), With openly gay members
(that doesn't sound right, but it remains!) and nude male
drawings gracing most of their record jackets, the band's
frankness picks up where the Smiths left off,

The material is highly self-indulgent, and should be
applauded for ignori.ng the Top 40 formula as well as
for its quality, Bac~ed by a siqlple beat, it often sounds
like underwater sex to ultrasonic noises, and while the
A-side is good, the flip gets better, "The 1001st Fault"

ideals with a prob-
lematic gay rela-
tionship ("I'm
slowly walking
out, to myoId
friend in a car .. ,")
while the closing
track, "Anvil Dub,"
is what the band
coins "Welsh reg-
gae"-emphasis
on the irresistible
beat-with a sub-

Blood and tIe but strong plea
Tbunder/Neon for gay men to
Judgement/ take charge of the
Play it Again health problems
Sam USA/Wax facing us, Look for
Trax Records copies of this 4-

With 'a cover sQng EP at any
"still" from Wim well-stocked
Wender's own fas- import outlet,
cination with along with their
Texas, along with debut LP from last
images of cowboys year, Loue is Hell,
on the sleeve (two :/,' If your store isn't
riding one horse, I, yet carrying the
might add), we get import, urge them
hints of tabasco fla- to place an order.
voring in the music of Neon Judgement, Hardly typical fire-
side waXing, Belgium'S Neon Judgement welds an iron
cattleprod to the industrial hammer, prodUcing the perfect
soundtrack 'for a spaghetti western,

"Facing Pictures" opens the LP, setting the tone with
harmonica and a slow, heavy, drone, Moving into a beat
more fit for Indians than cowboys, "1313" pulsates with a
Heavy-with-a-captial-H pump, as good as any of the
neubeat hatchlings, but with an added' barbeque twang,
Club Drs should check out "1313," as well as "Games of
Love" (find the new 12" remix) and "Le Suicide Du Beau
Serge," This is a brand of club beatings and brooding
soundscapes ready to be embraced by the 90s, so open up
your minds and explore,

are playing at once, gliding over each other with disso-
nant charm, While some tracks are JX>sitively for hallu-
Cinatory fucking ("Honeysuckleswallow"), some are for
pumping on the dancefloor ("A Love From Outerspace,"
"What's All This Then," "Supervixens"), and others sim-
ply fondle the mindspace ("And I Say," "Miles Apart"),
"In. a Circle" sounds like heaven's gate symphonies
washing over an opera of the damned, while "Insect
Love"'s rock, hard and soulful, breaks into the acid-reg-
ga'e lilt of "Catch My Drift."

The list of styles is endless, with all the JX>pelements
present, but it's the lyrics and unpredictability that sets A,R.
Kane far above the
dance pack,
Available now as
an import only
(hopefully, Rough
Trade V,S, will
release it domesti- .,'
cally soon), you
can find i at anYl1
record store with a
decent selection of
new imJX>rts,

Elepbantine/Kltchens of Distinction/EP/One
little Indian (UK)

Not an easy pill to swallow, the Kitchens' musie

Scar /Lush/4AD (UK)
This six-song EP is a dichotomy of ideas and sounds

complementing each other with beautifully harsh style, Two
girls (Emma and MikO and two boyd (Steve and Chris) mix
combinations of familiar elements, but pull it off with an ear
to the future, Imagine The Ronettes' "Be My Baby" under-
neath a guitar fuzzfuck, and you'll get the idea,

Each track is distinct and separate from the last, and
while the lyrics are pretty much buried in sound, they
serve more as an undercurrent to the stinging instrumenta-
tion hovering ov.erhead, Miki's breathy vocals constantly
struggle to the surface, washed under by the incredible
force of Emma's guitar, especially on "Thoughtforms:

. I've read that Miki had sexual fantasies about Jodie
Foster in "Freaky Fridays" when 'she was ten, but hey, I
remember liking Donny better than Marie myself, Again, look
for this EP in the imJX>rtsection of your local outlet. ...
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Theater
taken CaJX>te'sunflattering JX>rtraitspersonal-
ly and have cut him dead, Feeling betrayed
and deserted, Capote is at a loss, In the
course of several phone calls and direct
speeches to the audience, CaJX>tefills us in
on the details of the surface of his life, .

The names of his rich and famous acquain-
tances flow by in an unending stream-CoUette,
Norman Mailer, the Kennedys, Marilyn Monroe,
Sirhan Sirhan, Lee Harvey Oswald and, of
course, the socialites, This is CaJX>teas we'd
have seen him if he'd had The Tonight Show to
himself,

While some would object to this presenta-
tion of a physical stereotype-the gay man as
sissy-it can also be said that Morse and Allen
(who has also directed) have made no attempt
to homogenize Capote, They present him in all
the flamboyance the public figure cultivated,

Photo: Martha Swope Neither does Allen's script, taken largely
from Capote's own writing, What's missing are

the explanations as to why Capote led the life he did, Why
did he choose to spend so much time in the limelight amidst
the rich and famous, instead of writing? He promised that
Answered Prayers would be his Vanity Fair, his
Rembembrance of Things Pas~ yet his inability to ever finish
the book is left unexplored He te\ls us that for 50 years he's
lived with the feeling that any minute something terrible will
happen, that he's never spent a tranquil moment in his life,
but these are mere observations along the way, The sad
Capote comes through when he fondly surveys a Hockney
JX>rtraitof himself, inscribed to the memory of better times,
and then Violently puts his fist through it; he does a sad,
graceful soft-shoe to The ~unny Side of the Street. But with
no underpinning of understanding (beyond a mention that
his parents deserted him at an early age), these moments
topple over into the pathetic, .

There is one moment which does illuminate CaJX>te's
sadness, but it is accidental-and so all the more telling,
When CaJX>teca\ls his florists to order several narcissus
plants, Allen mocks his accent-and the audience howls,
The moment when that crowd of strangers laughs at his
physical difference explains, more sharply than any
words compiled by A\len, why CaJX>tesurrounded him-,
self with admirers to whom he could feel superior,

CaJX>tewas a master of words and the pity of his life
was his comparatively slim oeuvre, The paradox of this
play is that, sharp and elegant as his words are, there are
too many of them, By fastening herself to the safety-line
of Capote's words and offering none of her own-by
declining to engage her own imagination more
fu\ly~A\len deprives us of an artist's insight, There's no
crack in the seam of CaJX>te'swords that a\lows us to
squeeze beneath them and <;:omeback with some image
of who he really was, When it's over, one is left grasping
for the JX>int.The play's strength-the words of this man
as delicate as a pitbull-is its weakness, too, ...

Robert Morse stars as Truman Capote

Tru or False
by Michael Pallet:

Watching Robert Morse playing Truman Capote
on Broadway in a show called Tru by Jay
PreSson Allen is at once disconcerting and oddly

appropriate, There, in the familiar fedora, mincing, prancing
and lisping across the stage of the Booth Theater is the media
notion of a fme, serious writer, on view for an audience of leer-
ing folk in for the afternoon, 1bey have come to be entertained,
and if they weren't here they could be at Rumors, Lend Me a
Tenor or Phantom of the ~a--for the audience's pufJX>Se5,
they are interchangeable, 1bere is something offensive in the
notion that this image of CaJX>teis being presented for the
enrichment of its writer, producers and star, Capote, in Tru,· has
been reduced to the audience's expectations,

But then, Capote himself created and assiduously nurtured
this very image through scores of television appearances and
magazine interviews and for much the same reasons that Allen,
et al, are recreating it in a BrOadway theater; for money and
attention, To a large extent, the late Capote is SOWingin Trn
what he reaped-and he might well have been delighted by
the notion of himself holding sway over a theaterful of voyeurs,

Allen presents CaJX>tein his well-apJX>inted East Side
apartment the week before Christmas, 1975, He is near the
end of his tether; excerpts from his long-promised novel,
Answered Prayers, have just appeared in Esquire, The sub-
jects of those excerpts-his very wealthy friends-have
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Performance

It's a Bird, It's:,.,a" Dame
and JX>wers,Does he win? Stay tuned next week,

In the beginning we see three fc;:male figures danc-
ing behind a scrim, Spectre Woman is everyone,· a
voice hauntingly informs us, She's everywhere, battling

By Jonn Wasser evil and passing her Spectre-know!edge from one gener-
ation to the next. Her body is her' world and vice versa,

WIt is an excellent concept filled with Spectre Woman
Suvival Kits (matches, comb, pencil and a handy Wash &

atching Spectre Woman's spectacle at La Dri), Spectre Woman comic books and other
~~a reminded me of that age 01' cred~, :'Sp~ctretacular" wor?s, although these Wagnerian hero-
GIrlS Just Wanna Have Fun," ThIs tnes don't come a\tve, These three ar-e performance

trio-Ellen Fisher, Mary Shultz and Tone Blevins-have artists first, actresses second, Each incorporates a won-
returned to the tiny club stage on 4th Street for a series of derful lyrical movement but the individual acting styles
c\iffhanging mission, Together, they portray one super- are embryonic,
heroine combatting societal eyil in an act that is. sprinkled This nimbly staged one hour show about power of
with a liberal dose of high-style feminism, every kind manages to sweep us into a world of its own,

Spectre Woman's four Monday night performances are part but it is not, finally, great theater or performance art, The
of a series entitled "One Night Stands," Half work-in-progress, problem is that its strongest assets-steam rising from the
half finished performance, stage, rear view projec-
the series has already pre- tions and television
sented Funny Gay Males, monitors--are also .its
Ethyl Eichelberger and < biggest detriments, The
Kaniecki and Zippi. Some story becomes lost in
of these artists go on to star the George Lucas/ln-
on La MaMa's Main Stage dustrial Light and Mag-
while others merely fade ic inspired shuffle, We
into the scenery, With direc- marvel at the technical
tion and some acting effects, but they do ul-
lessons, Spectre Woman timately, detract from

" could very well find itself the evening's pur-
combatting ne'er do wells pose-our heroine's
in front of larger audiences, hair-raising episodic

The group's four adventures,
shows feature various guest Spectre Woman is
stars, The performance I hiding behind their own
caught was entitled Visit scrim. I desperately want-
From a Madman, No, Ed ed Someone to shout,
Koch did not emerge from mingle with the audience
his new Greenwich Village or simply emote With
digs, Instead, Richard Duse-style feelings, Once
Elovich, who resembles a the 'scrim is ripped down
boy-toy Rick Moranis, and the trio sink their
attempted to out-spectre . teeth into the role, they
Spectre Woman, If you are will discover their Spectre
one of those comic book Power and emerge as
aficionados who haunt rare full-fledged artists, When
book stores or who have that occurs, evil wi!! defi-
seen Spectre Woman on a nitely not have a chance,
previous outing, you may Future One Night
say this is impossible, . Stands include Mr, Fashion
~erhaps, but dO?'t ,underes- PUMPING UP THE VOLUME -(l-rl Mary Shultz. Ellen Fisher. Tone Bleyins (F,ebru,!-ry 5) and Liz
tlmate Mr, Elovlch s talents Photo: Carl Goldhagen Pnnce'(Felxuary 19), •
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stream seems to be as shallow as the latest club fad in
New York's East Village, Mitchell, whose books include
The Faggots and Their Friends Between Revolutions
(1977) and The Terminal Bar (1982), has a searing wit
and a dark, dank worldview that simply isn't going to
make it into the literary clubs, His overtly sexual prose
is hard-driven, sometimes mean-spirited, but always
honest in a way polite society will never tolerate,

But he is a good writer and his new book should
make it into the hands of anyone who wants a challenging

take on gay life in urban America today,
My Life as a Mole, the novella which

takes up half of Mitchell's current volume,
is a slice of life in the lumpen track, The
crazed mind of the narrator tells you just
how and why a gay man becomes home-
less and angry in America today and it's
not because of any lack on his part, The
insanity in this man's existence isn't his
own, it's our venal, profit-driven society's,
Rebellion, kinky sex, the pandering of
children, all of them are simple and hon-
est reflections of what passes for our dom-
inant culture,

My Life as a Mole has a darkness
wpich isn't simply nihilist, nor easily cate-
gorized as existentialism, It's a cry of pain
and anger and disgust with a world which
lets a man with AIDS die without honor.
But AIDS is only one of the crimes of this
society, one which seems to heap untold
indignities on its citizens, '

Mitchell's sharp eye continues to cap-
ture life in the accompanying short sto-
ries, Without a Kiss tells a boy's point of
view of a child-sex scandal. By reexamin-
ing the events and the accusations made
against a pedophile from the perspective
of his supposed "victim,· Mitchell forces
us to reevaluate the entire premise that
any victimization occurred, It's brilliant
agitprop, written so well and so sensitive-
ly that its arguments can't be easily dis-
missed,

There's a no bullshit, right to the core
of the matter sensibility in all Mitchell's writ-
ing, My Life as a Mole is one of the most
unique gay-themed books of the year, This
isn't a cozy read for an airplane ride; it's a
bawdy, funny, sad and infuriating look at
our world from the pen of one of our
enduring writers, T

Books

Molingit Over

by John Preston

Larry Mitchell has been on the edge his entire
career, It's not a bad place to be when the main-
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10:30 pm • Gay Week in Review
• Act-Up,
• GCN Close-Up
• Sports '
• Lavender Health

The Right· Stuff
• Naming Names
• All About Women
• Media Watch
• Staying Out
• Around the Country
• Razor Sharp ,

11:00 pm

11:30 pm Reviews of male erotica along with
interviews behind the scenes with film
stars

MONDAYS

10:00 pm Sybil Bruncheon hosts a panel
game show with surprise guests,
Frankie Loves Johnny An original
gay soap opera,

Gay Cable Network
32 Union Square East, Suite 1217

New York, NY 10003
Phone 212/477-4220
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Art
"

DoMe/DoMe/DoMe

by Amy CappeUazzo

Eat Mel Drink Me!Love Me is a
quintessentially female ven-
ture into history, culture,

from whose work the ti~e Eat
Mel Drink Mel Love Me was tak ,

Though the exhibit has a de nite
lesbiaq subtext, it is not overt or con-
sistent. UJX>nentering the installation,
portraits of Emily Dickinson and
Christina Rossetti greet the viewer
head on, Placed below them is a bas-
ket of coal, perhaps to illustrate
women's work, in this case the task of
stoking the home's hearth, Passing
into the space through two screen
doors conjures the allegory of enter-

Sangsue/Mandragore, 1989, mixed media
nature and architecture, Martha
Fleming and Lyne LaJX>inte'scollabo-
ration creates a pastoral late 19th cen-
tury setting, referring to the "alleged"
love affair of Emily Dickinson and
Christina Rossetti, a poet considered
devoutly Catholic in her time and

photo: Marik Boudreau
ing the. home and summons to mind
its historical association with women,

The JX>rtraitSof the two women
side by side are, I suppose, on an
emotional level, a lesbian reference,
yet the basket of coal and the absence
of sexual contact put a damper on any

true references to the homoerotic, The
whole idea of an affair between
Dickinson and Rossetti and its being
based on ambiguous allusions to one
another in poetry is a fine fantasy (and
for our sake, hopefully, a reality), but
the effect could be much more satisfy-
ing were it based on an actual torrid
and passionate love affair.

The exhibition is set up in period
late 19th century sun bleached
Americana-the screen doors,
mamma's front JX>rch,the faded earth
tone palette, Architectural remains
serve as integral parts of the work,
Spindles from a railing form a boarder
for a row of assemblage pieces to rest
uJX>n,These parts reek of the feminine
in that they are decorative, rather than
architecturally structural which is more
often an association with masculinity,

Much of the work resembles a day
in biology class, Each work contains
either a botanical or a zoological
remain, Stems, buds, bones and
branches JX>pout in relief giving the
pieces needed dimension from the flat-
ness and lack of perspective they
would have otherwise, Technically,
neither Fleming nor LaJX>inteseem to
be masters in painting and drawing,
Sculpturally, however, they excel.
Interesting to note is that their work is
indistinguishable, These women have
meshed so tightly, in a way that proba-
bly only lesbians can, There is no JX>int
where one ends and the other begins,
What we have here is the Gilbert and
George of the lesbian art world,

In keeping with tniditional
women's art of this era, Lapbinte and II
Fleming have signed nothing, Women
of the late 19th century were generally
involved in making rather egoless art,
i.e, quilts, clothing (before labels),
embrOidery and interior decorative art,
Things of this nature were generally
deemed to be more of a craft than an
art form and to sign them would have
been terribly inappropriate, Though
the work in this show is clearly
intended to be high art for hanging on
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ists for gay and lesbian issues in Atlanta,
JX>st-moderngallery walls, the lack of ·We've finally' established a work-
a signature relegates it to its feminine ing relationship with lots of people in
late 19th century cpntext, the government, and [the demonstra-

The final room of the installation tion) didn't make our jobs any easier,
remains separated from the home-like I was at the Capitol yesterday, and a
section by a staircase, It Is here that few people mentioned it."
love makes itself evident, that the About the sexually-explicit plac-
woman-as-Iesbian emerges and that ards at the demos, Rhodes adds, "Most
hints of the flesh as fruit are ~anifest-. people, taken in the context they were
ed, An elaborate floor paintlOg and in would find them not
s~one mosaic i1Iu~rat~ and articul~te obscene-let's say, offensive, They
It~ehsfrom R

I
OS5e

d
bUIs titleI poem~ -W:lld

h
just should not have been in the

nlg ts cou e our uxury Wit d 'Th t' t th, , . , emonstratlon, a s no e way we
depictions of celestial scenes, aOimals h' d 'Atl G ', , d' I' get t lOgs one 10 anta, eorgla,
In motIOn an SinUOUS p antllfe lId' h' k 'd'd da
unleash the seduction and erogenous Overa, I on t t 10 It I any m-
tremors we've all been waiting for, age, I just .do,n't t,hink it ~id any good. "
Perhaps this could have been intensi- And while I ve lost my cool many
fied by a visual meshing of female times butting heads with "conserva-
flesh, Quality lesbian erotica is com- tive" gays over their "disapproval" of
modity and an unabashed image of virtually all gay and lesbian public
this may have given the show the sex demonstrations, this particular puzzle
appeal it needed, Instead, we get still remains to be addressed,
another all too familiar woman-as-vic- The proportionately few At-
tim-of-prey images, A lovely, opaque- lantans at the Jan, 8 action were
Iy veiled woman seen behind a prominently supportive, but the fact
wooden cage is juxtaposed with an that out-of-towners outnumbered 10-
imJX>sing,vicious looking wolf, cals by more than two-to-one cannot

As quaint and endearing as Eat be ignored,
Me/Drink Me/Love Me is at times, it And even if the mainstream
generally lacks that fire-in-the-Ioins- media censors those images that
feeling which,modem audiences crave, could garble the intended message, as
It does what It does very wellj female it did in this case is it wise to contin-
energy is difficult to JX>rtrayeffectively ually be at the ~ercy of an unthink-
and with JX>wer,I can't, however, help ing and oftentimes anti-gay media?
but wish it took us one step So ft th 'd dan
further-into the tactile rather than the, ' ,a ~r e screamlOg an c-

, I d hI' I-lOg and Jokmg are over and the South-emotiona an psyc 0 oglCa, ,. , '"1----------------1 emers agam go about their busmess, It
ALTANTA from page 31 will be up to those often-chided "be-
who lick their c1its?"Were unlikely to hind-the-scenes" people to smooth
convince legislators from South Geor- down the ruffled feathers, Again,
gia that sodomy laws are part of that If there is one consolation for
same government they keep trying to them, though, it can be found in two
get off everyone's back, We may speeches ~ade that day, In one, a
never know what those inside local Atlantan reminded the crowd
thought of the New Yorkers who sat that, for legislators as for all others,
on each others' faces outside the supJX>rting justice should not depend
state's highest lawmaking chamber, on which way the wind is blOWing,

One cannot control all people, nor In another speech, a New York
should we seek to in a plurali5ticsociety, man reminded listeners that after the
But it's the locals who must clean up the dust settles, what remains are not the
JX>\iticalmess once the out-of-towners details of a demonstration-the nu-
leave and, hence, the resentment. ances that more often than not lead to

"Anytime that a bunch of people shouting matches in gay and lesbian
from another place come into an circles-but the reason for which -the
area-and half of this group was from action was called,
outside of Atlanta-[it doesn't help)," And that, one can only hope, is
states Dick Rhodes, a registered lobby- what will ultimately endure, 'Y

INS from page 20
of contagious diseases that must be
stopped at the border and organizers
of the San Francisco conference are
furiously lobbying House and Senate
members, according to Wachter, Anti-
gay U,S, Sen, Jess Helms [R-NC)
orchestrated the addition of HIV to
the immigration list in 1987,

Organizers of the San Francisco
confernece "sympathize" with the
groups who are boycotting the gath-
ering, according to Wachter, but he
said "the conference is not expend-
able,

It would be throwing the baby out
with the bathwater," Wachter stated

Among those boycotting the con-
ference are NAPWAj Denmark's Pos-
tivigruppenj Austria's Positiv Lebenj
France's AIDES Solidarite PlUS;Cana-
da's National Advisory COmmittee on
AIDSj Spain's Comite Cuidadano
Anti-SIDAj Deutsche {German} AIDS-
Hilfej the European AIDS Service

. Organizationsj the League of Red
. Cross and Red Cresent Societiesj the
Scandanavian AIDS and HIV Organi-
zationsj the British Hemophilia Soci-'
etYj the British Red Crossj and the
Norwegian Red Cross, 'Y

WOMEN ONLY from page 16
"Women who chal\.enge, ignore or
threaten its presence are subject ot
ridicule, coercion and intimidation,"

"Wockner questions women's
ability to know what we need and
want in our community,» added
another angry reader, "He trivializes
thousands of years of violence and
oppression directed against women,»

Wockner wjl\ not file a legal chal-
lenge to the coffeehouse policy, 'Y
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I _ _ __ 2_ _ _ 2 • ; prepared by Rick X TJ
with additionallhformation from
The Gay & Lesbian Switchboard of
New York

For more Information or referrals, to
rap, or to volunteer, call the GLSB
daily, noon to midnight, 212·777-1800

I'
I

AN EVENTS CALENDAR
Send calendar items to.

Rick X. Going Out
Box 790

New York, NY 10108

Items must be received by
Monday to be Included In the

(allowing week's ISlue,

-

..!I"'~~'~'" " .)';,...' .." ..iT; .", .,1 '.'"~ - - - - - .

NOW-NYS, NYS-NARAL AND
PLANNED PARENTIIOOD Lobby
Your Legislators for Choice, in
Albany; buses leave Union
Square (14 St/Bway) at 6:30 am;
$27 round-trip/$20 low-income;
NOW-NYC 807-0721 (checks to
NOW-NYC, 15 W,18 St, NYC
10011)

DIFFERENT IlGHf BOOKSTORE
presents Douglas Simonson,
Islanders, signing copies of his
collection of paintings and draw-
ings of young men of Hawaii;
548 Hudson (btwn
Charles/Perry); 6 pm; 989-4850

TIMES SQUARES Free Square
Dancing Class for Lesbians
and Gay Men; at PS 3, 490 Hud-
son St (btwn Grove & Christo-
pher); 7:30 pm; 873-3962,
799-2492 (starting JAN 29 classes
are $5 each and enrollment clos-
es)

S.H,A:R,E, Free Introductory
Evening anticipating the Jan, 31
- Feb, 4 program on self-healing,
Who Heals?, with Niro and
Amitabh (Robert Birnbaum,
Ph,D, 'in clinical psychology, UC
Berkeley); 441 Lafayeue St; 7:3(}
8:30 p,m; 460-8074 (also WED,
Jan, 24)

THE KITCHEN presents Sarah
Schulman reading new and
unpublished work; 512 W 19 St;
8:30 pm; $6; reservations 255-
5793

MARC BERKLEY presents Kool
Komrads at PrIvate Eyes,
tonight and every Monday; with
Razor Sharp, go-go boys, strip-
pers; 12 W 21 St; $7; info 246-
5646, club 206-7772

F//ES//AJ'
TlYm11f:Y::(T;J7'''i''~':!:r~
GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS
Workshop: Keep It Upl, to
"reaffirm the importance of safer
sex, and feel confident about say-
ing yes, whether you:re into
casual sex or serious dating, and
no maUer what your HIV status
is"; at the Center, 208 VII 13 St;
noon - 6 pm; register 806-6655,
IDD 645-7470

1HE CENTER Two-Week First
AJd Class, today and next Tues-
day, to learn about rescue
breathing, bleeding, shock,
bums, fractures, seizures; 208· W
13 St; 8-11 pm; $2; register wjth
Joan, 295-4265 (Fri 7-10 pm,
Sat/Sun 11 am - 1 pm)

MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETII-
ER Dance Outing to the Jaml.
son Project Dance Company,
at the Joyce Theater, 175 8th Ave
at 19 St; 8 pm; info 222-9794

Wlllgs, a new play about two
gay men, a comic and an actiVist,
and their conflicting passions; at
the Courtyard Playhouse, 39
Grove St (at Bleecker); 8 pm;
$12; 869-3530 (plays thru FEB 4;
WED-FRI at 8 pm, SAT at 7 and
9:30 pm, SUN at 7 pm)

3-DOLLAR BILL TImATER Free
Reading of Jonathan Ned
Katz's Comrades & Lovers in a
series of readings of Piays by
Men, this and every Wednesday
through Feb, 7; at Apple Corps
Theatre, 336 W 20 St; 8 pm; 989-
3750

SCRABBLE PLAYERSCLUB Game
Night, newcomers should bring
a board; at the CenIer, 208 W 13
St; 8-11 pm; 57(}9369

GAY MALE S/M ACIIVISTS Meet-
Ing: Hot Tales for Cold Nights,
with "dramatic readings of the
best bits from a wide variety of
s/m-themed erotica and litera-
ture"; at the Center, 3rd Floor,
208 W 13 St; 8:30 pm (doors
open at 8); $5; 727-9878

EAGLE BAR Movie Night: Jim
BelushilnGhostbusters II; 142
11th Ave (at 21 St); 11 pm; 691-
8451

BROOKLYN WOMEN'S MARTIAL
ARTS Two-Week Defense Class,
the second of two classes, point-
ers on basic self-defense with
special attention to concerns of
lesbians and gay men; at the
Center, 208 W 13 st; 7-9 pm; slid-
ing fee; register 718n88-1775

S,H,A,R,E, Free Introductory
Evening, see WED, Jan, 22

CEN1ER STAGE sees The Tetlth
Man, Paddy Chayefsky's drama
about a man's crisis of faith; at
the Vivian Beaumont Theater of
Lincoln Center; 8 pm; $45; 62(}
7310

THE GLINES presents Sidney
Morris's The WInd BeIIeqlh My

BISEXUAL POll TICAL ACTION
COMMITIEE Meeting a: Pot
Luck Dinner at a member'S
home, 8 pm, 71&'353-8245

1HE GLINES presents Sidney
Morris's The Wind BeIIealh My
Wings, see JAN 24

TIm PYRAMID presents Dudley
in his new performance work
Secolld Sleep, a "homoerotic,
religio-sexual work-in-progress";
101 Avenue A (at 6 St); 9 pm;
info 473-5625 (presented this and
every Thursday in January)

NEW SCHOOL last Day to reg-
ister for AI411: 20th-Cetltury
Gay attd Lesbiatt Literature, a
12-week course to be held on
Thursdays, beginning Feb, 8,
with Joseph Cady, poet, critic,
psychotherapist, founder of the
Gay Academic Union; authors
include A,E, Housman, Andre
Gide, Renee Vivien, Stefan
George, Gertrude Stein, Lytton
Strachey, Mikhail Kuzmin,
Thomas Mann, E,M, Forster,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Amy
Lowell and Wilfred Owen; 66 W
12 St; $255; 741-5690

WOMEN & AIDS PROJECT
Obstetrical HIV Counsellng/
Testing/Care Initiative with
Susan Holman of the NYS Dept,
of Health AIDS Institute; at
Empire Biue Cross/Blue Shield
Education Center, 3 Park Ave at
34 St, 1st Floor; 10 am to noon;
,Linda or Annamarie 587-4408

IDENTI1Y HOUSE Rap Group:
Coming Out ill the Gay '90s;
544 6th Ave (btwn 14/15 Sts);
6:3(}8:30 pm; 243-8181

GAY MEN OF AFRICAN
DESCENT Gay Men's Health
Crisis Workshop: Keep It Up,
Brothers!, at GMHC, 129 W 20
St, 3rd Floor; 6:30 pm; 807-6664

CASTILLO CULTIJRAL CENTER
presents John S. Patterson In
Wbetl the Colored Band Goes
Marchin', a one-man show dra-
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IN OUR OWN WRITE Writing
Workshop with Dorothy Ran-
dall Gray: Ancestors Within
Us, focus on past life, music
imagery, time and place, and
inanimate animation writing exer-
cises, for writers of all levels; Ms,
Gray teaches writing at Hunter
College and is a poet and perfor-
mance artist, co-founder of Gap-
Tooth Girlfriends; at the Center,
208 W 13 St; 6:3(}9:30 pm; $10;
register 718/384-2234

JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTORE
presents Kay Hagen, Internal
Affairs: A jourflailleeping
Worllbooll for Self-Intimacy,
discussing "journal-keeping as a
revolutionary act"; 681 Washing-
ton St (at Charles St); 7 pm; free,
but limited seating; 727-7330



matizing the African American
struggle for freedom and democ-
racy with writings by Patterson
and Paul Lawrence Dunbar, Fred-
erick Douglass, Langston Hugh-
es, W,E,B, DuBois, Pat Parker,
Alice Walker, with music by
Tevin Thomas, direction by Amy
Pivarj 500 Greenwich Street
(btwn Spring/Canal); 8 pmj $10;
tix 941·5800, press 362-1818
(plays all weekends in Januaryj
PRI & SATat 8, SUN at 3)

before 11 Pm/$7 after: photo ID,
neat appearancej info 645-6479,
club 645-5.156 (Editor's note:
Shescape Friday night parties at
Octagon are discontinued,)

ChJneseNewYear
CENTER SPORTS sees The Ice
capada at Madlaon Square Gar-
den, children welcomej 3 pm,
$25-$35 members/$35-$45 non-
members,620-7310 .

KAREN SMITH directs Eric
Booth's Mellu"orpbod.: "
slice 01bl"d gay IIle, an origi-
nal play about a 60-year-old
black drag queen, a 35-year-old
ex-pimp and rehabiliwed addict,
and a 25-year-old Hispanic who
loves the good life of sex, disco
and drugs, and who puts the
other two through changesj at
the Producer's Club, 358 W 44 St
(btwn 8th/9th Aves)j today and'
SAT,JAN 27 at 8 pmj SUN, JAN
28 at 2 & 8 pmj also next weekj
$10 advance/$12 doorj reserva-
tions and info 893-9852

MEN OF AU. COLORSTOGE'IH-
ER HOI, HOr"flY'" He"'lby
Plays hop, in the Columbia U,
neighborhood, 7 pm, 245-6366

NEW YORK IN '94 Physique
Exhibition of gay and lesbian
bodybuilders traiiling for the Gay
Games ill in Vancouver, a benefit
to bring Gay Games IV to New

" York City in 1994 (the 25th
Anniversary of Stonewall),
refreshments; at the Center, 208
W 13 St; doors open 7 pm, show
at 8 pm; $10; Tom 732-3612

THE GLINES presents Sidney
Morris's The WIlfd S-etIIh My
Wings,see JAN 24

THE 3-DOLLARBILL 1HEATER
presents En""etl: A. O"e·Mor-
mOIl Show, an autobiography in
one act by pe.rformance artist
Emmett Foster; tonight only, at
the Apple Corps Theatre, 336 W
20 St;8 pm; $10; rsvp 989-3750

SAGE 2nd Annual Dance
Marathon, a benefit for Seniors
witli AIDS, OuIWee. is among
the sponsors; dancing, prizes,
food, drink, live entertainment by
Hot Lavender and others; at The
Columns, 584 Broadway (at
Houston, wheelchair accessible);
7 pm - 1 am; $20 advance/$25
door/free for Marathoners; for
reservations or to register as a
Marathoner call SAGE at 741-
2247

THE ANSWER IS LOVING 7th
Anniversary celebration for
participants in Women Tallring
Women's Tal. and Beller Off;
music, food, entertainment, non-
alcoholic drinks; family, friends
and significant others are
welcome; led by Ruth Berman
and Connie Kurtz (Editor: who
are leaders in the fight with the
Board of Education to attain the
benefits for gay/lesbian panner-
ships that are currently accorded
heterosexuals); Sheepshead Bay,
Brooklyn; 7:30 - Po; $12; 718/998-
2305

THE BOTTOM LINE presents
Betty In Concert, tonight and
tomorrow night at 8:30 and 11:30
pm; 15 W 4 St (at Mercer); tix
228-6300

METROPOLITANCENTER FOR
MENTALHEALTH,el aJ, present,
a Scientific Meetlngl Pal",
Aggresstorr, Fa"tasy, ""d Cott·
cepts 01Sadomasochism, with
speaker William Grossman,
MD, discussing "findings that "so-
called sadomasochism may
develop early in life..,relation-
ships involving child abuse and
trauma impair the ability to use
fantasy for the master of impuls-
es..,painful affects are sources of
aggression toward caretakers,
Difficulty in expression and con-
trol of aggression are central
issues in character disorders"; at
the New York Academy of Sci-
ences, 2 E 63 St; 8:30 pm

PEOPLE'SVOICE CAFEpresents
Arlene Mande, Canadian Singer;
133 W 4 St (In Washington
Square Church Parlor); 7:30 pm;
$6 or IDF + $1; info 718/426-
2183, performance night
212/777-2528

SHESCAPEOpening of Friday
Night Parties at the Roxy, with
OJ Nancy B; 515 W 18 St (btwn
10/11 Aves); 10 pm - 4 am; $5

BORICUA GAY & LESBIAN
PORUMattends Voc•• M A.cero
(Voices of Steel) by Pregones
Theater Company, which is dedi-
cating tonight'S performance to
all Latino gay and lesbian organi-
zations in New York City; at 295
St, Anne's Ave, the Bronx; 8 pm;
info and re.tervatlons 585-1202

CASTILLOCULTURALCENTER
presents John S. Patterson In
..".. IN Colored S-d Goe.
MlllrCbhI', see JAN 26

KAREN SMITH directs Eric
Booth's Meta",orpbosls: a
.lke 01blRe"gay IIle, see JAN
26

THE GLINES presents Sidney
Morris's The Wlrrd S-eatb My
1Ji'lrrg., see JAN 24

1HE 3-DOLLARBILL1HEATER
presents East Go •• Wesl, with
performance artists Mark Ameen,
Richard E1ovich,Eileen Myles; at
the Apple Corps Theatre, 336 W
20 St; 8 pm; $10; rsvp 989-3750 ,

THE BOTTOM LINE presents
Betty In Concert, see JAN 26

MARC BERKLEYpresents Kool
Komrads 'Slnful Sundays at
Hot Rod, this and every Sun-
day; "4 DJs, 4 dance clubs";
doors open 8 pm, free buffet 10
pm to midnight, drive-in male
porno t~eater from 11 pm; $2
draft till midnight; at 28 St and
11th Ave; $8; ,info 242-5646,
club 244-1950

WNET/TV-13 FII", 011 FIl",:
ElIzabetb Taylor, "featuring
numerous film clips and never-
before-told stories from her
friends and co-workers"; includes
scenes from Cleopatra, Cal on a
Hot Tin Roo/. Butterfield 8; 9-
10:30 pm

CENTER 4th Saturday Dance,
with OJ Peter Arden; 208 W 13
St; 9 pm - 1 am; $8/$6 members,
seniors and students; 620-7310

COLUMBIAPEP BOYSPRODUC-
TION Same But Different
Dance, tonight and then every
Ihird Saturday, for gay men and
lesbians and their friends; OJ
Karin Ward; Earl Hall, 116 St &
B'way (#11"9 train); 10 pm - 3
am; $5; 629-1989 (part of the
proceeds will be donated to a
community-based charity)

SPECTRUMpresents E.G. Daly,
singing Say II, say It; 802 64th
Street, Brooklyn (N Train to 8th
!,.ve stop, Bay Ridge); 718/238-
8213

THE SAINT AT LARGEpresents
"Saint" Saturday Nlihts, 105
2nd Ave (at 6 St), 11 pm, $15
cash at door, 674:8541

NEW YORK COMMITTEE TO
FREE SHARONKOWALSKIMedJ·
cal Powers of Attorney Work-
shop and Discussion, for men
and women, to choose who you
want to care for you in case of
accident of mness; a lawyer wiIJ
help you fill out the'important
forms; at the Center, 2~ W 13 St;
1-4 pm; 718/939-7730

KAREN SMITH directs Eric
Booth's MetRmorpbosts: a slice
of blRclr gay lU'e, see JAN26

CENTERWomen's Circle, Une
.and Square-Dance, with live
musicians and an instructor calling
the movesj 2~ W 13 St; 2-5 pm;
$10;~12/567-2636,71&'784-2554

JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTORE
presents Sar.dl Schulman. read-
ing from Peopk III Troubk; 681
Was~ington St (at Charles St); 3
pm; free, limited seating; 727-7330

CASTILLO CULTURALCENTER
presents final performance of
John S. Patterson In Wbell the
Colored Btmd Goes Marchi"',
see JAN 26

BISEXUALYOUTH Meeting a:
Pot Luck Lunch at a members
house; 718/353-8245 .

FUND FOR REUNION/PRINCE-
TON GALA: Ivy League/Seven
Sisters Gay '90s Mixer for gay
and lesbian al:umni/ae and stu-
dents oft'ne 15 Ivn-S schools;
482 Broome St (at Wooster); 5-8
pm; $35 (current students $20);
info 212/689-4691 '

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS AVIS
PENDAVIS summons you to a
Gala Evening of Fashion Fan·
tasy and Ball Deluxe at Red
Zone, 440 W 54 St (btwn 9/10
Aves); 5:30 pm - 1 am; 927-6571

NEW YORK ADVERTISING &
COMM, NETWORK &, BAR
ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN
RIGHTS Party, info from
NYACN,517-0380
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OUTWEEK BEST BETS
(for finding other gays and lesbians to dance with)

Monday
Private Eyes (Kool Komrads; male strippers) 12 W 21 St, info 242-

5646, club 206-7712

Tuesday , '
Better Days 316 W 49 St (8/9 Aves) 245-8925
·Love Machine at Underground 860 Broadway, near 17th St; 254-

4005

Wednesday
Better Days 316W 49 St (8/9 Aves) 245-8~5
Private Eyes (Jeffrey Sanker & Dallas's Club Bad) 12 W 21 St, btwn

5th/6th Aves, 206·7712 .
·Pyramid (Dean Johnson's Rock & Roll Fag Bar) 101 Avenue A, btwn

6thnth Stre ets, 420-1590
Silver Lining (2-4-1 drink) 175 Cherry La" Floral PI<,LI, 516-354-9641
Spectrum (free admission all night) 802 64th Street, Brooklyn, 718·

238·8213
Stutz (2·4-1 drinks) 202 Westchester Ave" Wh, Pins" 914-761-3100
Twenty/Twenty (Kool Komrads, gay men after 10 pm) 20 W 20 St, info

242-5646, club 727-884,0

Thursday
·Boybar (has a new wave drag show) 15 1/2 st Marks Place, btwn

2nd/3rd Aves, 674·7959
·Copacabana (last Thu, of the month has Susan Bartsch party) 10 E
, 60 St, at Fifth Ave, 755·6010

·Pyramid 101 Avenue A, btwn 6th/7th Streets, 420-1590
Spec~rum (free admission all night, 2:4·1 drinks) 802 64th Street,

Brooklyn, 718-238-8213

Friday
·Boybar 151/2 St Marks PI., btwn 2nd/3rd Aves, 674·7959
·Carmelitas (Chip Duckett's Boy+Boy & Girl+Girl) 150 E 14 St
Columbia Dances (1st Frillay of every month) 116th St & Bway, 854-

3574 days
Private Eyes (preppies and young professionals) 12 W.21 St, btwn

5th/6th Aves, 206-7712
Spectrum (male and female strippers) 802 64th Street, Brooklyn, 718-

238-8213

Saturday .
Barefoot Boogie (smoke & alcohol free) 434 6th' Ave (btwn 9/10 Sts);

832·6759
·Boybar 151/2 St Marks Place, btwn 2nd/3rd Aves, 674-7959
The Center Dances (2nd and 4th Saturdays) 208 W 13 St, btwn

7th/8th Aves, 620-7310
Pep Boys at Columbia (3rd Saturdays, except Jan, 27) 116 & B'way,

10 pm - 3 am; info 629-1989
Private Eyes (Jeffrey Sanker & Dallas's Club Bad) 12 W 21 St, btwn

5th/6th Aves, 206-7172
Saint At Large (alternate Saturdays, from 1/27) 105 2nd Ave (at 6 St)

674-8541
Sound Factory (Acid House, no alcohol, doors open midnight) 530 W

27 St (btwn 10th/11th Aves). 643-0728
Spectrum (guest performer night) 802 64th St., Bklyn" 718-238-8213

Sunday .
Better Days 316 W 49 St (8/9 Aves); 245·8925
·Mars (Chip Duckett's 'Mars Needs Men' night) Westside Highway

and 13th St, 691-6262'
·Pyramid (Hapi Phace and Drag + Variety Show) 101 Avenue A, btwn

6/7 Stre ets, 420-1590
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Hot Rod (Kool Komrads' Sinful Sundays, open 8 pm) 28 St at 11th
Ave, info 242-5646

Spectrum (shoW; free admission 9-10 pm) 802 64th Street, Brooklyn,
718·238·8213

Every Night
Grand Centr81 (Rockville Centre, LI, closed Mon, & Tues) 210 Mer-

rick Road, Rockville Centre, LI, 516-536-4800
Monster (West Village) 80 Grove Sl at Sheridan Sq" 924-3557

BEST BETS for Women's Dancing
NOTE:
Party events a.re subiect to ch,!nge. Always call first to confirm,

Tuesday
Hatfield's 126·10 Queens Blvd" Kew Gardens, 718·261-8484

Wednesday
Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516-486-9516
Spectrum 802 64th St. @8th Ave, Bay Ridge, 718-238-8213
Twenty/Twenty (Shescape After Work, 5-10 pm) 20 W 20 St (btwn

5th/6th Aves!. info 645·6479, club 727-8840

Thursday
Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W, Hempstead, LI; 516·486-9516
Spectrum 802 64th St. @8th Ave, Bay Ridge, 718-238-8213

Friday
Bedrocl< 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516·486-9516
·Cannelitas (Chip Duckett's Boy+Boy & Girl+Girl) 150 E 14 St
Cheeks 2000 Long Beach Road, Island Park, LI, 516-431-5700
Roxy (Shescape) 515 W 18 St, btwn 10th/11th Aves; info 645-6479,

club 645·5156
Spectrum 802 64th St. @8th Ave, Bay Ridge, 718-238-8213
Visions 56-01 Queens Blvd, Woodside, info 718-846-7131, club 718-

899-9031

Saturday
Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516-486-9516
The Center (Women & Friends 1st Saturdays, Feb. thru May) 208 W

13 St, 620-7310
Silver Lining 175 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, LI, 516-354-9641
Spectrum 802 64th St. (@8th Ave, Bay Ridge, 718-238-8213 '
Starz 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, LI, 516-242·3857
Twenty/Twenty (Shescape) 20 West 20 Street (btwn 5th/6th Aves),

info 645·6479, club 727-8840
Sunday , .
Bedrock f21 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516·486-9516
Cave Canem (Sandwich Sister Sundays, Dega Productions)
Spectrum 802 64th St. @8th Ave, Bay Ridge, 718·238·8213

Every Night
Cubby }fole 438 Hudson St. @ Morton St., 243·9079
Duchess II Sheridan Sq, & 7th Ave South, 242·1408
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oUTWEEK BAR GUIDE
WEST SIDE EAST VILLAGEThe Works, 428 Columbus Ave

(at 81st), 799-7365, Cruisy west
side crowd,Bike Stop West 230 W. 75th St.,

874·9014, Neighborhood bar, occa-
sional entertainment. EAST SIDE,
Candle Bar, 309 Amsterdam Ave.,

, 874-9155, Friendly leather/western
bar,

Cat's, 730 8th Ave" 221-7559, Older
, men, younger guys

Don't Tell Mama, 343 W. 46th St.,
757-0788, Sing-along piano bar and

I cabaret.

Brandy's Piano Bar, 235 E. 84th St.,
650-1944, Sing-along piano bar,

G,H, Club, 353 E. 53rd St., 223-9752,
Piano bar, mature crowd.

Johnny's Pub, 123 E. 47th St., 355-
8714, Neighborhood restaurant and
bar,

Jason's, 23 W. 73rd St. Regent East, 204 E. 58th St., 355-
9465

Sally's Hideaway, 264 W, 43rd St.,
221-9152 Rounds, 303 E, 53rd St., 593-0807,

Friendly guys, checkbook romance,
Town & Country, 9th Ave at 46th St.,
307 -1503' South Dakota, 405 3rd Ave" 684-

8376
Trix, 246 W. 48 St. (bet. Bdwy & 8th
Ave), 664-8331, Cash and carry, Star Sapphire, 400 E. 59th St., 688-

, '4710 .
i42&SC:SSCid
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The Bar, 68 2nd Ave, (at 4th St.),
674-9714, East Villagers and ACT
UPers, .

Boy Bar, 15 St. Mark's Pl., 674-7959,
Dancing I Drag shows,

The Pyramid, 101 Avenue A, 420-
1590, Dancing I Drag shows.

Tunnel Bari 116 1st Ave (7th St.),
777-9232W. Village crowd in the E.
Village.

WEST VILLAGE
The Annex ito Cellblock 28), 673
Hudson St. bet. 13th & 14tli), 627-
1140, J/O Cub,

. Badlands, Christopher & West St. ,
741-9236, Cruisy waterfront bar,

Boots & Saddle, 76 ChristopherSt.,
929·9684, Funky dive and Juke joint.

Cellblock 2H, 28 9th Ave, 733-3144,
J/O club:

The Cubbyhole, 438 Hudson (Morton
St), 243-9079, Neighborhood bar for
gay women & men.

D.T.'s Fat Cat, 281 W. 12th St., 243-
9041, Piano bar. Mixed M/F.

Duchess II, 70 Grove St (7th Ave,),
. 242-1408, Women.

J's, 675 Hudson St., 242-9292, J/O
club,

Julius, 159 W, 10th St., 929-9672,
Serving Coors, Coors Lite, & Coors
Draft,

Keller's, 384 West St. (at Christo·
pher), 243-1907, Friendly neighbor-
hood crowd,

Kelly's Village West, 46 Bedford St.,
929-9322, Piano bar, .

The Locker Room, 400 W. 14th St.
(9th Ave). 459-4299, J/O club,



Marie's Crisis, 59 Grove St. (7th
Ave), 243-9323, Sing-along piano
bar.

The Monster, 80 Grove St. (7th
Ave.), 924-3558, Piano bar &
disco/dancing.

Nimbus 2~1j1~' 691-. 4826C i, JUU
loung

Ninth Circle, 139 W. 10th St., 243-
9204, Younger crowd.

Ramrod, 185 Christopher St.

Sneakers, 392 West St., 242-9830,

Two Potato, 145 Christopher St.,
242-9340,

Ty's, 114 Christopher St., 741-9641,
Cruisy neighborhood bar,

Uncle Charlie's, 56 Greenwich Ave"
255-8787, Huge video bar.

CHELSEA
Barba!y Coast, 64 7th Ave. (14th St.),
675-0385, Friendly, neighborhood
bar,

The Break, 232 8th Ave. (22nd St.),
627-0Q72.

Chelsea Transfer, 131 8th Ave. (bet.
16th & 17th), 929-7183, Neighbor-
hood English pub.

Eagle's Nest, 14211th Ave (21st St.),
691-8451, Leather / Levi's,

Private Eyes, 12 W. 2'1st St. (bet. 5th
& 6th), 206-7770, Dancing, Video
Club.

Rawhide, 212 8th Ave., (21st St.),
Leather / Levi's.

Spike, 120 11th Ave., 243-9688,
Leather & Uniforms,

68 SECOND AVE. AT FOURTH ST.
OPEN 1 P.M. - '4A.M. 674-9714

"An East Village
Tradition"

EROTIC OR
NOT?

x.."OllCbq~
~q, e~
"" ~- .•'...~ ~/~."""T""

Custom Order
Cakes For All

Occasions
COMPANY LOGOS-THEATEIl
POS'I'ERS--RECORD ALBUMS

AJlTFUU.Y DEPICfED. WE WJLL
FOu.oW YOUK THEME. OUK

STORE IS FW.ED WI11I
DEUCIOUS EROTIC GOODIES.

582 AMSTERDAM AVE.
BET. 88th-89th STS.

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPrED
DEUVERIES IN MANHAlTAN

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

(212) 362-7557 '
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Community Directory
A.c.n.c.

AIDS CENTEROF QUEENSCOUNTY
SOCIAL SERVICES· EDUCATION. BUDDIES COUN-

SELING • SUPPORT GROUPS
Voluntaer Opportunities

(718) 896-25OO1voice) (718) 896-2985(TDD)

ACT UP !AIDS Coalition 111 Unleash Power!
496A Hudson Street. Suite G4 NYC 10014
, ' (212)989-1114

A diverse, non-partisan grou~ of individuals united in
anger and committed to 'direct action to end the AIDS

crisis, Gen, meetings Mon, nights 7:30,
at the Community Centar 208 W,13th,

ALOEC/APLN-NY
(Asian Lesbians of the East Coast/

Asian Pacific Lesbian Network-New York)
We are a political, social and supportive network of
Asian Pacific lesbians, Planning meetings on the 1st
Sunday and social events on the last Friday of each

month, Call (212) 517-5598 for more information,

ARCS !AIOS-Related Community Services)
for Dutchess, Orange, Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan,
Ulster and Westchester counties, AIDS education,
clientservices, crisis intervention, support groups,

case management. buddy and hospital visitor program,
214Cen1raIAile., Whi1B Plains. NY 1!mi (914)!mffiXi
838Broadway ,Newburgh, NY lm1l (914)562-5005

AIDSline (914) 993-0607

BAR ASSDCIATION FORHUMAN RIGHTS
lawyers Referral

Service for the Lesbian and Gay Community
Full Range of Legal Services (212)459-4873

BAR ASSDCIATION FDR HUMAN RIGHTS
Free Walk-in Legal Clinic, Tuesday 6,8 pm

Lesbian & Gay Community Centr, Ground Aoor

BIDS (BISEXUAL DOMINANCE &
SUBMISSION GROUP)

Share SIM experiences and fantasies with others in
a positive, non-judgemental atmosphere, Rrst Sun-
day of the month, 4:45pm atthe Community Center

208W, 13 Street, NYC, This group is partofthe New
York Area Bisexual Network,

BIWAYS NEW YORK
Monthly social events for the Bisexual community
and friends, Call NYABN for details of upcoming

events, (718) 853-8245

BIPAC (BISEXUAL POUTICAL
. ACTION CDMMITTEE)

Political action on issues of importance to the Bisex-'
ual/lesbian/Gay community, Monthly meeting/potluck
held 8:00pm on fourth Thur~ay of the month atmem-

bers homes, Call NYABN for this month's location,
(718) 853-8245

BISEXUAL YOUTH
Informal social & support group for Bisexual

kldstvouth, Monthly meeting/potluck lunch held
1:00pmon fourth Sunday of the month at members
homes, Call NY ABN for this month's location, This

group is part of the New York Area Bisexual Network,

BLUS-BRONX LESBIANS
UNITED IN SISTERHOOD

Social, political and support networking group for
women and their friends, Regular social events and

meetings on the first and third Fridays of every month,
At The Community Center, 201 iN. 13 Street, from 6:30,

8pm, For more ihfo call Lisa at(212) 829-9817,
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BODYPDSmVE
If you or your lover has tested HIV+, we offer su pport
groups, seminars, public forums, reference library,
referrals, social activities and up-to-ilate national

monthly, 'THE BODY POSITIVE"(S1!i/year),
(212)633-1782,

2095 Broadway, Suite 306, NYC, NY 10023

CIRCLEOFMORE UGHT
Spiritual support and sharing in a gay/lesbian affir-

mative group,
West-Park Presbyterian Church

165West 86th Street
Wed: worship service 6:30 pm, program 7:30,

Marsha (212):ll4-4373 Charlie (212)691-7118,

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT
208 West 13th Street, NYC, New York 10011

For Appointments and Information
(212) 675,3559 (TTYNoice)

PROVIDING CARING, SENSITIVEAND LOW COST
HEALTH CARE SERVICESTO. THE LESBIAN AND GAY

COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY RESEARCHINITIATIVE
P'WAs, P'WARCs& their physicians taking the initia-
tive to seek promising intervention against AIDS in a

resp, manner, For more info or to volunteer please
call (212) 481-1050,

CONGREGATIONBETH SIMCHAT TORAH
NY's Gay and Lesbian Synagogue Services
Friaayat 8:30pm 57 Bethune Street

For info, call: (212) 929-9498,

DIGNITY/BIG APPLE
A community of Lesbian and Gay Catholics, Activities

include Liturgies and socials every Sat, 8:00 pm, at
the Center, 208 W, 13 Street, NYC,

Call (212) 818-1309,

DIGNITY NEW YORK
lesbian and gay Catholics and friends
AIDS Ministry, Spiritual Development

The Cathedral Project
Worship Services & Social-Sun, Eves, 7:30pm-St
John's Episcopal Church 218West 11th Street C

Waverly,675,2179

EDGE
Education in a Disabled Gay Environment

For the physically disabled Lesbian and Gay
Community, (212) 989-1921

P.O,Box:.l5 Village Station, New York, NY 10014

FEMME SUPPORT GROUP
For lesbians who self identify as Femme,For info and

meeting times call Lisa at (212)829,9817,Nomen please,

FRONT RUNNERS
A running club for lesbian and gay athletes

of all abilities, Fun Runs of 1-6 miles held every Sat at
lOam and Weds, at 7pm in Central Park

and every Tues, at 7pm in Prospect Park,
For information: call (212) 724,9700,

THE FUND FORHUMAN DIGNITY
National Gay and Lesbian Crisis Line

'AIDS 800'---1-8oo-S0S-GAYS
Educational Resource Center; Positive Images

Media Center; NY State Arts Program
666B'way Suite 410NYC,NY 10012 (212)529-1600

THE GAYAFRICAN AMERICANS
OFWESTCHESTER(The GAA:)

is a community based support group formed in
Westchester County, Various' activities are planned

forthe coming months,
Plea~e call 914,376,0727 for more info,

GLAAD
Gay & Lasbian Allianea Against Defamation

80 Va rick Slreet, NYC10013 (212)966-1700
GlAAD combats homophobia in the media and else-'
where by promoting visibnity of the lesbian and gay
community and organizing grassroots response to

anti-gay bigotry,

GAY & LESBIAN HEALTH CONCERNS
An office of the NYC Dept of Health, provides link-

ages betwn NYC Health & Human Svcs, and the Les-
bian & Gay community, focusing in All health

concerns; resource information for health services
consumers and providers, 125Worth Street, Box 67,

New York, NY 10013,For info call (212) 566·4995,

GAY& LESBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
Sliding scale fees

Insurance accepted,
Institute for Human Identity,

(212) 799-9432

GAY MALE $1M ACTIVISTS
Dedicated to safe and responsible SIM since 1981.

Open meetings w/programs on S/M techniques,
lifestyle issues, political and social concerns, Also

special events, speak'ers bureau, workshops, demos,
affinity groups, newsletter, more, GMSMA -Dept 0,

496A Hudson Street, Suite 023 ,NYC 10014,
(212) 727-9878,

GMAD(GAY MEN OFAFRICAN DESCENT)
80 Varick Street, NYC 10013a support group of Gay

Men of African Descent dedicatad to consciousness-
raising and the development of the Lesbian Ind Gay
Community, GMAD is inclusive of African, African-
American, Caribbean and Hispanic/Latino min of
color, Meetings are held, weekly, on Fridays, For

more information, caU 718-802.0162,

GAY MEN'S HEALTHCRISIS HOTUNE
FORINFORMATION ON SAFERSEXAND HIV-RELAT-
ED HEALTH SERVICES,AND FORINFORMATION ON
ONE-TIME, WALK-IN AIDS COUNSELING SERVICES

212-807-6655
212-645-747OTDD (For tile Helringlmpairad)
Mon,-Fri. IO::.Ia,n" to 9 p,m, Sat 12:00to 3:00

HEAL (Health Education AIDS Uaison)
Weekly info, and supportgroog for treatments for

AIDS which do not compromise the immune system
further, including alternative and holistic approaches,

Wed 8pm, 208 W, 13th St (212)674-HOPE_

HETRICK~MARTIN INSmUTE
for lesbian and gay youth, Counseling, drop-in cen-

ter (M-F, 3-6pm), rap groups, Harvey Milk High
School, AIDS and safer sex information, .

referrals, professional education,
(212) 633-892O(voice)

(212) 633-8926TTY for deaf

HISPANIC UNITED GAYS& LESBIANS
Educational services, political action, counseling Ind .
social activities in Spanish and English by and for the

Latino Lesbian and Gay Community,
General meetings 8:00 pm 4th Thursday of every

month at 208 West 13th Street
Call (212) 691,4181

or write H,U,G,L, P.O,Box 226 Canal Street Station,
New York, NY 10019,

LAMBDA LEGALDEFENSE
AND EDUCATIONFUND

Precedent-setting litigation nationwide for
lesbians, gay men and people with AIDS, Member-
ship ($35 and up) inc, newsletter and invitations to

special events, Volunteer night on Thursdays,lntake
calls: 2-4pm Mon thru Fri (212) 995-8S85



LAVA ILESBIANS ABOUT VlSUAlARTI
Call for slides for lesbian Artists' Exhibition, Gay &
lesbian Community Center, NYC, For more informa-

tion, send SASE to :
Miriam Fougere

'118 Fort Greene Place
Brooklyn, NY 11217,

THE LESBIAN AND GAY BIG APPLE CORPS
Get your instrument out of the closetand come play

with us, Symphonic, Marching, Jazz, Dixieland, Rock,
Aute Ensembles and Woodwinds,

123 West 44th St Suite 12l New York, NY 10036
12121869-2922,

LESBIAN & GAY
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER

208 West 13th Street New York, NY 10011
1212) 620-7310 9am-llpm everyday,

A place for community organizing and networking,
social services, cultural programs, and social events
sponsored by the Center and more than 150 commu,

nity organizations,

LESBIAN AND GAY LABOR NETWORK
An organization of Lesbians and Gays who are active
in their labor unions working on domestic partnership

benefits and AIDS issues, For more information call
(212)923-8690,

LESBIAN AND GAY RIGHTS PROJECT
of the American Civil Liberties Union

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS/WE'RE EXPANDING THEM
(212) 944-9800, ext 545

LESBIANS AND GAYS OF FLATBUSH
Brooklyn's social organization for both gay men and

lesbians, .
P,O, Box 106, Midwood Station'

Brooklyn, NY 11230· (718) 859-9437

LONG ISLAND ACT·UP
P,O, Box 291, New Hyde Park, NY 11040 ,
Support us filr change on Long Island,
(516)338-4662 (516) 997-5238 Nassau

(516) 928,5530 Suffolk

MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER NY
A multi-racial group of gay men against racism. Meet-
ings every Friday night at 7:45 atthe Lesbian and Gay
Community Services Center, 208 W, 13th Street For

more info, call: (212) 245-6366 or (212) 222,9794 .

METROPOLITAN TENNIS GROUP(MTG)
Our 200 member lesbian and gay tannis club includes
players from beginning to tournament level. Monthly

tennis parties, Wintar indoor leegue, Come play with us!
For information: MTG, POB 2135, New 'tIrk, NY 10025,

(212) 662-0695,

MOCA
Men of Color AIDS Prevention Program,

Provides safer sex and AIDS education information
to gay and bisexual Men of Color; coordinates a net,

work of peer-support groups for gay and bisexual
Men of Color in all5 boroughs of New York City,

303 Ninth Ave, New York, Ny 10001
or call (212) 239,1796,

NATIONAL GAY AND lESBIAN TASK FORCE
is the national grassroots political organization for

lesbians and gay men, Membership is $JO/year,
Issue-oriented projects address violence, sodomy
laws, AIDS, gay rights ordinances, families, media,

etc, through lobbying, education, organizing and
direct action,

NGLTF 1517 U Street NW, Washington, DC 20009,
. (202)332-6483,

...
_CASTLE CARE

YORK ADVERTISING
AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

NYACN is the community's largest gay and lesbian
professional group, welcoming all in

communications--and their friends, Monthly meet-
ings, 3rd Wed 6:30pm atthe Community Center, Mem-
bers' newsletter, job hotline, annual directory, Phone

(212) 517-0380 for more info, Mention OutWeek for
one free newsletter,

NINTH STREET CENTER
Since 1973, a community dedicated to demonstrating

that a homosexual lifestyle is a rational, desirable
choice for individuals dissatisfied with the rewards of

conventional living, Psychologically - focussed rap
groups, Tues" Sal, 8 to 10 pm, peer counselling avail-
able, 319 E, 9 Street, New York, NY 10003, for info call

(212) 228-5153,

NORTH AMERICAN MAN/BOY
LOVE ASSOCIATION (NAMBLA)

Dedicated to sexual freedom and especially intereted
in gay intergenerational relationships, Monthly Bul,

letin and regular chapter meetings on the first Satur'
day of each month, Yearly membership is $20; write
NAMBLA, PO Box 174, Midtown Station, New York,

NY 10018 or call (212) 807-8578 for information,

NORTHERN LIGHTS ALTERNATIVES
Improving Quality of Life for People with AIDS/HIV,

THE AIDS MASTERY WORKSHOP: Exploring the pos-
sibilities of a powerful and creative life in the face of

AIDS, Call Jack Godby (212) 337-8747

NYC GAY & LESBIAN
ANTI-VIOLENCE PROJECT

Counseling, advocacy, and information for survivors
of anti'gay and anti-lesbian violence, sexual assault.
domestic violence, and other types of victimization,

All services free and confidential,
24 hour holline (212) 807,0197

PEOPLE WITH AIDS COALmON
(212) 532-0290 I Hotline (212) 532.0568

Monday thru Friday 10am,6pm
Meal programs, support groups, educational and

referral services for PWA's and PWArc's.

PEOPLE WITH AIDS HfAlTH GROUP
Underground buyer's club importing not-yet-approved
medications and nutritional supplements, 31 West26th

St 4th Aoor (212) 532-0211)

PRIDE FOCUS GROUP
Topical discussions on issues of interest to the commu-
nity in a congenial atmosphere, followed by an informal
dinner at a friendly local restaurant Every Sunday, 3:00

- 4:30pm at the Community Center 208 W. 13 Street,
. NYC, Part of the New York Area Bisexual Network.

SAGE: (Se'nior Action in 8 Gay Environment)
Social Service Agency, providing care, ac1ivities, &

educational services for gay & lesbian senior citizens.
Also serves Wei' 160 homebound seniors & older PWA's ,

208West 13th St NYC 10011, (212)741-2247

SETHIAN GAYS, LESBIANS AND BISEXUALS
For all of us interested in reaching out to each other

with exuberance to spontaneously explore and
expand upon the Seth/Jane Roberts "philosophy" as
it relates to our lives, personally, sexually an4 politi-

cally, Call AI (212) 979-5104,

THE OUTREACH
USING COMMUNAL HEALING (TOUCH)

Community volunteers providing I weekly bufletsupper
forthe Brooklyn AIDS community, TOUCH meets Monday

oves, 5pm to 6::1lpm- etdowntown Brooklyn Friends
Meeting House (110 Schermerhorn Sl near Boerum

Plac&),,[jmited transportation may be arranged, Info: (718)
622-2756, TOUCH welcomes contributions of funds, food

and volunteers,

ULSTER COUNTY GAY AND LESBIAN AWANCE
Meets first and third Monday of each month

at 7:30 p,m, at the Unitarian Church on Sawkill Road
in Kingston,

For information, call (914) 626-3203,

WOMEN'S ALTERNATIVE
COMMUNITY CENTER !WACC),

A non-profit, Lesbian community center serving
Queens, Nassau and Suffolk counties, Thurs night

weekly discussion grps, 8:30pm, for other activities
please contact us at(516) 483-2050,

Apartment Cleaning

(212) 807-8739

67-69 Morton Street #4E, New York, NY 10014

GETOUTWEEK
EVERY WEEK·'

CALL
1-800-0UTWEEK
TO SUBSCRIBE

~
WILLIAM B. DeBONIS D.D.S.

Quality, Personal Dentistry
Suite 704

200 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

(212) 333-2650
Office Hours by Aooointment OnI
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ACCOUNTING

TAX TIME IS
BUDGETWISE

BOOKKEEPING TIME
Limited Appointments Available
Please call early (718) 726-3847

10% discount with ad

BUDDY DIKMAN, CPA
BARBARA U, CPA

YEAR-ROUND TAX PLANNING AND
PREPARATION

PERSONAL ANANCIAL PLANNING

586-3000

AIDS MINISTRY
IN THESPIRIT OF
FRANCIS OF ASSISl...serving
'our brothers and sisters affected by
AIDS

S t, Francis AIDS Ministry
135 W, 31st Street Manhattan 10001

695-1500

Copyright e 1989 Holy Name Province

ANSWERING SERVICES
NYC'S FINEST

CALL FORWARD
ANSWERING SERVICE

IS
GAY-OWNED

PROTOCOL (212) 645·3535

APARTMENT CLEANING
CASTLE CARE, INC.

Apartment & Office Cleaning,
Gay Owned, Reliable,

We are available 7 days,
CALL (212) 475-2955

APARTMENT RENTAL
2 BDRM IN PARK SLOPE

Perfect for couple, 2 non-working
fireplaces & alot of charm,

Neartrains, $804 per month,
No fee, Call (718) 638-2884,

MICHAEL ALAN DYM, ESQ.
Attorney At Law

Artists' Rights Issues,
Landlord/Tenant Disputes,

Real Estate Closings,
Business Partnerships &

Incorporations,
Wills & Estates,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CALLING ALL POETS. OLD AND NEWI

The end of history? Enter Castillo Cultural
Center's HLastPoem" Contest Winning
entries will be made into multi-media
videos, Call 212-941-5800for details,

ASTROLOGY
DONNA

E,S,P' Psychic-Professor of Spiritualism-
Reader and Advisor-Palm and Card

Readings
Ant you confused. I!nheppy, depntssed,

undelStJlnd youlSe" end those efOund youl
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU,

Reunite the Separated-Restore Lost
Nature-Unfold the Mystery of the Past,

Present and Future,
(212) 686-1992

Se Habla Espanol

APARTMENT SHARE
SUNNY BROOKLYN APT,

GM, 26, seeks artist types, $2851month,
$400 deposit 20 minutes on 0 train, Call
Cliff, (718) 258-1288,Activist preferred,

UPPER EAST SIDE
Share with GWM, 25, smoker, Own large

room in 4 room apartment, S435/mo,+
share utilities, Call Allan M-F, 9-5 (212)598-

5319,

OWN ROOM IN TRIBECA
apartment, female only, $400 p/m +util, Ref,
req" safe, convenient, quiet. Non-smoker
only, Until April, maybe longer, (212)925-

3686,

APARTMENT WANTED
OutWeek staff person seeks sublet or

share, Prefer downtown, Need
immediate, Call Raul days (212) 685-8671

Eves (212) 932-1496,

ART BUY/SELL
"ART SOURCE UNLIMITED"

We buy. se", trade and locate artworks,

ARTISTS AVAILABLE: Keith Haring,
Robert Longo, Ross Bleckner, James

Rizzi, Andy Warhol, Martine, and many
more .., For information,

call Dan at 255-6680,

ATIORNEYS

212.932.2034 1250 Broadway. NYC

CLUBS
EROTIC BONDAGE AT NYBC

New - 1st Sat. Eves @8pm - monthly
starting Feb 3 - also 2nd & 4th Tues,

swap experiences and fantasies, Watch
or take part in demonstrations, Talk to

experts/novices, Write for info to
John Strong,

PO Box 457, Midtown Station
New York, NY 10018,

Get details on Meetings and Roster,

CLUBS
FORESKIN LOVERS

The New York City chapter of the
Uncircumcised Society of America

(NYC·USA) seeks new male members
(with or without foreskin) to join its'
swelling ranks, Call for more club

information or to make reservations for
the new members party, (212) 777-4208,

CHIROPRACTOR
DR, CHARLES FRANCHINO

30 Rfth Avenue.
New York, NY 10011,

. call for info (212) 673-4331,
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ELECTROLYSIS

"- lAMBDA ELECTROLYSIS"-
Permanent Hair Removal

Men/Womell" rv{TS's· All Methods
Computer Aided· Sterile Conditions

By Physicians' Aid
14Years Experience. Sliding Scale Fee

Ucensed and Board Certified
(718)937·3389

COMPUTERS

January 28, 1990

FINANCIAL

PERSON WITH AIDS?
Terminally ill? Need cash?

BGR (Beat the Grim Reaper)
International pays up to 80% cash of

your life insurance policy's face value
nowl

Personal, Confidential Service
Call: (718)854-0362/24 hour tape,

THE MALE STOP
A computer BBS.
Use your modem.

(212) 721-4180 FREE!

GAY MARRIAGE I
CONVENIENT GAY MARRIAGE

British lesbian seeks American gay
husband to allow her and her American
girlfriend to live happily ever after, Dual

immigration benefits, confetti, If
interested write OutWeek Box 1998,

GROUPS

A GAY MEN'S GROUP:
SEARCHING FOR A WAY OF BEING
Small group to discuss being gay in
society, family, friendships, CtI',for
Psychological Services, Teacher's

Col/ege, Columbia University,
(212)678-3262,

FRIENDSHIP: an 8 week group for gay
men, Exploring what we want/need
from friends, confusing friends and

lovers, stalting friendships, Professional
leader. (212)866-2705,

GROUP MASSAGE
MEN'S MASSAGE GROUP

Get together with a group of men to
give and receive massages, Taught by
Terry Weisser, Uscensed Masseur and

teacher at the Swedish Institute,
Sundays,7-10pm,Sl5,OO,

call (212)463·9152.

HEALTH

EATING AWARENESS TRAINING:
The answer to the puzzle about eating,
Eliminate your weight/eating problem

foreve r, (212) 929-0661.

CONTRACTORS

RAT r LAN
ACE Contraclor & Craw

All joh ..... 11.' I....ea".... ,. Eloctric:ll. Sh.otrock.
""."", ..... Loft •• Sto ...

{ZllIUI-7UZ

COUNSELING

COMING OUTYOUR OWN WAY
8 week group for Gay & Bi men

exploring coming out to meet individual
needs, Ledby Profl. Group leader,

Call (212)523-0047,

DENTISTS

QUAUTY PERSONAl DENTISTRY
William De Bonis DDS,

Suite 704,
200 West 57 Street,

New York, NY 10019,
Office hours by appointment only call

212-333-2650,

ELECTROLYSIS

AFFORDABLE ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent Hair Removal New Airflow

Technique with I.B. Probe
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION

PROFESSIONALLYOPERATED
GREENWICH VILlAGE

QUIET.PRIVATE OFFICE
Kenneth Hay

226 West 4th Street
New York, NY 10014

Lower Level, By Appointment Only,
(212)727-1850

Certified Electrologist
Member I.G,P'E.

HELP WANTED

GENERAL MANAGER ,
Telephone party line seeks a general
manager to oversee a large staff of
monitors and flyer distributors,
Responsibilities include staffing,
training, marketing and new product
development. Excellent salary with
medical, dental and life insurance plans
and profit-sharing, Must live in
Manhattan and, be accessible to upper
east side within 15 minutes, Send
resumes to: Dial Information Services
Corporation, Attn, Mr, Lyons, 159 W,
25th Street, 7th floor, New York, New
York 10001, Absolutely no telephone
caUs or walk-ins accepted,

SURGEON
General surgeon or colorectal, BC"BE
dynamic anorectal practice in NYC,
Resume to: J, Lavigne, Laser Medical, 7
East 68th Street, New York, NY 10021, 1-
800-MD-TUSCH,

MARKETING DIRECTOR
OutWeek seeks marketing director to
create and implement all promotional
and marketing strategies, (Including:
direct mail, telemarketing, television
and print media,) BA required, No
smoking office, Salary plus benefits,
Equal Opportunity Employer, Call Mr,
Rotello (212) 685-6398,

CO-DIRECTOR
SAG E: Senior Action in a Gay Envi-
ronment, Inc, a non-profit organization, is
seeking an individual who will have full-
time financial responsibility for this social
service agency caring for gay and lesbian
seniors in the NY metropolitan area, This
person must have three years or more
work experience in fund-raising
strategies, public relations activities and
preparation of· grant proposals for
foundations and governmental agencies,
This person must have previous
experience in financial management and
budget preparation for business and/or
non-profit organizations, SAGE, Inc, is an
equal opportunity employer,

Please direct all inquiries and resumes to:
Chair, Search Committee, SAGE, Inc., ~8
West 13th Street, New York, NY 10011,
Confidentiality respected,

CRNA
Ambul. rectal surg, practice, NYC, full-
time, Laser Medical. 1-800-MD-TUSCH,

STORE HELP
$225/wk, start, $275/wk.. after 2 months,
32 1/2 hrs, Blue Cross, 1 week paid
vacation, 18 years age min" references
required, Gay Treasures, 546 Hudson
Street, (212)255-5756, ask for Don,
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HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
OUTWEEK'S MUSIC EDITOR

is looking for an intelligent, creative and
experienced writer to coverthe Ndance
music sceneN periodically for the
magazine, Please send 2 writing
samples and cover letter to the
attention of Victoria Starr, OutWeek
Magazine, 77 Lexington Avenue Suite
200, New York. NY 10010,

No phone calls will be acceptedl
Women and people of color are

encouraged to apply,

ADVERTISING SALES
OutWeek, New York's II Lesbian and
Gay weekly, seeks an energetic,
motivated, articulate individual to join
our display advertising sales team,
Previous ad sales experience helpful.
Salary & commission & benefits, Please
send resume & cover letter to:
OutWeek, Attn: Mr, Kit Winter, 77
Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10010,
OutWeek is an equal Opportunity
employer, People of Color and women
are encouraged to apply,

GASTROENTEROLOGIST
BC/BE, dynamic anorectal practice in
NYC, Resume to J, Lavigne, Laser
Medical, 7 East 68th Street, NYC, NY
loo21,l-800-MD-TUSCH,

,

HELP WANTED
PUBLIC EDUCATION

COORDINATOR
Lambda Legal Defense and Education
Fund is looking for a staff person to
oversee educational publications and
events, Must be excellent writer,
creative, and have some experience
working for lesbian and gay rights;
computer skills very helpful; legal
background helpful, but not necessary,
Send resume, two writing samples, and
references by Jan, 25, 1990 to: Paula L
Ettelbrick, Legal Director, LLDEF, Inc"
666 Broadway, New York. NY 10012,

Women and people of color
encouraged to apply,

CLASSIFIED SALES REP.
OutWeek, New York's II Lesbian and
Gay weekly, seeks a Classified Sales
Rep to join our growing dept Must be
responsible, articulate, and motivated,
Previous sales experie nce hel pful but
not required, $18K, Send resume and
cover letter to: OutWeek, Attn: Mr,
Winter, 77 Lexington Avenue, New York.
NY 10010, OutWeek is an equal
opportunity employer, People of Color
and women are encouraged to apply,

BRAVE NEW COMPUTER
CONSULTANT

This job requires heavy programming of
database applications mostly in dBase
III, Foxbase and Clipper, General
knowledge of PCs essential, the more
experience, the better, Also helpful are
good communication/interpersonal
skills and good writing skills, You will be
integral to the growth of a company
committed to radical suc.cess, Please
call (212)614-9567,

INSURANCE

INSURANCE ...
of~kind

Bernard Granville (212) 580-9724

LICENSED MASSAGE
HOLIsm: MASSAGE

AII'styles using imagery and
visualization at a price anyone can

afford, Chelsea 13727,
BRIAN (212)727-2842,
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MOVERS, LICENSED
TIRED OF HOMOPHOBIC MOVERS?
Try Brownstone Brothers instead,

Profe ssional and Reliable,
Serving the Gay Community 15years,
Sensitive, fun people who get the job

done right with no bullshit
licensed DOT 10166, Insured,

Reasonable storage rates,
Pianos-Art-Antiques

Packing, Moving Supplies, 426 E91
Call 289-1511,

Mention OUTWEEKfor Special
Discount Free Estimates,

MUSIC INSTRUCTION
PIANO LESSONS

Internationally trained
classical musician is offering

Piano lessons to beginners and
advanced students,

(212) 633·0317

THINKING ABOUT PLAYING THE
PIANO?

All levels taught by patient, experienced
professional, Beginners welcome,

Convenient West End Avenue location,
Reasonable rates,

(212) 799·3747,
(Message answered promptly)

PAINTING

~~~itm~a~,::?~
and ~ Halging 'dV
212~78-1072 ~ j

/' -GIozng \. ' I... ~ 7-Y
Plasterng
Sterols '\:::$
Point SlIoppng

PHONE SERVICES

~01(J1lL£
WOflv[tEg{

'By
WOflvFEg{
970-2367

ONLY $2. 75 PER CALL

PHONE SERVICES

FREE
PHONE

SEX
(212) 319-2270

FREE MEMBERSHIP NUMBER:

8-6-2-4

After Y.oucaH UI, dial the FREE membership

number to be ANONYMOUSLY connected to

the next caller, The connection I.FREE, 1.oca1

tolls, If any, extra, Be 18, This Is NOT a 550,

540, 900, or 978 call, This offer Is REALLY

FREE, Find a lover or a fantasyman tonight.

The BuddySystem™

PHOTOGRAPHY

M
o
o
E
L
S

Call for appt. (212)279-1980
Leave message,

FANTASY PHOTOS
Ever dream of having a nude photo

taken of yourself or your lover, but didn't
know who would take it? Here's your
chance-reasonable rates, Call (212)

734-7157,

PHYSICIANS
CHP - COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT
208 W. 13 Street, New York, NY 10011,

for info call (212)675·3559,

ANAL WARTS, FISSURES.
HEMORRHOIDS

treated in minutes with lasers call for a
free consultation, Laser Medical

Assoc" Jeffrey Lavigne M,D"
call1-800-MD-TUSCH,

EXPANDING OFFICE HOURS
John Montana M,D,-Internal Medicine

Roman Ostrowski M,D,
Pulmonary Diseases

30 5 Avenue,
New York, NY 10011

for info call (212) 505·7730,

PUBLICATIONS
BOUND & GAGGED

Bi-monthly magazine features true
accounts of male bondage plus hot

personals, Sample $5,50, Subscription
$24,00, State you're over 21 and want

magazine for personal use, Payments to
Outbound Press Suit 167 Dept 0 496·A

Hudson Street NYC, NY 10014

A
C
T
o
R
S

REAL ESTATE
WASHINGTON D.C.

8 Bedroom renovated Victorian guest
house, well-established business, gay

clientele, Located in prestigious DuPont
Circle, metro-accessible, $750,000 .

includes most furnishings, No brokers,
(202) 462-0709,

HATE BROKERS?
At last there's an understanding,
qualified real estate professional. who'
will help you buy or sell your Manhattan
co-op or condo, I have 1000's of
apartments and 1000's of customers,

Please call Phillip (212) 308-0870,
Leave message,

DISTINCTIVE DECO APARTMENTS
Fully renovated apartments in the art
deco district of Miami Beach, Perfect

full-time residences or the best in
affordable second homes,

VINTAGE Properties.
15"20Euclid Avenue

Miami B'each, FL33139,
(305) 534-1424,
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SEXUAL HEALING
SEX. MEN AND INTIMACY ...

Terry Weisser and LK Aubrey are
offering a two day hands·on seminar

examining erotic connections and how
we experience intimacy and sex with
othe'r men, Feb, 3 and 4, $150,00, For

information and registration call Terry
(212)463-9152 or (212)475-1497,

TANNING

GETTHAT HEALTHY, SEXY GLOW...
CITY IMAGES TANNING-

SRAMERCY PARK
(212) 529-1191

284 3RD AVENUE (AT 22ND)

THERAPY
FRANK J, FERRARA. A,C,S,W.

PSYCHOTHERAPIST
NEW YORKSTATELICENSED

INDIVIDUAL AND COUPLE'S SESSIONS
ALSO HIV·RELATED ISSUES

VILLAGE OFFICE
(212)677-0682

THERAPY
COMPASSIONATE, CARING THERAPIST

Supportive individual & couple
therapy by institute·trained

licensed psychotherapist Help
with relationships, gay identity,
dealing with your family, and life
in the age of AIDS, Sliding fees,

NY and NJ offices:
(212)724-7205 (201) 567-2445,

ARI FRIDKIS, C,S.w,

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Individual, Couple and Group

Offered by
Institute Fellow and University Faculty
Memberwith 10 years of E,xperience'

serving the Gay Community

John E, Ryan, M,A, (2121691-8243

SUPPORTIVE GAY THERAPIST
Michael A, Pantaleo CSW-CAC

Experienced·licensed.lnsurance
Reimbursible

Specializing in alcoholism/substance
abuse, A,C,O,A, and co-dependency
issues as well as gay male identity,

relationships, coming out, AIDS, anxiety
and depression,

Chelsea office (212)691-2312

THERAPY
IDENTITY POSmVE
PSYCHOTHERAPY

Licensed, Experienced nerapist offers
Empathic Approach to

Resolve Problems Related to
·Ma/e Intimacy .Depression

.Anxiety end St", .. ·Sell Esteem
·Cereer end Creative Block.

·:..RlI8lize your Potential

Individual, Group and Couples
Insurance Reimbursable
Welter J, Alverez, CSW

Board Certified Diplomat
SohoNiliage Location

(2121941-9830

EXPERIENCED PSYCHOTHERAPIST
TUNED IN TO YOUR FEELINGS

• Relationship Problems
• Self·esteem Issues

• Depression
• Anxiety

• ACOA Issues
• Gay Identity

Stewart M, Crane, CSW
Licensed-Insurance Accepted

Village Office (2.121645-0646
New Jersey Office (201)836-4206

We don't mean to stress you out, but
SUMMERTIME

IS APPROACHING FAST.
NOW IS THE TIME TO ADVERTISE

FOR
SUMMER SHARES,

REAL ESTATE,
FITNESS,

TANNING,
TRAVEL•••••
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THERAPY

IHI
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN IDEN71TY,.C.

11. W. 72M snit. SUItI 1
Nlw Yort. NY 111023

(21217.. M12

Non-Profit Lesbian/Gay
Psychotherapy Clnter

Sliding Scale Fees

TRAVEL

CHANDLER INN, Bed & Breakfast
Your are inn-vited to experience our

style of small-hotel hospitality,
Where strangers become friends and

- friends become closer,
Ask us forthe Boston inn-sider rate of

$69/single--$79/double,
Advance reservations suggested,

call ,·800-842-3450,
Chandler Inn

26 Chandler at Berkeley
Boston, MA 02116

(617) 482-3450,

THE CHELSEA HOUSE
A private guest house for women,

elegant accomodation including air
conditioning, private bath, and pool. 707

Truman Ave, Key West, FL,33040,
(800)526-3559,

82 OUT~WEEK

SINGLE
Th.xlncl.

Newly Renovated Brownstone. All RoomsHave
WashingFacilitias • Share Bath. Braaklast Incl. •
Studio .100 (tax incl.l. Advance Rasarvations
Suggested. 212,243,9889

January 28, 1989

TRAVEL

REDISCOVER A MAN'S RESORT
Island House 1129 Aeming Street, Key

West, FL33040,
for info call 800-526-3559,

SKI/CATSKILLS
Bed and Breakfast just 90 minutes from
NYC, Near Big Vanilla and Holiday
Mountain ski areas,

Stonewall Acres
Box 556

Rock Hill, NY 12775
(914) 791-9474

THAILAND

A
TOTALLY GAY
EXPER(ENCE

*LIVE A LIFETIME
IN

16 days/1 5 nights

*
$1980,00 PP

Inc. Land & Air"

TRAVEL

VERMONT

COUNTRY COUSIN
BED & BREAKFAST

1824 Greek Revival house, music nn,
w/Cathedral ceilings, Rumford fire

place, outdoor hot tub, A truly
traditional B&B, Weekly and wkday

specials, Contact Rt 10 Box 212
Shaftsbury, vr 05262
or call 802-375-6985,

TEXAS,.....

REWARD YOURSELF.:,
ESCAPE TO SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,

The World .. Lo~' Sand
Barrie, Island

ENJOY Ou, Ftiendly A"""."".IW,
Gcurm., fie.,.".",., and a Day
01 Shopping in Old M.Jlico

Conwmient Ai" Connections via AmtHlcan
and ContifI6(Jta/ AIrtIn6s

~

' ~\. Wri"o'CIIIIFo,~ ,,,1t':'""" p.o, Box 2326 IW_
_ SouIhP ..

IMnd, TX 78Sg7
SIZ.7'HYlE

WOMEN'S SEXUALITY

.. Celebrate your sexuality,"T" Proudly, Joyously, At Eve's
Garden, an elegant sexuality
bouttque.created by
women forwomerl.
We grON pleasurable 1hlngs
for your mind. body and splrtt,

OPeN: Moo lhNSet Noon· 6

EVE'SGARDEN.





MASSAGE MASSAGE MASSAGE
20YRADONIS

With swimmer's build will give
you a complete rub down,

$75 Call 12 to 7 pm,
CHARLES (212) 581-3179,

ITALIAN BOY
Gives best rub

Complete satisfaction
Vinnie (212) 255-2303,

• HEAVENLY HANDS •
Terrific Invigorating

BodyWork by
College Student

Late Calls OK,
Calls Verified

Frank (212) 721-A-RUBATHLETIC BODY RUBDOWN
Cleancut, Masculine

College Student
Gives Deep Muscle Body Work

Chris (212) 633-1197

HOT BLOND JOCK
Body-rub by young stud 24 hrs,

Call Scott at 969-0232,

ATHLETIC MASSEUR
Handsome, Clean Cut

Into Wrestling and Sensuous Situations
JOHN (212) 741-3282

HOTTORSO
Athletic bodywork from boyish 145# 5'9"

27 yo with very muscular build and a
nice tan line, Clean cut and friendly,

Noonto4am,
CHRIS (212) 254-4570Australian Body Mechanic

9 years experience with Swedish &
Shiatsu, Fortune-ups ring Joseph,
(212) 633-2698 8 am to 10pm

HOT BLOND JOCK
Body-rub by young stud 24 hrs,

Call Scott at 969-0232,
BLOND HUNK

"COLT" model type
Complete body rub

Call Joey (212)627-1884

HOT MUSCULAR STUD
Rubdown by Handsome

Young Athlete
Call Steve at

(212) 268-9539BODYRUB RELEASE
Serious pro-nude w/oil Swede,

Accupressure, Reflexology, Traeger,
very sensual, fluid, deep tissue

massage by handsome young expert,
Lower East Side, $55 in, out negotiable,

Call John (212)475-6550,

HOTTORSO
Athletic bodywork from boyish 145# 5'9"

27 yo with very muscular build and a
nice tan line, Clean cut and friendly,

Noon to 4am,
CHRIS (212) 254-4570

BODY RUB
Well-built 6'3" 1951bs,

Blond Masculine day/night
(212) 889-2784

BODY RUB BY GUY
Have your body rub the French-

Canadian way, Also body clipping,
Call Guy 924-2528,

BODYWORK BY EXPERIENCED
BLACK GUY

Mature welcome
Call Keith (212) 979-5658,· mVE flY !MJ2ISSYl.(j'E'D

(212) 932·149"6BUSINESSMEN-WALL STREET
Very Discreet Massage

Out-of-towners welcome
WHITEY 924-2253
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IN TOUCH
with relaxing, therapeutic

massage
Professionally trained in

Swedish
Rick Cabe (212) 989-9548 In/Out

Gih C,"tificBtes AVBilBbie

Irs GREATTO GET YOUR
MONEY'S WORTH

Full-Hour; Full-Body Super Massage, No
Rush Job, Friendly & Safe,ln/Out

Dave (212)541-5038 No Phone Sex,

LATE NIGHT RUB
$90 after 1:30 am, Top offyourdayw/a

friendly hot guy, tension release!
Call Peter (212) 645-0782

Latin Man for Mature People
Relaxing Body Tone

Competent, Cleancut, and Safe
Femando (212)831-3580

LONE STAR STUD
Hot young Texan

college student 6'3", swimmer,
Big hands for a real manly touch,

Massage/release only, In/out 24 hrs,
TUCKER (212) 787-9738

MUSCLE MAGIC
Strong deep sensual massage by
handsome muscular nude athlete,

BRAD (212)876-6014

MUSCULAR JOCK
Pleasurable expert massage, very

goodlooking BB, 5'10· 28 years 175lbs,
BI. eyes, Businessmen welcome

Discreet/safe
Matt 212-873-2620

• NUDE·
ATTRACTIVE

AFRO-AMERICAN
MASSEUR!

Gives deliciously erotic hot oil
massage in sensually exotic

atmosphere + release!
In or Out

CHARLES (212)695-0916

RUBDOWN WITH MUSCLE
1 1/2 hr deep Swedish rub by sexy guy,

Reasonable, In/out
Marc (212) 864-0091,

SENSUAL MASSAGE
No phone sex No calls 12am-8am

DEREK (212) 727-2842

SENSUOUS 9O-MINUTE SWEDISH RUB
By Handsome WASP

(212) 989-6306,

SENSUOUS BODY RUB
Relaxinll, experienced,

Safe & satisfying.
STAN (212) 243·5519,



MASSAGE MODELS/ESCORTS
SENSUOUS BODY RUB

By tall, goodlooking 25 year old,
In/out 24 hours, Phillip,

(212)645·9107

Stress Releasing
BodyWork

Various Techniques Available
. L..egitCalis

(212)721-4547

SWIM COACH
6'2", 1851b, gives great rubdown

CHRIS (212)427-3210

YOU DESERVE ITI
Oil, nude, deep tissue
Swede/Accu/Reflex

Handsome yng expert
JOHN (212)475-6550,

MODELS/ESCORTS
BLOND RANCH HAND

From Colorado/Utah, 6"3", 234#, blue
eyes, boyish good-looks, warm smile.

Afternoons only Cody (212)969-0808

COP HUNK
DISCOVER MANHOOD

(201)944-9854

EROTIC STROKES
CUTE ATHLETIC LATIN BOY
5'10",150,22 YEARS OLD

AVAILABLE FOR SENSUAL MASSAGES
AND SAFE, REliEVING ROMPS IN THE
HAY,VERY DISCREET AND STRAIGHT

ACTING,
TERRY (212)969-8730,

EUROPEAN CHAMPION
BLOND, TAN BODY BUILDER,

6'1"/225 LB" 50" CHEST,
29" WAIST, 19" ARMS,

RIPPLING MASS,
BILLY (212)678-5175,

HOT CALIFORNIA JOCK
22, bl, blue, juicy & big, 3-somes tool

Upper East Side
Nick (212)722-3320,

HOT, HANDSOME
28-years·old, uncut. Latin,

Tony 932-1496

HOT MUSCULAR STUD
Rubdown by Handsome

Young Athlete
Call Steve at

(212)268-9539,

JUICE EXTRACTOR
Gives complete satisfaction:

Vito
(212)475·3528,

MODELS/ESCORTS
KYLE

Very handsome, well-built. 6'1",200 Ibs,
Masculine/German hung thick (212)

889-2784,

LOVE
CONNECTION

The best guys for the best times,

All types

We're here for you,

Safe, friendly and discreet

* 24 HOUR SERVICE *
(212)768-0221

New applicants welcome,

MARINE RECRUIT
North Carolina country boy, 20 yrs, 6'1",

mltry flattop It br hair; is very well·
equipped and always ready after 7pm,

Hunter (212)969-0808

MARK
HOT SOUTHERN STUD-ATHLETIC,

SEXY,VERY HANDSOME, .
VERSATILE W/BIG TOOL FR/GR,

F/FTOP, 6'2", 30 YEARS OLD,
VERY FRIENDLY,
(212)721-3810

MR.USA
52c, 2Oa,3Ow, $150in/out

You can reach me by calling a digital
l1ager. Use a tOl!ch tone phone, put your
1 in at the sound of the beep & press I,

ROB (212)845-2465,

MUSCSTUD TOPS
Hungry bottoms,
(212)254-2734,

MUSCULAR IRISH DUDE
Ukes to lean back. 32, 5'10", 210 Ibs,

Handsome, well·hung
"Big man, Big Meat"
Dan (212)459-4152,

NYC'S LATINO ESCORT
First Latinos Escort Service

Hottest and Healthiest Models
One Stop Shopping

100% Latin Men, Men and More Men,
HotTops, Hot Cops, Leather;

Musclemen, 11
$150 an hour and up 24 hours

Models Interviewed (212)642-6528,

NYC'S HOTTEST HUNKS
From $150-1 st hour

CALL FORD (212)685·8771

Amexwelcome· Models interviewed

Rock Herd Musculer Blond Stud
Rugged, Handsome, Ex-marine, Digs

Service,
HANK (212)459-4384,

POLICE UNIFORM
Rubdown by handsome stud,
6', 165,33, rockhard, out only

ROD (212)96Hi747,

TEDDY BEARS
NEW YORK

from $150/ 90 minutes out only
Hot Lunch $95/60 min, out noon-4p,m,

TEDDY BEARS
BROOKLYN

from $150/90 minutes out only

TEDDY BEARS
QUEENS

from $150/90 minutes out only

TEDDY BEARS
LONG ISLAND

from $200/90 minutes out only

Our escorts are clean cut. safe, hot and
dependable, We will always give
accurate information and never send an
unauthorized substitute of your choice,
If you're tired of being taken or lied to
and tired of escorts with no personality
or enthusiasm, call us today!

(718)858-8113

Escorts wanted,
Students, athletes, bodybuilders

make more money
Ask for Ted

Lo. An"e'e. & New York'.
FINEST MODELS & ESCORTS

213·858'8889
To receive our exclusive mo:dels' "Photo-Folio" featuring all
of.our irresistable ·'Z·MEN:' pleJse send 525 cash. check.
or money order to:

Z AGENCY ,
P. O. Box 186, Hollywood, CA 90078

Allow 14 days lor delivery or add $10 for Express Mail
(State that you are OYer 2tl (418 palm B.H.I
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WOMEN'S PERSONAlS
UNUSUALLY
SANEGWF

I like high drama on-
stage at the Met not in
my relationships, Ami-
able, perceptive cutie,
25, w/oid fashionedval-
ues and sense of ro-
mance, seeks GF 30-
50 to share laughter,
quiet evenings, opera,
old musicals, Kids o,k,
Active Christian a plus;
ditto non-drinker/non-
smoker, Write Outweek
Box 2007

WANTED: GWF,
FEMME,

19-25, under 5'2", ma-
ture, intelligent, sense
of humor, lots of sell-
respect. I'm "soft-
butch", GWF, 28, 5'4",
long-haired rocker, My
romantic fireworks kick
in when most other re-
lationships have died,
Responsibility and
commitment. No drugs
or unappreciative pri-
madonnas, Write: P,O,
Box 3908, NY, NY
10185,

GF, 20, CROPPED
HAIR,

vegan w/pierced nose,
Skateboard bean, ani-
mal lib, artistiC,athletic,
seeking similar beans
for correspondence,
friendship, etc, Reply
P,O, Box 20028, c/o
AWOL, Thompkins Sq,

Station, NY, NY 10009,
PiXl#if possible,

GF ANARCHIST
22, vegan semi-musi-
cian, politically ac-
tive, Into music (ska,
punk, new music),
animal rights, art, lit-
erature, films, etc,
Seeking like minded
"beans" (non-smOker
pre!.) anyone whose
life doesn't revolve
around Madonna,
club comps, or
"Pump Up the Jam",
Please write, P,O,
Box 20028 clo Patty,
Tompkins Square
Station, NY, NY
10009, Photo /phone
if possible,

LAUREN-WOW!
FIVE YEARS!!

Imagine that we're
lucky enough to love
each other in a time
when I can tell you
how I feel about you in
a newspaper adl I will
always love you I You
are the only woman in
my life, Happy An-
niversary, you gor-
geous thing I All my
love, Kimberly,

LONELY EX-JEHO-
VAH'S WITNESSES

lesbian searching for
other Ex -JW lesbians
fellowship and com-
panions needed,

There must be other
women like me either
disfellowshipped or pi-
oneering, I would like
to talk and share my
feelings with under-
standing ears, Please
write me soon, Out-
week Box 1861

WORKING THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Personals-does this
stuff really work? Am
I really going to find
a tall, Vivacious, sen-
sous woman with
smarts, wit, and dar-
ing, btwn 28-35, self-
sufficient, and moti-
vated enough to love,
cares, dance, dine,
discourse (Spanish
speaking a plus) and
do the New York
town from off-off
Broadway to warm
nites with our VCR's,
Let's try itl I'm game,
Write Outweek Box
1872

QUATERBACK
LOOKING FOR WIDE

RECEIVER
GBF searching for fe-
mal e to catch, run &
score my love passes,
Number 1 draft choice
only need apply,
Come score with a
touchdown, Write Out-
week Box 1873

MAKE ME SCREAM!
GF, Womanist, looking
for a good time, Wants
quiet romantic dinners
followed by Hot Torrid
non-stop sex, Hot oil
massages, whipped
cream, and xtra cold
ice are only the begin-
ning, I expect a lot and
am more than willing
to reciprocate, If you
want to join me in my
safe sexual adven-
tures write Outweek
Box 1874

LESBIAN ACTIVIST
attractive, athletic,
smoker, responsible,
sensitive, intelligent,
with it good sense of
humor, I value honesty
openness and sensi-
tive women, I have ex-
perienced many of
life's challenges and
am better for it. I'm
looking for a woman
with a sense of humor,
patience, and lots of Ii
bidinal energy, If inter-
ested Write OutWeek
Box 1875,

MOVING TO PHILLY
27 yr-old Lesbian
Feminist moving to
Philly to attend Univer-
sity in January wants
friends, Interested in
politics, and hanging
out. Write C, Jones,
147 W, 42 Street,
Room 603, New York,
NY 10036,

SMALL BUT
VERY BIG

I may be small in size
but I'm very big on
sharing the best of

MEN'S PERSONALS BEGIN ON PAGE 88
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•
OutWeek Box # _
77 Lexington Avenue, Suite 200
New York NY 10010

New York with a tall,
30ish, athletic full fig·
ured woman who can
dance, romance, and
keep up with my ener-
getic spontaneous
pace, Am into commu-
nity, photography, trav-
el, music and letting
go .. , Will you come
with me? Write Out-
week Box 1879

AFFAIR WANTED
GF, seeks sweet,
lusty, open, non-com-
mital affair with tall,
strong, self confident,
sexy woman, Must like
everything from Black
Sabbath to Vogue and
enjoy a good laugh,
Write Outweek Box
1877

IN SEARCH OF THE'
UNEXPECTED

GF, in search of the
unexpected, Perfectly
proportioned and
equally irreverant,
We'd make the power-
house duo of this cold,
dark city, The question
is who gets wet
faster? Outweek Box
1878

TURN MEOUTI
I'm alive, sparkling
and ready, if the right
buttons are pushed,
Full-figured, tailored
and energetice,
30ish, bilingual,
dread locked Lesbian
seeks tall, warm,
provacative, philo-
sophical, non-role
playing woman for
good cuisine, dramat-
ic theater/Film, danc-
ing and very good un-
hibited sex, No S/M
or role types, Write
Outweek Box 1880

A QUIET FLING
LF, 28, in a committed
relationship wants
steamy non-committed
sex, Interests include
music, going dancing,
pillow talk, cvltural
events, and loosing
control. If interested
write Outweek Box
1881

JAMAICAN SEEKS
LOVER AND FRIEND
with sense of humour
one, who love music
and movies also
camping, riding, the-
ater, No drugs, No
smoking, Hol1esty a
must, Seek lover be-
tween the age of 38
and 54, Send photo
and phone number
Outweek Box 1906





STUDY IN
CONTRASTS

Cute GWM, 26, 6',
195, bl/bl, beard, wks
out, loves Depeche
Mode and Maria
Callas, MOMA and the
Saint, the Vampire Le-
stat and Marcel ProusI,
cashmere and black
leather, philosophy and
fashion, working out
and dinino out, Quiet

CZECH IT OUT
Looking for new
friends to share good
times, GWM, 42, 170,
5'9", stache, work-out
body, balding, friendly,
handsome, Czech-
Amer, into massage,
jlo, kissinQ.,jockstraps,
hot looks, duos or
trios, Ph/ph if possible,
Outweek Box 2009

WHITE MALE IN
LATE 30'S

seeks older GWM with
portly or suomo build
with nice nipples and
tits not hairy, Send
photo and description
of self to : Box 123,
Exec SUite, 330 W
42nd St" NY, NY
10036, GWM over 45,
chubbys need apply,

RELATIONSHIP
WANTED

BM 32 5'11", versatile,
many interests, I like
WM's mostly to 50 yrs,
Red hair a +, If you
are in NY, Boston or
Canada, Contact me
so we can meet. Pix
and # Alan 14603 Kil-
lion SI. Van Nuys, CA
91411,

assertive lesbian with
strap-on dildo to use
me-race, age unimpor-
tant, slim a must-
femme a big plus-this
ad is for real. Can
travel send
photo/phone, your
needs- fantasies-no $-
to: p,O, Box 331,
Queens 11372, You al-
ways wanted to do
thisll Here's your
chance-don't lose ill

SEX, LIES AND
VIDEOTAPE

You saw it, now try it,
man to man, Confi-
dentiality assured, Re-
lax and tell your story,
I'll listen and watch,
Ph/ph Outweek Box
2023

DO YOU SET THE
ROOMS ON FIRE?

Gd, Ikng GWM, 25,
tall, bllbr into astrolo-
gy, working out, NYC
good times, seeks
GWM, masculine,
musc, into the same
and more, 21+, must
have good sense of
humor, sensitive,
w/dom, ec:!gein bdrm
lite, S/M, B/D, Virgos
need not reply,
Photolletter/phone,
Outweek Box 2024

LONG ISLAND
GWM,28,

5'8", 145 Ibs" Italian,
good-looking, Roman-
tic, Intelligent, political-
ly conscious and
healthy, Seeks similar
man, 24-39, who is
honest and sincere for
companionship or pos-
sible relationship,
Blonde, BI eyes a
plus, but not
necessary, No drugs,
Serious replies only,
Photo please, Write
P,O, Box 58, King's
Park, NY 11754,

evenings at home and
dancing until dawn,
Sks GM, 25-35,
w/beard or moustache,
nice smile and similarly
diverse tastes, Photo/
phonel letter to Out-
week Box 2002

I WANT YOUR USED
weightlifting or motor-
cycle belts, Will pay
cash or replace new,
This is for real. Out-
week Box 2003

looking for a hot, hap-
py, sane and sober
man 25-40 (bottom a
+) to go on a date or
to a movie, Send pho-
to and a note about
yourself to' PO Box
7354, NY 10116,

SUPER FAT
450 LBS!!

SWM, 5'11", 30's,
seeks submissive
malesto kneel be-
tween my legs and

'worship your new
master, Must be dis-
Cl'get,AIDS free, Pho-
to/phone to Box 629
40-19 164th Street,
Queens, NY 11358,
Your fantasy fulfilled I

GWM, 29, 5'8",145,
CUTE!

Waspy, Classically
trained musician, NYU
Grad Student. I enjoy
books, cooking, run-
ning, lifting, skiing, the
beach, sincere and re-
laxed men, Looking for
trim healthy (HIV-)
mate who loves a
man's touch, capable
of monogamous rela-
tionship, ages 18-40,
Outweek Box 2020

ASIAN MASTER
NEEDED

by GWM for S/M, You
25-40, lean, mean,
looks unimportant. Me,
37,5'10", 190, beard,
butch, HIV+, eager to
serve ASIAN MAS-
TER. Any safe scene
for right guy, I do what
I'm told, Novice, shy,
o,k, Reply, ph/ph to
Outweek Box 2026

BE MY VALENTINE
Let's get serious,
GWM, 41, 5'7" 195
successful secure
sweet guy looking for
a special man to start
a relationship, Photo/
phone number, P,O,
Box 31 Jackson
Hchts, NY, 11372,'

IT'S GROWING
BACKII

My beard, that is, I'm
an opinionated, irrev-
erent, serious and
easy-going Manhat-
tanite who enjoys
laughing hard, two-
stepping and cute men
with tight butts, GWM,
32, 6', 165, blk/br,
non-smoker, HIV+

LESBIAN WITH
STRAP-ON DILDO...

SWM, 30's, mascu-
line, heavy set seeks
dominant, aggressive,

AT YOUR DISPOSAL
BiIW/M slave, 42, obe-
dient, subservient and
eager to please, Avail-
able to dominant
males and couples,
The meaner the better,
P,D,S, P,O, Box 119
Murray Hill Station,
NY, NY 10156,

I
t~~M~h~

OPEN 24 HOURS"
EVERYDAY LOW
VIDEO SALE 81
RENTAL PRICES
and everything else
you would expect from
a Quality Male
BookShop!

!~~~===i:=~",~.~.('~"'.".'~''''- .
--.;- - ------ .....

I~.:~::
'I~'" .. "

• .. . f'. ~
'..:..

.',
500 HUDSON STREET

(at Christopher St.)
New York. NY 10014

24 H RS,

....... :;1',.~,;~~.o:<5i..~;,.......r;i,.~~:..-..rt .. ~_.~
• VideoRentals
• 'State-Of-The-Art'Screening

Booths
• VideoScreeningRoom
• Periodicals,Magazines
• Novelties,Toys, Etc,

"THE" All-MALE
UPTOWN BOOKSTORE
217 West 80th Street
(btwn, B'way & Amsterdam)
New York, NY 10024

• MAGAZINES, NOVELTIES

• PERIODICALS, TOYS, ETC,

• 'STATE-OF-THE-ART'
SCREENING BOOTHS SHOWING THE NEWEST RELEASES

NEW YORK'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF ALL-MALE

VIDEO TAPES FOR SALE OR
RENT AT THE LOWEST

PRICES IN TOWN!
MORE THAN A BOOKSTORE , , , A LANDMARK,
SERVING NEW YORK'S GAY COMMUNITY FOR OVER

20 YEARSI
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THE LEATHER LINE

TALK LIVE WITH
HOT LEATHER MEN

24 HOURS DAILV!

( You must be 18 or older )

Alternate LIne. Inc.

1-900-999-6576
1-900-999-0K-SM



MIND OVER
MATIER!

Can I believe that
you'll be true? I'll give
it a try with someone
new, This considerably
handsome GBM, 23,
5'9", is looking for
some fun and action
from you who might be
the right guy, If you're
a GBM, age 18-28,
send Itr/phone and/or
photo, Outweek Box
1983

ALL-MALE MINI THEATER
(Lower Level)

Mon.-Sat.: 11am-11pm / Sun.: 10am-7pm

would love to fall in
love again with bright
GM of any style or
race (who is real, out,
progressive, giving
and open to the possi-
bility of a long-lasting,
exciting relationship),
Let's make each other
laugh! Drop letter and
pix toOutweek Box
1989

21SBETIER
THAN ONE

GWM, 28, 5'6", 145
Ibs" br/moustache,
straight acting, Into
movies, music, Mets,
working out, seeks
GM 25-35 to co-star in
life, Photolphone#lIet-
ter/POB 2522 West
NY, NJ 07093, No
drugs/smokers/fakes,

person, Tell me about
yourself wllong letter,
hot photo and home
phone, Box 597, NY,
NY 1011l5.

SECOND COMING
Handsome muscular
WM, 34, 5'10", 175,
has lover but seeks ,.
very muscular M or BB
for regular explosive
wkday action, Chest
hair a must, your pic
gets mine, Send to
Box 306, Brooklyn, NY
11217,

WEBER,ijlTIS
AND ME...

Ever want to become
a C.K. Boy? Amateur
photographer looking
for hot men for portrai-
ture, briefs or nudes in
exchange for photos,
Send polaroid/phone
to Box 556, Cathedral
St Station, NYC,
10025,

Ann Street
Adult Entertainment Center

21 Ann Street (btwn, Broadway & Nassau St,)
New York City / (212) 267-9760

Mon,-Fri.: 7am·11pm / Sat.: 10am-11pm
Sun,: 10am-7pm

SIZEOUEEN
There are two types of
gay men, size queens
and liars, I don't lie,
True bottom seeks big
gun for safe sex, fun,
possible relationship,
Answer with explicit
photo, letter, tel. # to
JS, LTS 20053, NYC,
10011, I'm GWM,
210#, 5'11", hairy
chest and butt,

CLEAN-CUT
Ant WM, 26, 5'9", 145
#, BRlBR, smooth, in-
to Lit, film, art, music
and spirit. Seeks attr,
fit WM 28-42 w/ hu-
mor, heart and hair,
Photo w/letter apprec,
No fems or yup-pups,
Outweek Box 1991

MUSCLE
v, gd,lkng" sane,
GWM into BB's and
muscle needs other
musc guys who get off
on other bodybuilders
for fun and possibly
more, I'm 6'3", 34,
musc" 185 and grow-
ing and wants to share
muscle fantasies with
the right guy. Photo
helps, Outweek Box
1992

ATIRACTIVE MAN
GWM, 35, 5'10", 150,
brown hair and stash,
gymbody, big balls sks
another intelligent,
spiritual, handsome,
GWM w/stash for trav-
el, safe sex, theatre
and film, Well-built;
well-hung and roman-
tic guy ready for rela-
tionship with the right

MAN OF THE 90'S
seeks date of the
decade, I'm a prof,
GWM, 28, bllbl, 5'10",
155, I enjoy the arts
(photo), NYC, danc-
ing, long conversa-
tions and new experi-
ences, You: creative,
PC, educ'd GM, 24-
34, Race unimportant.
Send photo/phone
with letter to Box 556,
Cathedral Station,
NYC 10025,

GLORY HOLE
SERVICE

Hot, no nonsense
cocksucker, 34, really
gets down for major
dudes hung bigger
than me (10",) Looks,
age, race unimportant,
cock size is, Just be
hot and ready for a
rootmilkin you won't
sOOn forget, DT as-
sured, Serious calls
only, No J/O no fats,
Duke (212) 691-3601,

90

BEND OVER AND
SMILE

Cock needs satisfying
on 6' GWM, 32, 165,
Tell me how you want
it in explicit letter, Pre-
fer in-shape GWM 25-
40, Assertive bottom a
plus, No drugs, Photo
mandatory, P,O. Box
7354, NYC, NY 10116.

CLASS ACT
REQUIRED

GWM,39-5'10"-145-
brn, hndm seeks
GWM who is worldly,
tasteful and has grip
on reality, Tired of self-
impressed queens.
Lkng for a man whose
interests include sIs
on a regular basis +
living a good life, You
be 30-45, dk, hndsm-
in-shape, Ph/ph to
Outweek Box 1988

LARGE SELECTION OF ALL-MALE
VIOEOS / MAGAZINES / SCREENING BOOTHS

• • •NOVELTIES / PERIODICALS / TOYS / ETC,• • •VIDEO RENTALS / MEMBERSHIP PLANS
row"" VIOfO SALfS, NC

TRUE AND WARM
GWM,26,6',

155 Ibs" intelligent,
fun, attractive, pas-
sionate, different, giv-
ing, artist, European...-

OUT'YWEEK January 28, 1990



HANDSOME NYU
STUDENT

Jock, 25, Italian, slim,
athletic, clean-cut,
gentle yet strong, fun,
seeks attractive, sub-
missive, femme-TV-TS
to service me off,
Campus after work·
outs/classes PO Box
20015, NYC, 10028,

IWANNABE
ROMANTIC

I wanna laugh and cry
together, I wanna go to
lunch·dinner-bed-
Maul-anywhere with
youl Let's dance
around the apartment
and take each other's
clothes off, Let's make
jokes about the
French, We can order·
In Chinese food and
make love during the
four minutes It takes to
deliver It. (How do they
do it?) Finish our for-
tune cookies and re-
tum to bed to hug and
watch the end of Pride
and Prejudice, (old
movies are great.) I'm
36, Libra, 5'9", 150lbs,
BmlGm, GWM, Mous-
tache, very handsome,
if I'm your type,l like
guys that are my size
or bigger, You hopeful-
ly can talk with your
eyes and express in
words how you feel
about life, love, and
your pursuit of happi-
ness, Let's be for one
another, I prefer men
who don't smoke, drink
heavily, or do drugs,
(Life is too precious I)
mid 3O's-40'sok, Send
Photo/Phone plus let-
ter to Outweek Box
1816

CUDDLE BUDDY
Gdlkng deancut book-
ish spiritl and sensual
Anglo-Hisp M, 37, 6',
175, br/br, trim, gentle,
artistic, insiteful and
supportive, sks similar
creative, clnshvn in-
shape quietly masc,
man who loves to be
touched for xplorlng
healing physical as
well as spiritl intimacy
over just plain sex,
Box 022045, Bklyn,
11202-0044,

HIV.,·ATHLETIC
Goodlooking 40 year
old prof'!. loving classi-
cal music and tennis
seeks similar wonder-
ful male, You: under
40, Photo/phone re-
quested, p,O, Box 325
Old Chelsea Station,
New York, NY 10011,

ALTAR BOUND
GWM, 37, 210lbs,
seeks GM for dating,
movies, Broadway,
quiet dinners, safe
sex, possible relation·
ship, All letters an-
swered, received with
current photo, letter,
tel #, to: AB L.T,S,
20276, NYC, 10011,

SEEK SENSUAL
CONTACT

w/ lush nipples, stiff
and swollen, firm mel-
lon buns, massive
arms, vice-like thighs
and hot ss-but more
Important-to hold, kiss
and touch, Someone
at your side, Winter
nights under blankets
w/ wine, Animal pas-
sion w/manly tender-
ness, sharing morning
shower, laugh and cof-
fee, I'm GWM, 36,
5'10", . 150 Ibs"
Brn/Brn, stache, I
have lean tight run-
ner's build, Send letter
w/ ph/ph and tell me
about you, Outweek
Box 1860

BULGING HARDON?
Got a bulge that won't
go down? Relax while
my hot horny mouth
slides you down my
throat, licks your balls,
Goodlooking masc drk
hair moustache young
daddy w hot 8" .dick,
cute ass, 6', 175#,
30's seeks sensual hot
times w dean together
guys 18 to 40, Hung-
uncut a +, Write to
Jack, 496A Hudson
St. Box #469, NY, NY
10014,

CHUBBY GWM,
40, 5'5~',

200, Br/Br, clean
shaven, hairy chest
and belly, u/c, seek
sweaty SAFE good
times w'masculine,
built chasers under 45,
Midtown, day/eve,
Ptvph to TJ, Box 112,
Executive Suite, 330
West 42nd, NYC,
10036, Ethnics, BB,
fantasy wrestlers a +,

RARITY SEEKS
RARITY

GWM, 30, 5'9" musc
165, st. acting enjoys
welghtlifting, movies,
Broadway, bowling sks
masculine GM 22-37
for monog, mate, You:
down to Earth, playful,
monog, sl. acting only,
Any race, Blacks and
Latinos also, Special
man for special man,

Ways
to

Choose
the

Right

•

C,ilY
SI~I..I~Cjrl'IC)NS™

1-900-999- 3700
Simply listen or leave "voice personal"

ads, Only 89t per minuJe

rn .'lW
.;.)~~I~.;'I'I.)~TM
1-900-999- 3333

Private one-on-one conversations,
Probability of matching varies,

Only 89t per minute

Must be 18 years or older,
c Jartel, Inc" 1989
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Photo/letter: Box 680
425 East 25th Street
NY, NY 10010,

QUIET BUT
PASSIONATE

We haven't yet met
because we both dis-
like bars and would
more likely find our-
selves at a concert, bi-
cycling, or maybe at
home with a good
book, If you, like me
are affectionate, good-
natured, secure in
your professional and
emotional life, drop the
book and write, I am a
GWM, 37, 5'8", 145,
attractive and in
shape, P,O, Box 540,
NYC 10163:

MANHATTAN
ULJN. OUT

If you're in your late
40's-mid 50's, nice-
looking, in good
shape, intelligent, in
great health, like being
in the city but like
weekends in the NY
mountains, travel, gar-
dening, outdoors, arts-
A peer with the above
qualities would like to
meet you, Photo desc,
Itr, address, phone
gets reply, No fems,
alcoholic, drugs,
Smoker, social drink,
available weekend
married or Bi with no
problems o,k, POB
156 NYC 10156-0156,

LOOKING FOR LOVE
IN ALL THE WRONG

PLACES
Wanted: Young man
single and free? Me
too, They say you
can't hurry love, but it
seems to need a bit of
help, GWM, 30'ish,
cute, sexy and hand-
some is looking for
same, My life is a
combination of high
profile activities as
well as quiet times at
home, I am Romantic,
love to cuddle and
wake up next to a guy
who is as special as I
am, So stop in the
name of love and write
if you are interested in
performing a duet.
Outweek Box 1894

PASSIONATE
Oriental M, 32, 5'5",
slim, quite attractive,
caring, low-keyed w/
down-to-Earth values
seeks clean-shaven
healthy Manhattan
WM 25-45, Maturity
and honesty required,
No drugs and games,

Photo/phone/letter to
Outweek Box 1900

PALJRooMMATE!
LOVER?

Attr, GWM, blonde,
mature, passive, sen-
sual, HIV-N seeks sim-
ilar mase, WM (20-40),
Safe, relaxed, mas-
sage a plus, Quiet
MDTN w apt. day/eve,
No drugs/ hustlers,
Poss, serious reI. Can
we talk? Radio City
Station POB 366 NYC,
10101,

BULGING HARDON?
Got a bulge that won~
go down? Relaz while
my hot horny mouth
slides you down my
throat, licks your balls,
Goodlooking masc drk
hair moustache young
daddy w hot 8· dick,
cute ass, 6', 175#,
seeks sensual hot
times w clean together
guys 18 to 40, Hung-
uncut a+, Write to
Jack, 469A Hudson
St. Box #469, NY, NY
10014

GREAT HEAD
GWM, 39, youthful, in-
telligent, gives head
with unusual skill, You:
BlacklLatinlWhite, cut
or short skin, avg or
well-hung or good
body, Detailed desc
and phone to CPM,
P,O,Box 6112, NY, NY
10163,

LOST HORIZONS
Have reached a major
crossroads in my life,
Would like to relocate
to a saner, quieter
place with stable loving
man, Professionally
successful but tire of
needless stress and
pointless competition,
Long for simpler, less
complicated life that is
somehow richer and
more grounded,Am at-
tractive 34, 6'3", 170,of
able mind and open
heart Would take great.
comfort sharing life and
love with kindred man,
Outweek Box 1904

COUPLES DELIGHT
WM, 46, 6'1", 175, Eu-
ropean businessman
seeks WM couples/du-
os clean-shaven 23-30
for hot nights on cold
winter: good food, the-
atre, Broadway shows,
safe sex, Graduate

. students, actors,
artists, professionals
write (ph/ph) p,O, Box
8324, NY 10150-1918,
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TRY OUR NEW NUMBER FIRST-

550·5500*
A BUSY SIGNAL MEANS THERE'S ACTION ON THE NfTWORK SO CAll -

1·900·999·8500
'.'.:.•·'.•~
•
•..,
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YOU'RE RAUNCHY-
But also hot-looking,
smart, verbal and a
pig only when you
feel like it. ME too,
And I'm attr, mid-
30's, hung and insa-
tiable, Tell me how
you get really sloppy,
buddy, Full letter
/photo to POB 150,
Prince St. Sta" NYC
10012,

HARD AND SOFT
Hard where it maners,
soft when it counts,
Hazel-eyed academ-
ic/writer, GJM, thir-
tysomething, 5'10",
160, Complex yet un-
affected, intense, fun-
ny, lusty; reasonably
self-assured and rela-
tively lonely, Your in-
terests in the arts,
film, politics could
complement mine,
Ph/ph to Outweek
Box 1911

ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 96

POSITIVE ATTITUDE
GWM, 5'7", 155, br/gr,
muscular, butch,
friendly, very smart, 28
years old, HIV positive
but healthy wants to
meet a similar guy
with a good anitude. I
work out, bicycle, play
jazz piano, like history,
politics, cuddling, You:
smart, cute, single,
Photo/phone to Out-
week Box 1912

LONG ISLAND
GWM,28,

5'8", 145 Ibs" Italian,
good-looking, Roman-
tic, Intelligent, political-
ly conscious and
healthy, Seeks similar
man, 24-39, who is
honest and sincere for
companionship or pos-
sible relationship,
Blonde, BI eyes a
plus, but not neces-
sary, No drugs, Seri-
ous replies only, Photo
please, Write P,O, Box
58, King's Park, NY
11754,

STUDY IN
CONTRASTS

Cute GWM, 26, 6',
195, bl/bl, beard, wks
out, loves Oepeche
Mode and Maria
Callas, MOMA and the
Saint, the Vampire Le-
stat and Marcel
Proust, cashmere and
black leather, philoso-

phy and fashion, work-
ing out and dining out,
quiet ~venings at
home and dancing un-
til dawn, Sks GM, 25-
35, wlbeard or mBUS-
tache, nice smile and
similarly diverse
tastes, Photol phonel
lener to Outweek Box
2002

CZECH IT OUT
Looking for new
friends to share good
times, GWM, 42, 170,
5'9", stache, work-out
body, balding, friendly,
handsome, Czech-
Amer, into massage,
j/o, kissing, jockstraps,
hot looks, duos or
trios, Ph/ph if possible,
Outweek Box 2009

RELATIONSHIP
WANTED

BM 32 5'11", versatile,
many interests, I like
WM's mostly to 50 yrs,
Red hair a +, If you
are in NY, Boston or
Canada, Contact me
so we can meet, Pix
and # Alan 14603 Kil-
lion SI. Van Nuys, CA
91411,

GWM, 29, 5'8", 145,
CUTE!

Waspy, Classically
trained musician,
NYU Grad Student. I
enjoy books, cooking,
running, lifting, skiing,
the beach, sincere
and relaxed men,
Looking for trim
healthy (HIV-) mate
who loves a man's
touch, capable of
monogamous rela-
tionship, ages 18-40,
Outweek Box 2020

AT YOUR DISPOSAL
BilW/M slave, 42, obe-
dient, subservient and
eager to please, Avail-
able to dominant
males and couples,
The meaner the bener,
P,O,S, P,O, Box 119
Murray Hill Station,
NY,NY 10156,

SEX, LIES AND
VIDEOTAPE

You saw it, now try it,
man to man, Confi-
dentiality assured, Re-
lax and tell your story,
I'll listen and watch,
Ph/ph Outweek Box
2023
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CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
Name __

Address, .....

City/State/Zip _

Phone, _

All OutWeek Classified Advertising is prepaid,
The Deadline is NOON MONDAY. one week before on-sale date.
OutWeek reserves the right to edit, reject or rewrite any advertisement.
In case of error on our part, no refunds -- additional insertions only,
$15,00 fee for copy changes or cancellations,
Mail sent to OutWeek Box #'s is forwarded weekly, on Tuesdays,
OutWeek boxes are NOT to be used for the distribution of bulk mail or advertising circulars.
FORYOUR SAFETY,NO STREETADDRESSES ARE PERMITTED IN THE PERSONALSSECTION,
OUTWEEK BOX #'s OR P.O,BOXES ONLY.

CLASSIFIED RATES:

$3 per line (seven line
minimum!. Please conform your
ad copy to the grid,

FREOUENCYDISCOUNTS:
4x , , 10%
13x , ,.. ,.. , 15%
26x., .., "., ,., ..,." .."".,.20%

PERSONALS RATES:

$1 per line (seven line
minimum). Please conform
your ad copy to the grid,

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED
RATES:

$25/ column inch. Please inquire
for frequency discounts. Column
width: 1 7/8' /

PERSONALS

_lines @ $1.00 (seven line minimum)=

times _ weeks ad is to run:

OFFICE USE ONLY

#------------------------
Start Issue. _

Paid Keyed Proofed__

Return this entire page,
with appropriate payment, to:

OutTWeek Classifieds
77 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10010, I

CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
One letter, space, or punctuation mark per box,
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CLASSIFIEDS
Category: _

_lines @ $3.00 (seven line minimum)=
Give me an Out't'Week Box #
and forward my mail each week for __
months @ $20 per month =

Telephone verification charge:
(if your phone # appears in ad) @ $10.00 =

TOTAL ENCLOSED:

times weeks ad is to run:

if ad is to run four or more times,
deduct appropriate frequency discount:

TOTAL ENCLOSED:

Charge my Visa / Mastercard. Accl. #: Exp.: __

Signature:, _





OutWeek Crossword
by Greg Boeshans
Edited by Gabriel Rotel1o

SOLUTION IN NEXT WEEK'S OUTWEEK ON SALE MONDAY

ACROSS
1. Headliner
5, Ran's mate
10, Femme fatale
14, History
15, "Cast the first __ "
16, West introduces herself?
17, Anthology edited by Karla Jay

and Allen Young, 1972
20, Stab
21. Before coffee or stew
22, Piebald
23, Bric-a-__
24, Nodular formations
25, Reddish-brown
28, Festoon
30, Submitted for judgement
31. Corner
32, Energy
35, Sch, course
36, Drill
37, Chastity
38, Congeal
39, Building block
40, Musical form

41. Cast
43, Foreign foodfish
44, Ne'er-do-well
48, Lariat
49, Mangy?
51: Take the rear
54, Greta Shiller documentary
57, Bus, abbr.
58, Esse
59, Feed the kitty
60, 1V's Eliot
61. Craft
62, Broadway necessity

DOWN
1. Certain machine
2, Sightsee
3, Pretentious.
4, Early auto
5, Plane of a sort
6, Work
7, Leaves
8, Crawl
9, Family mem,

10, Depiction
11. Update
12, Photo finish
13, Argentine dollars
18, From the cast
19, German musical event
23, Author Harte
24, Concert- __
25, Hart
26, French river
27, Iran coin
28, Early missile
29, Believe (to be)
31, Haul
32, First video game
33, Finis: Ger,
34, Indigent
36, Disclose
37, Chime
40, Make-up
41. Some furniture
42, Peter e,g,
43, Usually loose
44, Not rural
45, Tenderness, Lat.
46, Water vessels
47, Sandal
49, Confused
50, Move
51. Aisle
52, Countertenor
53, Dale
55, Decrease
56, Slight

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE
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DIAL NOW GUYS ARE WAITING!

I I

1'900 999 .313'1BILLED TO YOUR PHONE AS• • • . . ' "DREAMLlNE" - 9se PER MINUTE
$1,50 THE FIRST MINUTE

- '

BILLED TO YOUR PHONE As1 900 963"REALPEOPLE"-$3,50PERCALL ~ • •

© COPYRIGHT 1989 REAL PEOPLE, LTO, - YOU MUST BE 18 OR OLDER - PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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